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Abstract

Over the past decades, a series of treaty changes and a period of crises

have led to the politicisation of the European Union (EU) and have raised

questions about its democratic accountability. Communication by politi-

cians plays a key role in the process of European integration since it can

contribute to the EU’s throughput legitimacy, it can affect the public’s

attitudes towards the EU and it can influence voting decisions in national

and European elections.

In this thesis, I explore how political actors in EU Member States (MS)

communicate about the EU across a period of more than 10 years (2008-

2023). Departing from different theoretical standpoints, the three papers

that make up this thesis focus on how national politics influences the way

that parliamentarians and heads of government talk about the suprana-

tional EU. I provide evidence from a diverse range of new and existing

sources, including head of government speeches, parliamentary speeches

and social media posts. I analyse this data using a combination of text-as-

data methods such as topic models, sentiment analysis and hand-coding.

The papers make several contributions to existing literature. They allow

us to empirically trace the communication of politicians across multiple

countries and years, they use and validate quantitative text analysis meth-

ods and they enrich theoretical frameworks on political communication in

the context of the EU. Taken jointly, the findings of the three papers can

provide a comprehensive insight into the information that the public re-

ceives about the EU and can have implications for debates on the EU’s

democratic accountability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

This thesis explores how political actors in multiple countries communicate about

the European Union (EU) across a period of more than 10 years. It also tries to

explain what drives this, by focusing on how national politics influences the way that

parliamentarians and heads of government talk about the supranational EU. Whilst

the classic Charles Dickens (1859) novel tells A tale of two cities, I center on a tale

of two levels. In this introductory section, I provide background information on the

process of European integration, explaining how treaty changes and a period of crises

have led to the politicisation of the EU and raised questions about its democratic

accountability. I discuss the role of communication in the accountability relationship

between Member States (MS) and the EU, before highlighting lessons from relevant

research which provide the impetus for the focus on national politics. I then introduce

the three papers that are at the core of the thesis and discuss their contributions.

1.2 The supranational and the national: A tale of

two levels

1.2.1 The politicisation of European integration

The EU and its 27 MS operate in an environment characterised by Multi-Level Gov-

ernance (MLG), where policy-making action is divided vertically between different

supranational, national, regional, and local governments as well as horizontally be-

tween various governmental and non-governmental actors (Bache, 2012). Since the
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Treaty of Maastricht in 1992 the role of the supranational level of governance, which

encompasses EU institutions, bodies and agencies, has been steadily growing. The

treaty has increased the involvement of the EU in citizens’ everyday lives, as it has

set the scene for the free movement of people and the Economic and Monetary Union

(EMU) which coordinates the fiscal and monetary policies of MS (Lobo, 2023).

The creation of the EMU has led to the introduction of the common currency, the

euro, which a majority of EU MS have adopted. The national central banks of coun-

tries that are in the euro area have been stripped off their responsibility for monetary

policy, which has been placed instead in the hands of an EU institution, the Euro-

pean Central Bank (ECB). In addition, the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009 has enhanced

the supranational nature of decision-making by expanding qualified majority voting

in the Council of the EU and strengthening the powers of the European Parliament

(EP) (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014).

The scope and depth of policy-making at the EU level has further increased as

a result of responses to a polycrisis period (Tooze, 2023). In the aftermath of the

Eurozone crisis in the 2010s, the EU has strengthened its purview in economic policies.

For instance, the intergovernmental treaty on the European Fiscal Compact has laid

the groundwork for a fiscal union by imposing stricter rules on budget deficits and

debt levels, whilst the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) has marked the beginning

of a banking union by handing over responsibility for systematically important banks

in the euro area from national authorities to the ECB. The migration crisis, which

began in 2015, has encouraged a more coordinated EU approach on policies which are

primarily within the domain of individual MS, such as asylum and refugee policies.

In 2016, the referendum on the withdrawal of the United Kingdom (UK) from the EU

has marked the first episode of disintegration and was met with a unified response by

the rest of the MS.

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 has led to paradigmatic EU ac-

tion in economic and health matters (Schmidt, 2020b). The European Commission

has coordinated procurement efforts for COVID-19 vaccines on behalf of its MS, the

EP has approved the solidarity-driven NextGenerationEU package in order to support

economic recovery after the pandemic and the ECB has launched the Pandemic Emer-

gency Purchase Programme (PEPP) to inject liquidity into the euro area economy.

The Health Emergency Preparedness and Response Authority has been also estab-

lished in an attempt to monitor and prepare common EU action for future health

2



emergencies. More recently, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 has accelerated

joint efforts by MS to provide funding support packages for Ukraine and has fired up

discussions about a strengthened common EU defence policy (H̊akansson, 2022).

Following these treaty changes and this period of polycrisis, the process of Euro-

pean integration has weakened the role of governments and other domestic actors in

national policy-making by transferring authority from the MS to the European level

(De Wilde and Zürn, 2012). The EU is now exerting varying levels of influence over

a wide range of important areas such as the economy, health, agriculture, trade and

energy. This increased authority has materialised hand-in-hand with the increased

salience of the EU, its institutions and its policies for domestic politics. Prior to the

Treaty of Maastricht, discussions about the EU had been characterised by a “permis-

sive consensus”, whereby EU citizens and the politicians that represent them allowed

European integration to proceed with little resistance (Hooghe and Marks, 2009).

The EU was away from the media spotlight for the most part, did not feature promi-

nently in national party competition and EP elections were considered as second-order

compared to national ones (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014; Reif and Schmitt, 1980).

However, the EU has become more politicised over the past two decades (Lobo,

2023; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Schneider, 2019; Hutter, Grande and Kriesi,

2016). This politicisation has taken place against the backdrop of a polarisation of

opinions about the EU, leading to rising public Euroscepticism and a greater vote

share of Eurosceptic parties in national elections, as Figure 1.1 shows.1 Parties that

are critical of European integration are also expected to achieve big gains in the

upcoming 2024 EP elections (Politico, 2024).

Euroscepticism is considered as part of a new structural conflict that is transform-

ing party competition in the EU, going beyond the traditional left-right economic axis

of political ideology (Hutter and Kriesi, 2019). Academic research also shows that

following the Eurozone crisis national politicians discuss more about the EU in their

public communication and that the public considers EU issues when forming its voting

1Figure 1.1 presents smoothed time trends of EU averages (i.e., averages of values for all EU MS
at the time of each survey) for levels of Euroscepticism, based on operationalisations from existing
studies (Hunter, 2021; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020). I measure public Euroscepticism by using
the Eurobarometer question which asks: “In general, does the EU conjure up for you a very positive,
fairly positive, neutral, fairly negative, or very negative image?”. The figure on the right plots the
total share of those answering “fairly negative” or “very negative” (European Commission, 2023a).
For partisan Euroscepticism, I use information from PopuList (Rooduijn et al., 2019) to categorise a
party as Eurosceptic or not and information from ParlGov (Döring, Huber and Manow, 2022) about
their vote share in national elections.
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decisions (Lobo, 2023). Taken jointly, these developments provide empirical evidence

for the argument that EU politics and domestic politics are interlinked.

Figure 1.1: Partisan and public Euroscepticism

1.2.2 The role of communication in the EU’s democratic ac-

countability

The increase in the salience of and negative attitudes towards the EU along with

the electoral appeal of Eurosceptic parties have brought to the forefront questions

about the EU’s democratic accountability, with concerns about a crisis of legitimacy

abounding (Schmidt, 2022; Schmidt, 2020a; Schraff and Schimmelfennig, 2019). The

EU used to derive its legitimacy primarily based on the effective performance of its

policies, conceptualised as output legitimacy (Schmidt, 2020a). Given that the EU’s

role used to be mainly regulatory, this explained its limited input legitimacy in the

form of electoral participation by citizens.

Nevertheless, its responses to recent crises have been interventionist and have

demonstrated that EU actions can have distributional consequences (Börzel, 2016).

Output legitimacy is no longer considered as sufficient, with more emphasis being
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placed on input as well as throughput legitimacy, with the latter consisting of proce-

dural efficacy and transparency in decision-making processes such as good communi-

cation (Schmidt, 2020a). This has fuelled discussions in policy-making and academic

circles as to whether the EU is suffering from a democratic deficit.

The EU is founded on the principles of representative democracy, which its MS

also enjoy (European Union, 2023). Based on these principles, citizens of MS elect

representatives who participate in decision-making at the EU level. There are two

electoral representation channels which reflect the EU’s MLG structure and contribute

to its input legitimacy. The first one is European, where citizens elect Members of the

European Parliament (MEPs). The EP and the Council of the EU are co-legislators,

responsible for delegating executive functions to the European Commission and hold-

ing it accountable (De Wilde, 2011). Although the EP is the only directly elected

body, all EU institutions are accountable to the citizens they represent through a com-

plex network of relationships. For instance, the ECB participates in parliamentary

hearings with the EP, which acts on behalf of EU citizens (Diessner, 2022).

The second channel is national, whereby citizens elect their domestic government

and parliament. National governments are then responsible for representing the in-

terests of their constituents in intergovernmental EU decision-making venues. These

consist of the Council of the EU, which is populated by government officials and

ministers, and the European Council, in which heads of government or state partici-

pate. Opposition parties in parliaments also play a key, albeit indirect, role as they

can scrutinise the actions of the government at both levels of governance (Helms,

2008). Therefore, in order to fully appreciate the nature of the EU’s democratic ac-

countability, we need to consider not only the EP but also national governments and

parliaments.

Politicians have various tools at their disposal to represent their constituents.

They can push to put items that are important for their voters on the policy agenda

of the EP or their national parliament.2 Once the items are on the agenda, they can

vote for or against legislative proposals in line with the interests of their voters. What

matters though, is not only how politicians act, but also that the public is aware of

2There are various ways to influence the EP’s legislative agenda. For instance, interested parties
can influence the European Council, which sets the general political priorities of the EU, or they
can influence the European Commission, which has the right of initiative to put forward legislative
proposals.
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their actions. This is because voters might lack the time or willingness to develop

deep political knowledge (Hunter, 2021).

Instead, they tend to rely on cues and the communication of politicians to form

opinions (Lau and Redlawsk, 2001; Sniderman, Brody and Tetlock, 1991). There is a

long-standing research stream which highlights the role that communication plays in

the chain of democratic representation (Fenno, 1978). Evidently then, politicians have

strong incentives to present policy outputs to their constituents by publicly discussing

them in a way that would be favourable for them. For example, politicians from

governing parties can present an adverse situation, such as a crisis, under a positive

light in order to try and shift the perceptions of the public on their competence.

The importance of politicians’ communication is especially prevalent in the context

of the EU’s MLG structure (Lobo, 2023; Hunter, 2021; De Wilde, 2011). Decision-

making in the EU is inherently complicated; it is characterised by a complex web

of deliberations between European Commission officials, national governments and

the EP. In addition, there is a lack of a common language and of a universal Euro-

pean media environment, which means that EU issues tend to compete for visibility

with national ones in the news outlets of individual MS (Hunter, 2021). There is

evidence that voters are even more ignorant about EU issues compared to national

ones (Hobolt, 2007).

This leaves more space for the discourse of politicians, primarily domestic ones,

to structure the public’s mental map of policy-making about and attitudes towards

the EU level (De Wilde, 2011). For instance, heads of government can highlight that

a collective European Council decision benefiting the public in their country would

not have been possible had it not been for their own negotiation skills. A statement

that Mariano Rajoy, a former Spanish Prime Minister, made after a European Coun-

cil meeting demonstrates this in practice: “The six billion euros dedicated to the

Youth Employment Initiative will be disbursed in 2014 and 2015. This initiative, as

you know, was agreed in February and was a proposal of the Spanish government”

(Hunter, 2021).

In turn, the communication of politicians can feed into the political information

that voters have, which has been found to affect how they take EU issues into ac-

count when they vote (Lobo, 2023; De Vries et al., 2011). This discussion shows

that communication can speak to input legitimacy by exerting an indirect influence

on the institutional channels of the EU’s representative democracy such as elections.
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However, communication also matters directly for the EU’s deliberative democracy

(Vössing, 2023; Habermas, 1973), which relates to its throughput legitimacy. By

spreading disinformation or not revealing the discussions behind closed doors politi-

cians can hinder the EU’s deliberative democracy. Conversely, by engaging in an

open and respectful debate they can promote it.

Given the potential of politicians’ communication to influence the voting decisions

of the public in national and European elections as well as its legitimisation dynamics,

it could be argued that it is central for the democratic accountability of both the EU

and its MS. This is the motivation behind this thesis, which looks at how different

political actors communicate about the EU between 2008 and 2023. During this time

period the EU was faced with a series of treaty changes and crises that transformed the

process of European integration and raised questions about its legitimacy. To draw

out the implications of this communication, it is also important to get an insight

into the factors shaping it. In this thesis, I focus on national politics as a driver.

This approach builds on existing research, which I discuss below, that highlights the

key role that communication can play for European integration and points to the

relevance of national considerations in shaping it.

1.3 Lessons from previous research

A wealth of theoretical and empirical studies consider the presentation of the EU

and its institutions by politicians as well as other actors. Five strands of research

are most relevant for this thesis; politicisation, rhetorical responsiveness, political

oversight of the ECB, responsibility attribution and public opinion on the EU. I

discuss each in turn below and highlight how they provide an impetus for the three

papers in the thesis. The starting point for these research streams is theories of

European integration, which hint at how communication can affect the process of

regional integration.

Neo-functionalists put forward an elite perspective on European integration, ar-

guing that the bureaucratic nature of the EU means that the public is not inclined to

become involved in EU affairs because they are either indifferent or powerless to do

so (Haas, 1958). This is thought to be a temporary state of affairs which applies to

the earlier years of integration; as the EU becomes more involved in decisions which

affect its MS, the public will engage more with European issues (Hooghe and Marks,

2009). As post-functionalists contend, this will lead to the politicisation of European
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integration, meaning that EU issues will become more salient, polarising and a larger

range of actors will engage with them (Kriesi, 2016; Hooghe and Marks, 2009).

There is a burgeoning qualitative and quantitative literature which finds empirical

support for the politicisation of the EU in the period after the Treaty of Maastricht

and especially following the Eurozone crisis (Lobo, 2023; Hutter and Kriesi, 2019;

Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016). The consensus in their findings is that the process

of politicisation is differentiated across time and countries as well as in the issues that

are relevant. These studies look at the communication of different actors, focusing

on national media and parliamentarians. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I use conceptual

tools from the politicisation literature to put the spotlight on another political actor,

by focusing on how and why heads of government highlight different EU-related issues.

In the same chapter, I draw from the rhetorical responsiveness literature to ex-

plore whether heads of government emphasise certain issues in order to appear as

responsive. There is evidence that heads of government are responsive to domestic

public opinion when taking decisions in the European Council or when they speak

in public (Hunter, 2021; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Alexandrova, Ramsussen

and Toshkov, 2016) and that both national parliamentarians and heads of government

consider national macroeconomic conditions that can have an impact on their elec-

torate when they talk (Kartalis, 2022; Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2022).

Research on EU-level actors also reveals that their communication about the EU

takes into account domestic factors that are important to the public (Ferrara et al.,

2022; Fraccaroli et al., 2022b; Moschella, Pinto and Martocchia Diodati, 2020). In

Chapter 3, I explore how certain factors affect the way that MEPs talk about the

ECB, building on studies which examine the political oversight of the central bank.

Another European integration theory, which speaks to the relevance of communi-

cation and informs relevant studies, is liberal intergovernmentalism. Liberal intergov-

ernmentalists suggest that the complex decision-making procedures which stem from

the cooperation between the EU and MS can create an informational asymmetry,

with some domestic actors having more knowledge compared to others as to what is

happening at the EU level (Moravcsik, 1994). According to Moravcsik (1994), some

politicians can exploit this informational asymmetry in order to tilt public opinion in

their favour. For instance, they can adopt communication strategies which are geared

towards avoiding blame or claiming credit for policy outcomes.
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Building on this, subsequent research explores how politicians attribute responsi-

bility in the context of the EU and develops relevant typologies (Hobolt and Tilley,

2014; Hood, 2011). A number of studies based on hand-coding empirically test ex-

pectations as to how national politics drives the way that parliamentarians and heads

of government attribute responsibility to the EU during the Eurozone crisis (Hunter,

2021; Ladi and Tsagkroni, 2019; Vasilopoulou, Halikiopoulou and Exadaktylos, 2014).

In Chapter 4, I draw from this literature to consider how national Members of Par-

liament (MPs) blame and credit the EU.

Another related research stream is that of public opinion towards the EU, as it

informs the motivation of all three chapters. It also ties in with their implications, as

the communication of politicians can impact how the public thinks about and forms

attitudes towards the EU. Some studies use experimental survey data to explore how

political rhetoric influences public opinion towards European integration (Vössing,

2021), whereas others use Eurobarometer data (Vössing, 2005) and observational

survey data on EU issue voting (Heyne, Lobo and Pannico, 2023; Navarrete and

Marc Debus, 2023). The key takeaway from these studies is that public opinion on

the EU is consequential for voting decisions and that political rhetoric can shape it.

1.4 Three papers on communication about the EU

and domestic politics

As the previous section has shown, studies on communication about the EU span

various geographical areas and time periods. They look at numerous political actors,

such as heads of government, national parliamentarians and EU politicians, from

different theoretical angles and methodological approaches. They also ask a multitude

of questions: How do politicians talk about the EU? Why do they talk about it in

this way? And what are the consequences of these communication strategies for the

legitimacy of the EU?

I broadly address these in this thesis, which consists of three papers that answer

more specific research questions and are presented in separate chapters. The common

thread in all papers is an attempt to explain the factors behind the communication

strategies of different political actors about the EU, focusing on the impact of domestic

considerations. This is driven by existing research, which highlights the importance
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of the national level and converges in finding that it affects communication about the

supranational level.

These domestic considerations are inter-related with the political backdrop in each

country, yet manifest themselves in different ways, such as public opinion, macroe-

conomic conditions, partisan political ideology or the nature of the party system. I

discuss the motivation behind the research focus and the theoretical mechanism un-

derpinning the relevance of domestic considerations for each paper in their respective

chapter. All papers look at multiple EU MS and a time period of at least 10 years.

This allows us to uncover longitudinal, cross-country trends through a combination

of text-as-data methods, including topic models, sentiment analysis, hand-coding and

machine translation. Table 1.1 presents an overview of the chapters. I expand upon

this in the rest of this section, by highlighting the research question(s), research design

and main findings of each paper as well as outlining the thesis’ concluding remarks.

Chapter Research
question(s)

Countries Time
period

Text data

2. Multi-issue multi-
level system: Explor-
ing how heads of gov-
ernment talk about the
EU

When heads
of government
discuss the EU,
which issues do
they talk about?
What can ex-
plain why heads
of government
focus on cer-
tain EU-related
issues?

Czech
Republic,
Denmark,
France,
Germany,
Greece,
Nether-
lands,
Portugal,
Spain, UK

2009-
2022

Head of gov-
ernment or
state speeches
from EU-
Speech V2.0
(Schumacher
et al., 2020)
and original
data collection

3. The role of domes-
tic considerations in
the political oversight
of the ECB: Evidence
from MEP communica-
tion in parliament and
on social media

How do domes-
tic considera-
tions affect the
tone and topic
focus of MEPs
when they talk
about ECB?

All EU
MS

2009-
2023

Parliamentary
hearing and
X data from
original data
collection

4. Blame and credit
strategies towards the
EU: Evidence from 10
years of parliamentary
speeches

How do MPs at-
tribute responsi-
bility to the EU?

Austria,
Nether-
lands,
Spain, UK

2008-
2018

Parliamentary
speeches from
EUParlSpeech
(Hunter,
2021)

Table 1.1: Overview of chapters
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Chapter 2 addresses two research questions, which focus on heads of government

and their EU-related communication. The first one is descriptive: When heads of

government discuss the EU, which issues do they talk about? Drawing from the politi-

cisation literature, I distinguish between different types of issue dimensions; polity as

opposed to policy and economic as opposed to non-economic dimensions (Lobo, 2023;

Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016). The second question is explanatory: What can

explain why heads of government focus on certain EU-related issues? To address this,

I build on the rhetorical responsiveness literature, which explores how political actors

highlight issues to appear as attentive to the demands of their supporters (Klüver and

Sagarzazu, 2016; Wagner and Meyer, 2014; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). I put

forward the theoretical argument that the MLG nature of the EU creates incentives

for heads of government to be responsive at two levels.

On the one hand, they might have incentives to be responsive to public opinion

at the domestic level in order to appeal to voters. On the other hand, they might

be constrained by decisions taken at the European Council and want to appear as

credible vis-à-vis their partners at the EU level. To take this double role into account,

I consider the salience of an EU issue in public opinion based on Eurobarometer data

as well as the thematic attention of European Council Conclusions, which are official

documents setting out the political priorities of the EU.

To answer both questions, I look at the public communication of heads of gov-

ernment in nine countries which were or are EU MS; the Czech Republic, Denmark,

France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the UK.3 The time

period of interest is from 2009 until 2022 and I collect original data to extend EU-

Speech V2.0, a dataset on speeches by EU leaders (Schumacher et al., 2020).4 I

analyse the speeches using regular expression dictionaries and machine translation to

extract all references to the EU (including about its policies and institutions) and

semi-supervised topic models to measure issue attention.

The descriptive results show that, with the exception of the UK, heads of govern-

ment do not highlight only the polity dimension of EU-related issues as the majority

of the literature on politicisation finds. Instead, they talk about both policy and

3The only exception is France, where I use speeches by the President, who is the head of state,
rather than the Prime Minister, who is the head of government. This is because in France the Presi-
dent is the elected official who is responsible for appointing the Prime Minister and for participating
in the European Council, with both aspects being relevant for this papers’ focus. Therefore, in the
rest of the thesis whenever I refer to heads of government I also include the French President.

4For the UK, I only use data up to 2020 given the withdrawal of the country from the EU.
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polity issues at relatively similar levels, although regional differences are present.

The findings also reveal the differentiated nature of EU politicisation as they show

variation in the focus that heads of government place on economic and non-economic

issues, both across time and across countries. In recent years though, it appears that

heads of government in all MS discuss less about economic issues in relation to the

EU, whilst they focus more on non-economic ones. Lastly, the regression analyses

find a relationship between the EU-related issue attention of heads of government,

the priorities of the European Council and the issues that the public considers as

important. This could point to rhetorical responsiveness as the relationship reflects

the dual role of heads of government.

As with the previous chapter, Chapter 3 argues that domestic political pressures

can impact the way that political actors communicate in relation to the EU. However,

it shifts the attention from heads of government to MEPs and centers on one EU

actor; the ECB. The focus is on the accountability relationship between the ECB and

the EP, drawing from the growing relevant literature. In the chapter, I ask how two

aspects of MEP communication about the ECB (topic focus and tone) are affected by

domestic considerations, which are conceptualised along three dimensions. First, I use

semi-supervised topic models to consider whether the macroeconomic conditions in

their country influence the topics that MEPs discuss. Second, I conduct a sentiment

analysis to look at how political ideology affects the tone of their communication,

focusing on the predisposition of an MEP’s national party on the economic left-right

scale as well as towards the EU. Third, I use the results from the sentiment analysis

to also examine how domestic public opinion towards the ECB relates to an MEP’s

tone.

The empirical interest is in the 2009-2023 period, based on an original data collec-

tion from parliamentary hearings between the ECB and the EP as well as social media

posts by MEPs about the ECB on the X platform (formerly known as Twitter). The

country coverage is EU MS-wide. The regression results reveal that some domestic

considerations do affect the way that MEPs talk about the ECB. The macroeconomic

conditions in the country of an MEP affect their topic focus in both communication

venues; they talk more about the ECB’s primary mandate of price stability as the

inflation rate increases, whilst they talk less about it as the unemployment rate in-

creases. The evidence for tone is mixed. The stance of their national party towards

European integration appears to be guiding the tone of MEPs; those from Eurosceptic
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parties are less likely to speak positively about the ECB compared to others from pro-

EU parties. However, the effect for left-right economic positions and public opinion

is smaller and not in the expected direction in either communication venue.

Chapter 4 also looks at parliamentarians, but from the perspective of national

parliaments rather than the EP. The research question is: How do MPs attribute

responsibility to the EU? Existing literature on blame attribution would lead to the

expectation that national politicians prefer to scapegoat the EU for adverse events

(Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and Rittberger, 2020; Moravcsik, 1994; Weaver, 1986). I

challenge this focus on blame strategies and theorise how party characteristics and the

nature of EU actors create incentives for some national politicians to also credit the

EU. To empirically substantiate my hypotheses, I use dictionary-based text analysis

and hand-coding to analyse parliamentary speeches which discuss economic crises

and the EU, drawing from the EUParlSpeech dataset (Hunter, 2021). I focus on a

time period of 10 years (2008-2018) and four countries which were EU MS during the

period under investigation; Austria, the Netherlands, Spain and the UK.

There are three key findings. First, I find that MPs use blame and credit strategies

with a similar frequency. This is consistent across the period studied and suggests

that the EU is not always used as a scapegoat. Second, I show how MPs from

governing parties are more likely to credit the EU compared to those from opposition

parties. Another party characteristic that has a strong and positive relationship with

crediting the EU is a favourable stance towards European integration. Third, there

is evidence of variation in responsibility attribution across EU targets. Although

general references to the EU are the most common way of attributing responsibility,

there are differences across EU actors. For instance, the intergovernmental European

Council receives more credit rather than blame.

Lastly, Chapter 5 offers concluding remarks. It summarises the argument, findings

and contributions from each of the three papers. It also discusses them jointly to flesh

out their implications and limitations, paving the way forward for future research. The

findings have implications for debates on the EU’s democratic accountability. They

provide an insight into the information that the public receives about the EU, which

can feed into voting decisions in national and European elections. In addition, the

results highlight the relevance of domestic considerations in the communication of

politicians about the EU. This echoes concerns on how we need to take the national

level of the EU’s MLG structure into account when we are considering how to improve

the quality of democracy in its supranational level (Lobo, 2023).
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1.5 Contributions

This thesis makes several contributions to research on EU politics in general, and

on the communication of politicians about the EU in particular. It offers an empir-

ical contribution, by providing longitudinal cross-country evidence for how heads of

government and parliamentarians communicate about the EU and what can explain

this. This enriches our understanding on the consequences of the EU’s politicisation

for its democratic accountability over the past years and can inform public opinion

studies. The thesis also puts forward new machine-readable ready-to-use datasets

that future researchers can benefit from. There is a methodological contribution as

well, as the thesis uses and validates innovative quantitative text analysis methods.

From a theoretical standpoint, the thesis extends frameworks based on the rhetorical

responsiveness, ECB accountability and responsibility attribution literature.

1.5.1 Empirical contributions

Taken jointly, the findings of the three papers allow us to trace how national pol-

itics affects the communication of heads of government and parliamentarians from

numerous MS about the EU across a period of more than 10 years. In so doing, they

have implications for the growing literature on the consequences of EU politicisation

and democratic accountability (Lobo, 2023). As the discussion in the introduction

argues, legitimacy is both an institutional and a discursive process in which com-

munication matters. Furthermore, the findings can speak to research on the political

information that voters receive about European integration and can be used to inform

experimental studies on the topic such as Vössing (2021).

Whilst various studies look at how national politics affects politicians’ communi-

cation about the EU, they tend to focus on the years during and before the Eurozone

crisis. This is also the case for the paper in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, the other two

papers are more timely because they have a time-frame which captures new empir-

ical developments that have shaped the process of European integration, including

the COVID-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. This allows us to explore

whether the trends that existing research has identified have persisted in light of these

transformative events. Chapter 2 captures the EU-related issue attention by heads

of government, the public in MS and the European Council from 2009 until the end

of 2022, which is made possible through original data collection.
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Chapter 3 enriches the literature on the political oversight of ECB. Currently,

studies on the topic do not include the most recent EP legislative period (2019-2024),

whilst they tend to focus on speeches from parliamentary hearings only (Ferrara et al.,

2022; Fraccaroli et al., 2022b; Amtenbrink and van Duin, 2009). I extend the period

of analysis to include the years from 2019 until the end of 2023, thereby capturing

most of the latest legislative period. Moreover, I look at an additional source of

communication, MEPs’ posts on X. This allows us to develop an understanding of

how MEPs talk about the ECB in a more informal setting which can reach the public

more directly compared to parliamentary hearings.

To do so, I create two machine-readable datasets; the one includes transcripts of

parliamentary hearings between the ECB and the EP from 2009 until 2023, whilst the

other is a collection of X posts by MEPs from all EU MS which talk about the ECB

during the same time period. Therefore, in addition to an empirical contribution,

Chapters 2 and 3 contribute useful resources to the academic community in the form

of machine readable datasets which are freely available upon request. All datasets

include the original language of a text and its machine translation into English as well

as political and economic meta data. Researchers can use them to explore commu-

nication trends in relation to the EU by political actors or to answer other exciting

questions pertaining more generally to EU politics.

1.5.2 Methodological contributions

All three papers use a combination of quantitative text analysis methods, thereby

joining the surge in recent studies which study communication in an EU context

through the lens of text-as-data approaches such as Ferrara et al. (2022), Hunter

(2021) and Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde (2020) to name a few. The practical appli-

cation of these methods can serve as a validation of their accuracy and usefulness.

Chapters 2 and 3 use semi-supervised topic models based on keyword Assisted Topic

Models (keyATM).

keyATM is a recent machine learning method which was created for social sci-

ence in mind and is used to classify texts according to topics with the help of pre-

determined keywords (Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). Chapter 3 conducts sentiment

analysis, based on dictionary methods, in order to capture the tone of MEPs. Chap-

ter 4 also uses sentiment analysis but in combination with hand-coding in order to

identify responsibility attributions in the speeches of MPs.
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All analyses take advantage of machine translation, which allows us to translate

texts from their native language into a pivot language, English, in a fast and free

way. This overcomes language barriers and the need for professional translators. By

leveraging these developments in computational social science, the thesis goes beyond

earlier studies on the communication of politicians about the EU which were based

on qualitative manual coding analyses and used to look at single or two-country case

studies spanning only a few years. The focus on a larger number of countries and a

longer time period can strengthen the generalisability of the results, as it allows for

more variation in the domestic considerations which might affect how politicians talk.

1.5.3 Theoretical contributions

The papers build on insights from existing literature to provide different theoretical

accounts of how domestic considerations affect the way in which politicians commu-

nicate about the EU. Chapter 2 contributes to rhetorical responsiveness research, by

putting forward a framework which considers this in the context of EU-related issues.

Current research theorises how political actors are rhetorically responsive to the na-

tional issue priorities of their electorate (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Hobolt and

Klemmensen, 2008), with a few studies investigating the responsiveness of heads of

government to citizens’ concerns for EU-related issues as well (Hunter, 2021; Rauh,

Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2019). By argu-

ing that their issue attention also relates to the political priorities of the European

Council, I introduce another actor to whom heads of government might be responsive.

Chapter 3 combines the main arguments from research on the ECB’s account-

ability to conceptualise three dimensions of domestic considerations that can affect

the communication of MEPs; macroeconomic conditions, the political ideology of na-

tional parties and public opinion. Chapter 4 advances the responsibility attribution

literature. It diverges from studies which look only at blame strategies towards the

EU (Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and Rittberger, 2020; Ladi and Tsagkroni, 2019) to

also consider credit strategies. The few contributions on credit strategies towards the

EU focus on heads of government (Hunter, 2021; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014), whereas

I provide a new theoretical account of how incentives in national parliaments make

some MPs more likely than others to credit the EU. In addition, responsibility attri-

bution studies tend to view the EU as a single responsibility target. I go beyond this

to theorise how MPs assign responsibility to separate EU actors in different ways.
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Chapter 2

Multi-issue multi-level system: Exploring how

heads of government talk about the EU

Abstract: Recent research on the politicisation of European integration unpacks

which EU issues national media and parliaments discuss. This paper puts the spotlight

on another actor, heads of government, to explore the issues that they talk about when

they mention the EU using semi-supervised topic models on more than 7,800 speeches

in nine EU MS. The findings suggest that whilst heads of government highlight both

polity and policy issues in relation to the EU, these vary across time and countries

with a general increase in the salience of non-economic issues in recent years. I

also examine whether heads of government are rhetorically responsive in line with

their dual role as top officeholders at the national level and as representatives of their

country at the supranational EU level. I find a relationship between the issue attention

of heads of government and the issue priorities of the public and the European Council.
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2.1 Introduction

As a result of policy responses to a series of crises and treaty changes, the EU has

become increasingly visible and polarising among political actors and the public in

its MS. European governance has moved from its initial state of permissive consensus

in domestic politics where EU-related issues and decision-making were less relevant

as a subject of public contestation (Hooghe and Marks, 2009) towards a period of

politicisation (Lobo, 2023; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Schneider, 2019; Hutter,

Grande and Kriesi, 2016; De Wilde and Zürn, 2012; De Wilde, 2011). There is

evidence that under certain conditions EU issues can enter the national electoral

arena, thereby structuring party competition and the political space (Hutter and

Kriesi, 2019; Schneider, 2019). Therefore, it has become increasingly relevant to

understand how EU-related issues are highlighted at the national level.

In this paper, I explore which issues heads of government talk about when they

mention the EU, i.e., their EU-related issue attention, and how this corresponds to

issues that domestic public opinion and EU-level decision-makers consider as impor-

tant. In so doing, I ask two research questions. The first one is descriptive: When

heads of government discuss the EU in this politicised environment, which issues do

they talk about? Drawing from the politicisation literature, I focus on different types

of dimensions; polity as opposed to policy and economic as opposed to non-economic

issues (Lobo, 2023; Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016).5

The second question is explanatory: What can explain why heads of government

focus on certain EU-related issues? To address this, I build on the rhetorical respon-

siveness literature, which explores how political actors highlight issues to appear as

attentive to the demands of their supporters (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Wagner

and Meyer, 2014; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). I argue that the MLG nature of

the EU creates incentives for heads of government to be responsive at two levels. More

precisely, I focus on the double role of heads of government as the top officeholders

in national politics and as representatives of their country in the EU through their

participation in the European Council.6

On the one hand, they might have incentives to be responsive to public opinion in

their MS in order to appeal to voters. On the other hand, they might be constrained

5I use the terms issues, topics and dimensions interchangeably throughout this paper.
6According to the Treaty of the EU, the European Council consists of the Heads of State or Gov-

ernment of EU MS, the President of European Council, the President of the European Commission
and the EU’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (European Union, 2012).
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by decisions taken by the European Council and want to appear as credible vis-à-vis

their partners at the EU level. To take this double role into account, I consider the

salience of an EU issue in public opinion as well as the thematic attention of European

Council policy priorities, as highlighted in their Conclusions. To answer both research

questions, I analyse the public communication of heads of government in nine EU MS;

the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal,

Spain and the UK. I collect data to extend EUSpeech V2.0, a dataset on speeches by

EU leaders (Schumacher et al., 2020). I analyse the speeches using regular expression

dictionaries and machine translation to extract all references to the EU and semi-

supervised topic models to measure issue attention.

The findings, which I discuss below, have several implications. The results on the

first research question show that, with the exception of the UK, heads of government

do not highlight only the polity dimension of EU-related issues as the majority of

the literature on politicisation finds. Instead, they talk about both policy and polity

issues at relatively similar levels, although regional differences are present. This can

be interpreted in a positive light; discussions about policies are considered as part of

normal political competition which can foster a European public sphere (Lobo, 2023;

Follesdal and Hix, 2006) and are less threatening to the democratic accountability of

the EU compared to polity ones which discuss the legitimacy and foundations of the

EU (Mair, 2007).

The results also reveal the differentiated nature of EU politicisation as they show

variation in the focus that heads of government place on economic and non-economic

issues, both across time and across countries. However, it appears that heads of gov-

ernment in all MS discuss less about economic issues in relation to the EU in recent

years, whilst they focus more on non-economic ones. This could be interpreted as a

shift away from the presentation of the EU as an economic union towards that of a

political union. Lastly, the regression analyses on the second research question show

that there is a relationship between the EU-related issue attention of heads of govern-

ment, the priorities of the European Council and the issues that the public considers

as important. This could point to rhetorical responsiveness as the relationship reflects

the dual role of heads of government.

This paper makes three contributions to existing literature on EU politicisation

and rhetorical responsiveness. First, it provides new empirical evidence for which

dimensions of the EU are salient in domestic politics. The existing information we
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have on this topic is from the politicisation research. Nevertheless, these studies only

provide a snapshot of EU-related issue attention because they tend to use data from

national media during election periods and more recently parliamentary speeches

(Lobo 2023; Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016). I look at the entire period between

2009 and 2022, capturing both election and normal politics periods. I also focus on

heads of government. Although this is a less studied actor, I discuss how their public

communication matters for domestic and EU-level politics.

Second, it can contribute to research on rhetorical responsiveness, by putting

forward and testing a theoretical framework which considers rhetorical responsive-

ness in the context of EU-related issues. Existing research explores whether or not

political actors are rhetorically responsive to the national issue priorities of their

electorate (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008), with a few

studies investigating the responsiveness of heads of government to citizens’ concerns

for EU-related issues as well (Hunter, 2021; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Tra-

ber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2019). By arguing that their issue attention also

relates to the political priorities of the European Council, I introduce another actor

to whom heads of government might be responsive.

Third, the paper puts forward two datasets. One of them is a collection of head

of government speeches in nine EU MS (the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Ger-

many, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the UK). The time period covered

is the date of the last speech collected in each country in a similar dataset, EUSpeeech

V2.0 (Schumacher et al., 2020), until the 31st of December 2022.7 This allows us to

capture recent empirical developments, such as Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the

COVID-19 pandemic. The other dataset includes all European Council Conclusions

from 2009 until 2022, divided according to thematic attention. Both datasets are

machine-readable, will be made available upon request and can be useful for re-

searchers interested broadly in topics pertaining to European politics. Overall, the

paper allows us to trace EU-related issue attention by heads of government, the public

in MS and the European Council across a period of 13 years.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the motiva-

tion behind the research question, Section 3 the literature review and Section 4 the

theoretical framework. Section 5 provides an overview of the data collection and

7The only exception is the UK, for which I only use data up to 2020 given the withdrawal of the
country from the EU.
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methodological approach, whilst Section 6 discusses the findings. Lastly, Section 7

offers concluding remarks.

2.2 Motivation for research: Politicisation, heads

of government and responsiveness

The motivation behind this research focus rests on the relevance of politicisation for

European integration, the role that heads of government play in it and the importance

of responsiveness for democracy. I take as a starting point the fact that the EU

has become politicised in public debate. One of the earliest conceptualisations of

EU politicisation is by Schmitter (1969), who links it to the idea that the progress

of European integration will lead to increased interest in and contestation of the

EU. Recent studies consider the EU as politicised in the public debate if it fulfills

three criteria; its salience has increased, the number of actors who talk about it has

expanded and these actors have diverging opinions about different issues, i.e., there

is polarisation (De Wilde, Leupold and Schmidtke, 2016).

According to these studies, EU politicisation has increased but the process has not

been linear. Rather, it has been punctuated, intermittent and differentiated across

time and across countries (De Wilde, Leupold and Schmidtke, 2016; Kriesi, 2016).

Whilst existing scholarly pieces look at the magnitude and nature of politicisation,

I concentrate on a specific aspect of it; the EU-related issues that are prominent in

public debates. Unpacking these and what might explain the focus on them is crucial

as different issues and motivations can have different implications for the future of

European integration and its democratic accountability.

The literature identifies different dimensions of EU issues that can be politicised

(Lobo, 2023; De Wilde, 2011; Mair, 2007; Bartolini, 2005). First, the EU can be

politicised as a polity, meaning that the foundations of the supranational actor are

contested, such as its institutions, treaties and the process of integration. Second,

its policies can be politicised, with more visibility on the domestic level and the

reach of EU legislation into the domestic sphere. We can further distinguish between

different areas of policies, such as economic, energy and foreign policy issues. In terms

of implications, the politicisation of the polity can bring to the forefront questions

about the overall legitimacy of the EU and cast doubt on the process of European

integration and the membership of countries in it (Mair, 2007). In contrast, policy
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politicisation is considered as being part of normal political competition, with actors

expressing alternative views on societal matters (Follesdal and Hix, 2006).

A growing stream of politicisation research explores media and parliamentary

communication about the EU. However, in this paper I focus on another actor, heads

of government. The volume and nature of communication that they produce places

them at a unique position to put their narrative forward and frame policy debates,

including about European integration (Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2019).

Heads of government deliver speeches frequently at various occasions such as at open-

ings, conferences, in parliament and after summits of the European Council. Their

speeches are usually consciously crafted by political strategists and speechwriters.

Heads of government are highly visible political figures and their speeches can

reach audiences either directly or indirectly via media reports. In addition, they are

relatively free in what they talk about and how they talk about it. This is in con-

trast to other forms of political speech, such as parliamentary debates and questions,

which are constrained in the topics they can address depending on the parliamentary

agenda. Therefore, it could be argued that head of government speeches provide an

influential communication source to explore EU-related issue attention (Rauh, Bes

and Schoonvelde, 2020).

Whether the EU issues that heads of government discuss are a response to or at

least relate to the priorities of other actors is also pertinent. Responsiveness can be

defined as the willingness or capacity to listen to and express citizens’ preferences in

policy-making (Mair, 2009). Together with responsibility, it is considered as one of the

two basic functions of politicians in modern representative democracies (Mair, 2009).

In light of this, a wealth of literature looks at the link between voter preferences and

the communication of politicians on a number of issues, including EU-related ones

(Fernandes and Vössing, 2023; Vössing, 2021; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020;

Schneider, 2019).

In an EU context, heads of government are faced with at least two actors to

whom they can be responsive; their electorate and their EU partners in the European

Council. This raises the question as to whom they are responding when they high-

light issues, with the answer having implications for democratic theory and beyond.

Whilst responsiveness to their electorate is paramount for representative democracy,

responsiveness to the priorities of the European Council can be considered as a form
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of credibility or signalling vis-à-vis their peers and is important for the image or even

reputation of the MS at the EU level.

2.3 Literature review

This paper looks at which EU-related issues heads of government highlight and what

can explain this. To set the scene for the first part, I review existing research on EU

politicisation, with a focus on the contributions which explore its dimensions. I com-

plement insights from politicisation studies with research on rhetorical responsiveness

to address the second part, before highlighting the key takeaways from the literature

review.

2.3.1 EU politicisation

Politicisation has become a key concept in European integration research. Relevant

studies present various and at times conflicting theoretical expectations and empirical

results as to when and to what extent European issues have become politicised in

domestic politics. Overall, they tend to agree that “something like politicisation”

is going on (Schmitter, 2009), defined as an increase in the salience of the EU, an

expansion in the number of actors who engage with it and a polarisation of opinions

about it (De Wilde, Leupold and Schmidtke, 2016). Early studies such as De Wilde

and Zürn (2012) and Hooghe and Marks (2009) argue that politicisation is the result

of the EU’s increasing authority, suggesting that the phenomenon took off after the

Treaty of Maastricht and the conferral of more powers to the EU.

Nevertheless, subsequent studies provide empirical evidence as to how politicisa-

tion is not systematically increasing only as a result of transferring more authority to

the EU over time. Rather, this increase is conditioned by certain factors, including

external events such as elections, treaty changes and crises as well as domestic po-

litical structures such as national histories with regards to European integration and

party politics. As a result, this creates the expectation that politicisation will be dif-

ferentiated both across time and across countries (De Wilde, Leupold and Schmidtke,

2016; Kriesi, 2016).

The majority of contributions on EU politicisation concentrate on North-West Eu-

ropean (NWE) countries and use hand-coding approaches to analyse media coverage

of the EU as a data source. An edited volume by Hutter, Grande and Kriesi (2016)
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looks at the media coverage of public debates on major European integration steps,

national election campaigns and protest events in Austria, Britain, France, Germany,

Sweden and Switzerland between 1970 and 2012. The findings show how the EU is

politicised to a greater extent during integration steps rather than national elections

and protests, for instance when discussions about ratifying a treaty are taking place.

Exploring Austria, Britain, France, Germany and Switzerland from 1970 until

2010, Hutter and Grande (2014) find that although the EU is politicised in the media

during national election campaigns over that period, the process is not linear. In

addition to country differences, they identify another two driving forces affecting the

levels of politicisation; the conflict between opposition and governing parties and

the populist discourse of radical right parties. Incorporating a broader geographical

reach, Haughton (2014) analyses the impact of the EU on more than 50 national

parliamentary elections in NWE, South European (SE) as well as Central and Eastern

European (CEE) EU MS from 2004 until 2012. The findings reveal that the EU has

a low impact in most of the elections.

Other contributions look at EU politicisation in the context of recent crises. Kriesi

and Grande (2016) show that the Eurozone crisis has a positive impact on the salience

of European politics in media debates during national elections in NWE countries,

yet does not necessarily accentuate the other two dimensions of politicisation; actor

expansion and polarisation. Looking at numerous NWE, SE and CEE countries,

Hutter and Kriesi (2019) find evidence that the Eurozone and refugee crises contribute

to the differentiated politicisation of the EU, with the variation being related to

region-specific characteristics. While the Eurozone crisis increases the politicisation

of the EU in the media of SE countries, the refugee crisis has a bigger impact in

NWE ones. Moreover, it appears that Eurosceptic parties are the driving forces of

this politicisation (Hutter and Kriesi, 2019).

Silva, Kartalis and Lobo (2022) also look at national elections, focusing on six

NWE and SE Eurozone countries (Belgium, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Portugal and

Spain) between 2002 and 2017. Their results from an automated text analysis of

media data reveal that the politicisation of the EU increases following the Eurozone

crisis, yet this is most evident in countries that have been implicated in Eurozone

bailouts. They show that the level of emphasis varies across EU institutions, as

supranational institutions are mentioned the most. The findings from the studies

on politicisation point to a break away from the period of permissive consensus and
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show how debates on EU-related issues are not constrained in technocratic discussions

anymore. Rather, they are embedded in domestic public spheres, with certain events,

contextual differences and party-based factors pushing this politicisation.

2.3.2 Dimensions of EU politicisation

Establishing that EU politicisation is taking place is a useful starting point and con-

tributes to our understanding of why politicians might want to engage in strategic

issue attention to highlight certain aspects of European integration over others. Nev-

ertheless, in order to fully grasp the nature and consequently the implications of this

issue attention, it is also necessary to look at its different dimensions. There are

several studies on EU politicisation which explore its dimensions, including parts of

the analyses of aforementioned studies.

On a conceptual level, Mair (2007) identifies two dimensions of conflict about

the EU; polity and policy. Whilst opposition to policies is part of the democratic

process, opposition to the polity could raise questions about the legitimacy of the

entire EU political system. According to Mair (2007), the EU is more prone to

the politicisation of its polity dimension as a result of its electoral accountability

structure. Unlike in domestic politics where you can vote a government out of office,

there is no opportunity to “throw the rascals out” in key decision-making bodies such

as the European Commission. Therefore, discontent with policy outcomes is likely to

manifest itself as opposition to the polity as a whole (Mair, 2007). Additional studies

also discuss this polity as opposed to policy distinction and adjust it according to

their research interests (Lobo, 2023; Hurrelmann, Gora and Wagner, 2015; De Wilde

and Zürn, 2012).

An example is De Wilde (2011) who delineates three aspects of European inte-

gration that can be politicised. First, institutions can be politicised in the sense that

political competition and parties are increasingly involved in them. Second, there is

the politicisation of decision-making processes, with a shift away from technocratic

decisions towards more political ones. Third, there is the politicisation of EU issues,

meaning an increase in the salience and diversity of opinions on specific topics. The

first two aspects can be understood as part of Mair’s (2007) polity dimension, whilst

the third one as a policy dimension. In a similar vein, Bartolini (2005) presents three

different types of European issues. The first one relates to abstract issues and general

orientations towards the EU, whether it be for or against the polity. The second
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type is about issues which concern the nature of the policy, labelled as constitutive

issues. These include questions about membership, competences and decision-making

rules. Lastly, the third type concerns issues that correspond to the nature of poli-

cies, such as economic interventionism as opposed to neoliberalism and approaches

towards immigration policy.

Hutter, Grande and Kriesi (2016) build on this typology in their edited volume and

empirically test it using media and protest data from NWE countries. Their results

show that constitutive issues dominate media debates on the EU, whilst protests are

driven by policy-related EU issues. Their analysis also delves further into the policy

dimension, by distinguishing between economic and non-economic policy fields (Hut-

ter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016). They categorise economic issues as corresponding to

the first pillar of the Treaty of Maastricht and non-economic issues to the second and

third pillar. Their results show how topics such as economic liberalisation are more

salient than non-economic topics such as migration and foreign policy. In particular,

foreign policy issues appear to become less salient each electoral period.

Another edited volume on EU politicisation by Lobo (2023) includes analyses

which evaluate the EU dimensions that are politicised in media and parliamentary

debates (Kartalis and Silva, 2023; Santos and Rogeiro Nina, 2023; Silva and Kartalis,

2023). In contrast to Hutter, Grande and Kriesi (2016) this contribution looks at

both NWE and SE countries and covers a time period which includes more recent

years, as the data collection is from 2002 until 2017. Santos and Rogeiro Nina (2023)

develop a hand-coding scheme to distinguish between polity and policy dimensions

as well as between different policies such as economy and work, finances and taxes,

health and migration. The findings reveal that the EU is politicised to a greater

extent in the media and parliaments of all countries following the Eurozone crisis.

They show how generally it is policy rather than polity dimensions which dominate

debates, with a focus on economic and financial topics, especially in the media. The

exception is Greece, where membership discussions become relevant in the context of

the 2015 referendum on its EU membership and the prospect of Grexit.

Based on a content analysis of media coverage during national elections in Aus-

tria, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the UK, Höglinger (2016)

finds that parties focus on polity as a politicisation object. The discourse centers on

general references to European integration as well as big constitutive issues, whereas

specific policies are only rarely discussed. According to the author’s findings, party
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characteristics matter; culturally conservative parties are more likely to place an em-

phasis on EU issues. Senninger and Wagner (2015) look at Austria and analyse party

press releases for the 2008 and 2013 election campaigns. They show how the main

Eurosceptic opposition party talks in more general terms about the EU, focusing on

whether it supports or opposes the direction of European integration. However, the

two government parties discuss specific EU policies to a larger extent. There is evi-

dence therefore that the ideology of a party and its position in the party system can

influence its proclivity to discuss polity as opposed to policy issues.

Other studies investigate individual policy areas. Schmidtke (2016) looks at how

European tax governance is publicly debated in German, Irish and Swiss media be-

tween 1981 and 2011 and demonstrates that it is increasingly politicised in all three

countries. Leupold (2015) investigates issues related to economic and monetary af-

fairs in the EU and finds that business media mainly feature controversies over the

European polity, whilst under certain country-specific conditions policies are also

politicised. Going beyond national elections, some studies look at which dimensions

are prevalent in the media coverage of EP elections. Dolezal (2012) finds that the

salience of the EU in the 1994, 1999 and 2004 EP election coverage was mainly related

to constitutional EU matters. Hobolt and Tilley (2014) examine media coverage dur-

ing the 2009 EP election campaign and show that whilst there are a lot of discussions

about the EU, very few of them relate to policy.

Another set of studies shifts the focus from the supply of information about the

EU (i.e., the media and political elites) to the perceptions of the public. Hurrelmann,

Gora and Wagner (2015) conduct focus groups in Germany, Austria, the UK as well as

Ireland. They use a three-dimensional typology onto which topics about the EU can

be mapped, distinguishing between membership issues (related to the consolidation

and geographical reach of EU institutions), constitutional structure (related to the

decision-making and responsibilities of EU institutions) and the penetration of EU

legislation and policies in MS. Whilst the first two dimensions can be considered as

polity related, the third one is policy oriented. Their findings reveal that the only

issues which are politicised amongst their focus group participants are EUmembership

and constitutional arrangements. Conversely, the EU’s policy-making activities are

less salient.

With an emphasis on the effects of the Eurozone crisis, Baglioni and Hurrelmann

(2015) run focus groups in Germany, Austria, Spain and Ireland. They find that the
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crisis does not lead to greater mobilisation of citizens towards the EU; citizens are

aware of the EU as a polity, but avoid discussions of EU-level institutions and specific

policies. These findings relate to Schmitt (2009), who distinguishes between normal

policy issues and constitutional EU issues to argue that the former are the hardest

to evaluate for citizens, whilst the latter are the easiest. Overall, the literature on

the politicisation of EU dimensions finds mixed evidence as to whether it is polity

rather than policy dimensions which are highlighted the most. Earlier studies focusing

on NWE countries stress the importance of the polity dimension, whereas a recent

edited volume by Lobo (2023) which looks at SE countries as well finds that the policy

dimension is increasingly relevant.

2.3.3 Rhetorical responsiveness

To further untangle explanations for how and why politicians emphasise certain EU-

related dimensions, I turn to the rhetorical responsiveness research stream. There is

a wealth of literature which agrees that selective emphasis of policy issues is a key

strategy of party competition (Petrocik, 1996; Budge and Farlie, 1983). According

to this saliency approach, political parties compete with each other by highlighting

different policy issues rather than by opposing each other on the same ones (Klüver

and Sagarzazu, 2016; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). Existing research identifies

two key theories for explaining strategic issue attention; issue ownership and riding

the wave.

On the one hand, the issue ownership theory suggests that parties emphasise

policy issues on which they have an advantage, such as those they have an expertise

on. This allows them to appear as credible to voters who are in turn more prone to

consider these issues as important (Ansolabehere and Iygengar, 1994). On the other

hand, the riding the wave theory argues that parties respond to voters by highlighting

policy issues that are salient in the minds of citizens in order to increase their electoral

chances (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016). In other words, they are riding the wave of

public opinion to show that they listen to voters. This can be conceptualised as either

rhetorical or effective responsiveness.

Rhetorical responsiveness looks at whether selective issue emphasis in public com-

munication reflects public issue preferences, whilst effective responsiveness explores

the link between public issue preferences and actual policies (Hobolt and Klemmensen,
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2008). There is empirical support for both issue ownership and riding the wave the-

ories. Given the interest of this paper on the communication of heads of government

and public opinion, I focus on the riding the wave theory and rhetorical responsive-

ness. Numerous studies find evidence for forms of rhetorical responsiveness, using

data from different countries and stages of the electoral cycle, such as during election

or normal times.

Looking at the United States (US), Sides (2006) finds that issue attention in elec-

tion campaigns is related to the public salience of issues to some extent. In their

analysis of election manifestos in 17 countries, Wagner and Meyer (2014) show that

certain parties, such as popular ones, use riding the wave strategies. Looking at mul-

tiple elections, Klüver and Spoon (2016) find that party characteristics matter, with

larger parties being more responsive to the concerns of voters compared to smaller

ones. Going beyond a focus on election times, Klüver and Sagarzazu (2016) analyse

press releases published by German parties during the entire 2000-2010 period. They

put forward empirical support for the riding the wave theory; parties constantly mon-

itor public opinion and respond to citizens’ issue priorities throughout the legislative

term.

Whilst the majority of studies on rhetorical responsiveness looks at political par-

ties as the unit of analysis, there are also a few contributions which look at heads

of government and are more relevant for this paper. Examining head of government

speeches, Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008) find that certain factors, including political

contestation and institutions, mediate the extent of responsiveness to public opinion.

Elsewhere, Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher (2019) explore how economic condi-

tions, conceptualised as a public pressure that heads of government need to respond

to, influence the way in which they talk about the economy during periods of crises.

Using topic models on the first version of EUSpeech (Schumacher et al., 2016), the

authors find that heads of government talk more about the economy in response to

low Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and high domestic unemployment.

There are also a few studies which look at responsiveness in the communication of

heads of government in the context of EU-related issues. Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde

(2020) also use EUSpeech (Schumacher et al., 2016) and focus on how responsive

heads of government in several MS are to public opinion on European integration,

by measuring the sentiment and complexity of their speeches. Their findings reveal
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that national leaders tend to undermine European integration in response to grow-

ing domestic public Euroscepticism and talk about the EU in a more negative way.

This constitutes evidence that heads of government are to some extent responsive to

domestic opinion for EU-related issues, in line with the argument of this paper.

Nevertheless, the analysis does not allow us to disentangle which topics heads of

government talk about when they mention the EU, since the authors capture general

references to European integration. Unpacking different policy areas, Hunter (2021)

demonstrates how the salience of an issue in public opinion affects the way that heads

of government attribute responsibility to the EU. They are more likely to share credit

with the EU for issues that the public considers as less important and more likely to

claim credit for themselves for issues that the public considers as more important.

2.3.4 Key takeaways

Several key takeaways emerge from the review of the literature on EU politicisation

and rhetorical responsiveness. The contributions on politicisation and its dimensions

show that the EU has become more relevant in the public debate. They also reveal

that the levels of politicisation differ across time and countries (De Wilde, Leupold

and Schmidtke, 2016; Kriesi, 2016). This remains the case when looking more specif-

ically at which issues are salient, with conflicting evidence as to whether it is polity

(Höglinger, 2016; Hurrelmann, Gora and Wagner, 2015) or policy issues which dom-

inate (Lobo, 2023). With regards to the latter, recent studies show that economic as

opposed to non-economic policy topics are more prevalent (Lobo, 2023; Hutter and

Kriesi, 2019).

These studies put forward conceptual tools which I incorporate in my theoretical

framework, focusing on the polity as opposed to policy and economic as opposed to

non-economic dimensions. Furthermore, they contribute insights as to what might be

driving the politicisation of certain issues over others, such as country differences, time

period differences and party-specific factors. These are important to consider when

running my analysis. Nevertheless, existing research tends to focus on evidence from

national media during election periods and to a lesser extent from parliamentary

speeches, whereas I place an emphasis on heads of government as political actors.

In addition, most studies which outline the EU-related issues that political actors

highlight use data which go the latest up until 2018. As a result, their analysis does

not capture more recent empirical developments which are important for the process
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of European integration such as the COVID-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of

Ukraine. I extend the time-frame of interest up until the end of 2022.

Turning to the literature on rhetorical responsiveness, this can provide insights

regarding the motivation of heads of government to focus on specific issues. There is

substantial evidence that political actors, including parties and heads of government,

are responsive to the issue priorities of their electorate when highlighting certain

issues (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). There is also

support for responsiveness to public opinion on European integration (Hunter 2021;

Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020).

Building on this, I further explore the relationship between public opinion in the

context of EU issues and rhetorical responsiveness. I also introduce another actor that

can influence the responsiveness of heads of government; the European Council and its

political priorities. I contribute to the EU politicisation and rhetorical responsiveness

research streams by developing and testing expectations regarding the topics that

heads of government talk about when they mention the EU and the factors affecting

their issue attention.

2.4 Theoretical framework

2.4.1 Question 1: EU dimensions

The theoretical framework consists of two parts. The first part sets out descriptive

hypotheses regarding the research question that asks: Which issues do heads of gov-

ernment highlight when they talk about the EU? The takeaway from the literature on

the politicisation of European integration is that the process is differentiated; it varies

both across time and across countries and it can have multiple dimensions (Hutter

and Kriesi, 2019; Kriesi, 2016). I focus on two different dimensions of issues; polity

and policy as well as economic and non-economic issues. Existing studies disagree as

to whether the EU is more prone to the politicisation of its polity or policy dimension.

Thomassen and Schmitt (1997) argue that as the EU develops in the aftermath of

the Treaty of Maastricht, policy issues are more likely to become prevalent compared

to constitutional issues.

Elsewhere, Mair (2007) suggests that in the context of the EU’s democratic ac-

countability structure, which has limited input legitimacy and few opportunities for
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citizens to vote EU decision-makers out of office, discontent with policy outcomes can

manifest itself as opposition to the polity as a whole. With the exception of a recent

study (Lobo, 2023), the majority of empirical evidence shows that there is relatively

little talk of policy in public discussions about the EU (Hutter, Grande and Kriesi,

2016; Senninger and Wagner, 2015; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). Instead, general refer-

ences to the EU as a polity dominate. I test whether this expectation also holds in

head of government speeches:

H1a: Heads of government talk more about polity rather than policy issues in relation

to the EU

Turning to the distinction between economic and non-economic topics, the process

of European integration can shed light on which of the two is more prevalent in

head of government speeches. The EU began as an economic project after World

War II, with the European Coal and Steel Community and the European Economic

Community setting the foundations for a common market and economic integration.

The establishment of the EMU in 1992 solidified this, through the creation of the

common currency and further coordination of monetary and fiscal policies.

Throughout the years, the EU has acquired further competences, which are now

enshrined in the Treaty of Lisbon. Its areas of action have expanded well beyond

economic ones, including in policies such as agriculture, health, education and the

environment. There are varying types of competences, with the EU having either an

exclusive, shared, supporting or special role depending on each policy area. If the

EU has an exclusive competence in an area it is the only authority which is allowed

to legislate on relevant issues. For shared competences both the EU and MS can

legislate, whereas in supporting competences only MS can legislate and the EU can

help. In the case of special competences, the EU can go beyond what is normally

allowed under the treaties if certain conditions are met.

The EU’s supporting and shared competences mainly include non-economic ar-

eas, whereas the exclusive competences center around economic policy areas such as

trade and the customs union. Monetary policy is also an exclusive competence of

the EU, but only applies to euro area countries which share the common currency.

Thus, although the EU’s responsibilities have expanded over the years to include

non-economic areas, its main activities are still in the economic field. This has been

further strengthened as a result of the Eurozone crisis, which brought to the forefront

discussions about the architecture of the EMU.
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As a response to the crisis, a number of intergovernmental treaties have deepened

the role of the EU in the economic and financial affairs of its MS, such as the creation

of the European Stability Mechanism, the Fiscal Compact and the Single Resolution

Board. Recent studies find that the Eurozone crisis has highlighted the economic

dimension of EU politicisation in national media and parliaments (Santos and Rogeiro

Nina, 2023; Hutter and Kriesi, 2019). Given these treaty changes and the impact of

the crisis, I expect the EU’s economic focus to also be reflected in how heads of

government talk about the EU:

H1b: Heads of government talk more about economic rather than non-economic

issues in relation to the EU

2.4.2 Question 2: Rhetorical responsiveness

The following set of hypotheses looks at the second research question, which considers

explanations for the issue attention of heads of government. More specifically, I

theorise how their issue attention is related to their dual political role. On the one

hand, as top officeholders in their country they have a motivation to take domestic

electoral pressures into account to maximise their chances for re-election. I focus on

the salience that citizens attach to different EU-related issues as one such pressure.

On the other hand, heads of government are also representatives of their country in

the European Council; they cannot completely ignore the issue priorities of its agenda

if they want to appear as credible. I develop expectations to understand how the issue

attention of heads of governments relates to these multilevel pressures.

There is substantial evidence that political actors are rhetorically responsive to

domestic public opinion (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Wagner and Meyer, 2014;

Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). Rhetorical responsiveness is a way for them to

signal to their electorate that they consider their views, who might in turn be more

likely to vote for them. They can also improve their image and be seen as concerned

(Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Ansolabehere and Iyengar, 1994). Conversely, if voters

consider EU action important in one field, such as climate, but heads of government

focus on other issues, such as the economy, they might be perceived as unresponsive.

Voters can then punish them in the ballot box. Therefore, it could be argued that

heads of government have incentives to take the priorities of domestic public opinion

into account when communicating.
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Whilst most studies on responsiveness focus on issues that are of national im-

portance, I explore whether rhetorical responsiveness also takes place in relation to

topics that the public perceives as important for the EU. Public opinion on European

integration used to be characterised by a permissive consensus, whereby the EU, its

institutions and its policies were depoliticised and largely outside of the public spot-

light (Hooghe and Marks, 2009). This is no longer the case though; EU issues have

entered the electoral arena and have led to polarisation, with a rise of public and

partisan Euroscepticism in some countries (Hunter, 2021). This means that political

actors, including heads of government, cannot ignore public opinion about EU-related

issues, as they can shape national party competition and the political space (Hutter

and Kriesi, 2019).

The importance of considering public opinion on EU-related issues is reflected in

EU initiatives as well, such as the Bratislava Declaration in 2016 which calls for action

by EU institutions and MS to be more responsive to citizens’ concerns (Drachenberg,

Anghel and McGlynn, 2017). As the literature review of this paper shows, there

is some initial evidence that heads of government are responsive to public opinion

when talking about EU issues. Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde (2020) find that public

and partisan levels of Euroscepticism matter for the tone and clarity that heads of

government use when talking about European integration. Moreover, Hunter (2021)

reveals that the public salience of issues can impact how heads of government blame

and credit the EU.

One could argue that the politicisation of certain dimensions of European inte-

gration is driven by external events, such as crises. However, as Hutter and Grande

(2014) note, critical events alone do not produce politicisation. Instead, political ac-

tors need to articulate and mobilise political conflict arising from them. For instance,

Hooghe and Marks (2009) suggest that partisan entrepreneurs make Euroscepticism

politically and electorally relevant by putting an emphasis on it. Even when con-

trolling for external events and their effect, I expect variation in the degree to which

heads of government discuss certain issues.

Therefore, I suggest that a factor that can affect how heads of government highlight

different dimensions of European integration is the salience that the public attaches to

them. I expect that domestic public opinion on which issues are the most important

for the EU is positively related to the attention that heads of government pay to them.

For instance, if the domestic public considers inflation to be the most important issue
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for the EU at the moment, the head of government in that country is more likely to

talk about the EU in relation to inflation. Following the dichotomous distinction in

the politicisation literature between economic and non-economic issues, I formulate

the following hypothesis:

H2: Heads of government talk more about economic (or non-economic) issues in

relation to the EU as the salience of economic (or non-economic) issues in domestic

public opinion increases

In addition to domestic pressures, heads of government need to take EU-level com-

mitments into account because they represent their countries in the European Council.

In the European Council, they are responsible for setting the political agenda of the

EU and after each meeting they publish an official document called the Conclusions.

The Conclusions outline the political priorities of the EU in a number of key areas,

which are agreed by consensus. Given the consensus requirement, this means that

the Conclusions do not reflect the policy priorities of one MS or the public in one MS,

but rather of the EU as a whole.8 Following these meetings, heads of government can

strategically communicate by highlighting or downplaying the issues set out in the

Conclusions, regardless of whether they agree with the common positions or not. Ei-

ther way, their public statements or commitments can influence bargaining outcomes

and legislative output on European issues (Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020).

One strategy is to selectively highlight an issue that was mentioned in the Conclu-

sions in order to stress how important it is for the European Council. Alternatively,

they might concentrate on an issue that was not mentioned in order to signal that

they want to put it onto the agenda of the European Council. Based on evidence

from existing research, I argue that most often than not the majority of heads of gov-

ernment will want to appear as responsible and credible to their European partners

(Hunter, 2021). To achieve this, they should acknowledge at least some issues that

are relevant for the EU’s priorities in their public communication as it allows them to

show responsiveness to their commitments at the European Council. This discussion

leads to the following expectation:

H3: Heads of government talk more about economic (or non-economic) issues in

relation to the EU as the attention devoted to economic (or non-economic) issues in

the European Council increases

8I discuss this further in Section 2.6.2 and test for issues with endogeneity.
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2.5 Data collection and methodology

2.5.1 Time period and country selection

To explore which issues are prevalent when heads of government talk about the EU

and what can explain this, I focus on nine countries and a time period of more than 10

years. The period covered is from 2009 until 2022, capturing empirical developments

which have shaped, or even transformed, the scope and depth of European integra-

tion. In 2009 we saw the onset of the Eurozone crisis which led to changes in the

architecture of the EMU through the Treaty of Lisbon and other intergovernmental

treaties. The migration crisis took place from 2015 onwards, with discussions still

ongoing as to the EU’s role in migration affairs. The Brexit referendum in 2016 sig-

nalled the first episode of disintegration in the EU, whilst the COVID-19 pandemic in

2020-2021 highlighted discussions about additional solidarity and Eurobonds. More

recently, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 brought defense policy to the forefront

and escalated debates about EU enlargement and the accession of countries such as

Ukraine and Moldova.

The country selection (the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,

the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, the UK) covers three distinct geographical groups

of MS (or former MS in the case of the UK) in the EU. This is consistent with studies

on politicisation such as Hutter and Kriesi (2019) who explore countries from different

European regions. Denmark, France, Germany, the UK and the Netherlands capture

NWE countries. Greece, Portugal and Spain are SE countries and the Czech Republic

is a CEE country. Whilst these NWE countries were some of the first members of

the EU, CEE and SE countries joined at a later stage. As a result of historical

legacies, the relationship of each group of countries with the EU is different. This

has facilitated the creation of distinct national narratives on European integration

(Hutter and Kriesi, 2019).

In addition, the selection includes countries which have adopted the common cur-

rency and are part of the euro area (France, Germany, the Netherlands, Greece,

Portugal and Spain) and countries which have not (Denmark, the Czech Republic,

the UK). During the period under investigation, the countries were exposed to asym-

metrical challenges such as the Eurozone crisis and more symmetrical ones such as the

COVID-19 pandemic. This has led to differences in public opinion towards the EU,

with varying levels of public and partisan Euroscepticism in each MS. Therefore, the
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country selection is intended to provide a sample of EU MS which represent regional

differences.

2.5.2 Head of government speeches

I use evidence from two datasets. The first one is EUSpeech V2.0, which includes all

publicly available head of government or state speeches from 14 EU MS, including

the ones that I am interested in (Schumacher et al., 2020). For most countries the

speeches are available until the beginning of 2020. EUSpeech V2.0 is created by

scraping government websites or their historical archives for speeches.9 For each

speech in the dataset, the authors save the original text as well as additional meta-

data such as its length, date, speaker and the country of the speaker. Given that

all the selected countries (except France) have a parliamentary system, the authors

collect prime minister speeches as they are the heads of government. In the case of

France’s semi-presidential system, they collect presidential speeches.10

The time period coverage varies by country. Whilst for some countries such as

Denmark it stretches back to 1997, for others like Greece only speeches which were

delivered after 2009 are available. Given that October 2009 is the first period for

which data is available for most heads of government in the countries of interest, I

remove all speeches that were delivered before that to allow for a comparable time-

frame across countries. In addition, there are missing dates for speeches in Greece and

Portugal. To rectify this, I manually search for the title of the speech on government

websites and insert the corresponding date based on the online information. I also

remove speeches with incorrect dating formats, where I cannot identify the correct

date. For instance, five German speeches had 2099 as the delivery year.

The second dataset is the result of my own data collection, which also covers

the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal,

Spain and the UK. However, it extends the data collection beyond the date of the last

speech collected for each country in EUSpeech V2.0 until the 31st of December 2022.

9Please refer to Schumacher et al. (2020) for further details on the web scraping process and the
construction of the dataset.

10In France, the head of government is the Prime Minister. Nevertheless, the President of the
Republic is the elected official who is responsible for appointing the Prime Minister and is the official
who participates in European Council meetings. The President also has power over a number of
important policy areas, such as foreign policy and defence. In light of this and the focus of this
paper, I also choose to use the speeches of the President rather than the Prime Minister in the case
of France.
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The UK is an exception, where I use the official date of the withdrawal of the country

from the EU (1st of February 2020) as the cut-off date. I collect the speeches manu-

ally from the official websites of governments.11 Given that governments sometimes

archive these websites, I use both the current and archived versions of the websites

whenever necessary, with the help of the Wayback Machine.12

In total, I analyse 7,805 speeches. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the combined

datasets, which allow us to capture multiple changes in government in most countries.

The exception is Germany, where Angela Merkel was the Chancellor for the majority

of the time period. It is also important to take into consideration that there is

variation in the number of speeches in each country. There are a lot of speeches in

some countries (such as France and Spain), whereas in others there are relatively few

(such as Portugal and Denmark).13

2.5.3 EU references

Given that the research focus of this paper is on EU-related issues, I first need to iden-

tify all the references to the EU in head of government speeches. I use a dictionary of

regular expressions of terms relating to the EU created by Rauh (2015).14 The dictio-

nary covers references to the overall supranational polity, EU institutions as well as to

various policy instruments. The original dictionary is in German, but was translated

into English, Spanish and Dutch by Rauh and De Wilde (2018). Hunter (2021) trans-

lates the dictionary in Czech, Danish and Greek. For French and Portuguese, I ask

native speakers to translate the dictionary from English into their native language.

Appendix A includes the dictionaries of EU terms in each language.

I apply the dictionary at the speech level for each country. This allows me to

explore how frequently heads of government talk about the EU in their speeches.

11Appendix A includes further details on the data collection.
12The Wayback Machine (https://archive.org/web/) makes occasional snapshots of websites.

In some cases, there are a few months between one snapshot and the next one, thus leading to gaps
in the data. In this paper, this was an issue only in the case of the Czech Republic where there are
missing data for two months.

13The total number of speeches corresponds to the unique speeches which are made publicly
available on (archived) government websites and are retrievable. The total number does not include
any speeches which are not published in government websites or are not able to be retrieved through
archived versions of the websites. Therefore, this collection of speeches should be perceived as a
random sample of all speeches that are given by heads of government rather than as a complete
collection.

14The dictionary was created by reading plenary speeches from the German Bundestag. For more
details on the construction of the dictionary please refer to Rauh (2015) and Rauh and De Wilde
(2018).
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Country Number of
speeches

Heads of government

Czech Republic 430 Jan Fischer (2009-2010), Petr Nečas
(2010-2013), Bohuslav Sobotka (2014-
2017), Andrej Babǐs (2017-2021), Petr
Fiala (2021-ongoing)

Denmark 299 Lars Løkke Rasmussen (2009-2011,
2015-2019), Helle Thorning-Schmidt
(2011-2015), Mette Frederiksen (2019-
ongoing)

France 2,076 Nicolas Sarkozy (2007-2012), François
Hollande (2012-2017), Emmanuel
Macron (2017-ongoing)

Germany 1,090 Angela Merkel (2005-2021), Olaf Scholz
(2021-ongoing)

Greece 907 George Papandreou (2009-2011), Lu-
cas Papademos (2011-2012), Antonis
Samaras (2012-2015), Alexis Tsipras
(2015-2019), Kyriakos Mitsotakis
(2019-ongoing)

Netherlands 482 Jan Peter Balkenende (2002-2010),
Mark Rutte (2010-2023)

Portugal 247 José Sócrates (2005-2011), Pedro Pas-
sos Coelho (2011-2015), António Costa
(2015-2024)

Spain 1,410 José Luis Rodŕıguez Zapatero (2004-
2011), Mariano Rajoy (2011-2018), Pe-
dro Sánchez (2018-ongoing)

UK 864 Gordon Brown (2007-2010), David
Cameron (2010-2016), Theresa May
(2016-2019), Boris Johnson (2019-
2022)

Table 2.1: Overview of data
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There is variation in the number of average EU mentions across countries. Whilst

heads of governments in some countries such as Germany and Spain talk about the

EU a lot, others such as in Greece mention it less. In addition, there are spikes in

EU references, such as in the UK during the time of the Brexit referendum and in

Denmark during their Presidency of the Council of the EU in 2012. The resulting

dataset contains all statements that refer to the EU at a five sentence window, i.e.,

the two sentences before the reference to the EU, the sentence which contains it and

the two sentences after it.

This window allows us to capture contextual information around the references to

the EU which is relevant for the topic modelling analysis. If the EU is mentioned more

than once in a five sentence statement, this creates multiple identical EU references.

For instance, if the EU is mentioned twice in a five sentence window, this creates

two identical statements. However, I only keep one of those statements for the topic

modelling. Given that all duplicates are removed, only unique statements are used

for the topic modelling. In total, the dataset includes 25,701 statements which refer

to the EU.

2.5.4 Topic models

The next step in the analysis is to prepare the dataset which includes all EU state-

ments for the topic modelling. First, I translate all statements into English, in order to

facilitate the interpretation of the results. In line with existing studies which use text

mining approaches in EU politics, I opt for machine translation using Google Trans-

late (Silva and Kartalis, 2023; Ferrara et al., 2022; Hunter, 2021; Traber, Schoonvelde

and Schumacher, 2019).

De Vries et al. (2018) find that professionally translated multi-lingual debates in

the EP by humans have considerable overlap in their text features with the machine

translation of these debates by Google Translate. They also show how these trans-

lations could be robust to topic modelling analyses; they find that topical content

and prevalence is highly similar between machine and human translated documents.

Other studies which use EUSpeech also use Google Translate translations to analyse

the texts in English (Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020; Traber, Schoonvelde, and

Schumacher, 2019).

Second, I carry out several pre-processing steps which are used when working with

topic models. I tokenise each statement in the corpus, meaning that each word in
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a statement is treated individually as a single token. I remove all punctuation as

well as lowercase and stem (i.e., reduce inflected words to their root form) all words.

To reduce the number of tokens, I remove too frequent and infrequent words. This

includes stopwords, i.e., common words that do not convey meaning but primarily

serve grammatical functions such as articles and prepositions. I also convert the text

corpus of statements into a document-feature matrix, which contains all unique words

in the dataset and the number of times they are mentioned in each statement. I use

this document-feature matrix as an input for the topic model analysis.

I use semi-supervised topic models to identify the most prevalent topics in head of

government speeches which mention the EU. In general, topic models are statistical

models used to describe latent topics in a set of documents. Scholars have constructed

different types of topic models for social science research and have used them widely,

including semi-supervised ones which are assisted by keywords or so-called “seeds”

(Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023; Watanabe and Baturo, 2023) and unsupervised ones

such as Structural Topic Models (STMs) (Roberts, Stewart and Tingley, 2019). Ulti-

mately, the choice of model specification depends on the research question and task

at hand of each study. For instance, unsupervised methods are useful for exploring

topics in a corpus without prior knowledge, since they do not require researchers to

directly incorporate information about topics of interest prior to the analysis (Eshima,

Imai and Sasaki, 2023).

The few papers which use EUSpeech and topic models each opt for different models

and specifications. Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher (2019) as well as Eisele,

Tolochko and Boomgaarden (2021) run unsupervised topic models separately for each

country. Whilst the former study decides on a different number of topics for each

country, the latter one uses the same number for all. Mempel and Corbera (2021)

combine the EUSpeech corpora with other sets of data, translate them into English

and run a topic model analysis on all of them. Another study which looks at head of

government speeches, but not from EUSpeech, uses topic models which are assisted

with keywords (Eisele and Hajdinjak, 2022). The authors have a set of a priori defined

topics on Brexit that they want to explore in an aggregated corpus of Irish and British

head of government speeches and European Commission speeches.

In this paper, I am interested in specific topics, driven by my theoretical ex-

pectations which center around the distinction between polity and policy as well as

economic and non-economic topics. Taking this into consideration, I opt for topic
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models which are assisted with keywords. This is a semi-supervised machine learn-

ing approach to topic models which has been developed in the R package keyATM

(Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). This type of topic models is suitable for more the-

oretically grounded as opposed to exploratory research since it allows researchers to

provide a small number of keywords which describe each topic of interest. In turn, this

can enhance the model’s measurement performance. Comparing keyATM with STM,

Eshima, Imai and Sasaki (2023) find that keyATM yields more interpretable topics

and its results are less sensitive to the total number of topics chosen by researchers

than STM.

Given that I am using corpora from different countries which span several years,

it is reasonable to assume that the prevalence of topics varies across countries. For

instance, the migration topic might be more pertinent in countries which receive a lot

of refugees, such as Greece. Existing research argues that when a corpus consists of

multiple text courses, researchers should account for this in their models as meta data

(Schoonvelde, Schumacher and Bakker, 2019). Therefore, I select the keyATM topic

model out of other semi-supervised topic models since it allows for the incorporation

of meta data as document-level covariate information (Eshima, Imai and Sasaki,

2023). In the analyses that follow, I include covariates for the country of the head of

government.

The performance of keyATM depends on the selection of the keywords. The model

can result in poor topic interpretability and classification when the selected keywords

do not frequently occur in the corpus or do not discriminate their topics from others

(Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). There are several ways to select the keywords for

keyATM, including based on substantive knowledge of the topics at hand, keyword

selection algorithms and unsupervised topic models which can explore the corpus

and highlight frequent words that are exclusive to certain topics (Eshima, Imai and

Sasaki, 2023). For instance, other studies using keyATM rely on dictionaries of pre-

defined topics and adjust them based on the focus of the research question (Eisele

and Hajdinjak, 2022).

I use a combination of domain expertise in EU politics and the results from un-

supervised topic models to select the keywords. I estimate two different types of

unsupervised models, STMs and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models, on a

sample of the corpus. Appendix A includes more details regarding the selection of

the keywords. A feature of keyATM is that the keywords do not have to be exclusive
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to each topic, meaning two topics can have the same keywords. Table 2.2 presents

the topics, their associated stemmed keywords and the dimension I assign them to.

I opt for 14 topics and allow keyATM to also estimate one topic without keywords,

i.e., a residual category for any documents which do not correspond to any of the

pre-defined labels.

In line with other studies, I select the number of topics by estimating several

models with varying numbers of topics, ranging from 12 to 16, and then selecting the

final model based on the internal consistency of the topics (Eisele and Hajdinjak, 2022;

Ferrara et al., 2022).15 Finally, I assess the fit of the model, based on the statistical

criteria of log-likelihood and perplexity. Appendix A presents the results of the fit

tests and shows that the model is working as expected. The topics can be considered

in the context of existing typologies of European issues (Silva and Kartalis, 2023;

Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016; Bartolini, 2005). The first five topics are intended

to capture the polity dimension. The topic on European integration corresponds to

general references to the EU, including mentions of European values such as peace

and democracy. This category has also been used in qualitative studies which explore

topics in relation to the EU, such as Hutter, Grande and Kriesi (2016).

The other four polity topics correspond to constitutive issues, i.e., issues which

relate to the nature of the polity (Bartolini, 2005). Whilst the Brexit topic relates

to disintegration and the withdrawal of the UK from the EU, the Membership topic

concerns enlargement, the neighborhood policy and the accession of new MS. The

topic Institutions and treaties includes mentions to institutional issues such as elec-

tions in the EP and the treaties. Moreover, the EMU topic is economics-related and

concerns the architecture of the EMU and the creation of the banking union.

The policy dimension is captured by an additional six topics. On the one hand, the

topics Economy, Trade and Single market represent economic dimensions. These in-

clude references to the domestic economies of MS, EU funds to support MS economies,

the four freedoms of movement and trade policies. On the other hand, the topics For-

eign affairs, security and defence, Climate and energy and Migration are intended

to capture non-economic topics, with each focusing on a different policy area that is

part of the EU’s competences. I also include two topics labelled as Eurozone crisis

15The range from 12 to 16 was determined based on the results of STMs. An example of an
evaluation I had to make regarding internal consistency is as follows. In one of the specifications I
had included separate topics for energy and climate policies. However, the results showed that the
topics were closely intertwined. Therefore, I decided to join them under a single topic.
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Topic Keywords Category

European integration histori, democraci, valu, demo-
crat, project, peac, prosper,
war, integr, unif

polity

Membership turkey, balkan, membership,
access, enlarg, armenia, serbia,
moldova

polity

Institutions and treaties elect, parliament, vote, insti-
tut, anniversari, roman, sign,
treati, lisbon, maastricht, ratif

polity

Brexit referendum, brexit, leav, re-
main, exit, stay, backstop,
withdraw

polity

EMU emu, monetari, currenc, euro,
zone, financi, converg, fiscal,
reform, eurozon, bank, super-
vis, central

polity

Economy pension, unemploy, tax,
econom, budget, grow,
growth, financ, fund, invest,
research, employ, innov, hori-
zon

policy, economic

Trade trade, china, open, japan,
partner, india, atlant

policy, economic

Single market digit, agricultur, industri,
regul, strategi, taxat, tech-
nolog, data, tax, compani

policy, economic

Foreign affairs ukrain, russia, sanction, rus-
sian, ukrainian, nato, defens,
defenc, militari, turkey, iran,
terror

policy, non-economic

Climate and energy emiss, co2, climat, green, car-
bon, nuclear, energi, electr,
gas, interconnect, renew

Migration border, schengen, migrat, asy-
lum, refuge, migrant, immigr,
resettl

policy, non-economic

Eurozone crisis crisi, recess, debt, solidar,
stimulus, deficit, auster, imf

policy, economic

COVID-19 crisis pandem, vaccin, health, virus,
coronavirus, covid

policy, NA

Meetings meet, summit, held, council,
presid, conclus

NA, NA

Table 2.2: Topic keywords and categories
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and COVID-19 crisis to capture the discussion around these two crises that left their

mark on the EU in recent years. I consider the Eurozone crisis as an economic topic,

given its economic and financial nature.

However, I do not label the COVID-19 crisis as either an economic or a non-

economic topic given the multifaceted nature of the crisis. The related references

capture discussions about both a health and an economic crisis.16 Lastly, the topic

Meetings includes greetings and general references to EU-level meetings such as in

a European Council setting or bilateral meetings between heads of government and

other public officials. This is a general topic that is not classified along the polity and

policy or economic and non-economic dimensions. Any topic which is not captured

by these categories is included in the residual topic category Other, which is also not

classified along any of the dimensions.

The distinction between economic and non-economic issues or polity and policy

issues is not always clear cut, as some issues can belong to multiple categories. Nev-

ertheless, this approach is a useful heuristic; it is consistent with existing research on

politicisation and allows the findings to be interpreted in their context. I manually

inspect a sample of texts in a series of tests to confirm that they correspond to their

topic and category classification. For instance, the EMU topic includes discussions

about institutional issues pertaining to the EU polity, rather than specific policies.

To get a better sense of the results, Appendix A includes a representative speech

for each topic and the top 15 keywords that the model assigns to each topic. In

interpreting the results of the model, it is also important to keep in mind that key-

ATM, like other topic models, is probabilistic. Documents are not assigned to topics

based on a binary decision. Rather, to interpret the findings we have to look at the

document-topic distribution, which represents the proportions of topics for each doc-

ument. These topics reflect the main themes of the document, whilst their predicted

probabilities represent their prevalence.

2.5.5 Dependent variables

For the data analysis of both research questions, I construct two sets of dependent

variables based on the polity and policy as well as economic and non-economic di-

mensions. The values of the dependent variables are derived from the topic modelling

16Whenever a topic does not fit in the pre-defined categories, I indicate this in Table 2.2 by writing
Not Available (NA).
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analysis and represent the topic probabilities, i.e., the probability that a topic is being

mentioned. I calculate aggregate measures of polity issue engagement by combining

the topic probabilities of all the topics that discuss the polity dimension. This in-

cludes the topics of European integration, Membership, Brexit and EMU. The rest

of the topics are included in the policy dimension, besides the residual topic Other

and the topic on Meetings which are not meaningful for any of the dimensions.

To gauge the economic as opposed to non-economic dimension, I construct a

dependent variable on economic issue attention by combining the topic probabilities of

all the topics that discuss economic issues (Eurozone crisis, Economy, Trade and Single

market). I also include the EMU polity topic given its emphasis on the economy. The

rest of the policy dimension topics are included as measures of non-economic policy

issue attention. The topic probability for the dependent variables can be measured

as a proportion from 0 to 1 or as a percentage from 0 to 100.

2.5.6 Independent variables

To answer the second research question, I include two independent variables; domestic

public issue salience (to test H2), and the thematic attention of the European Council

Conclusions (to test H3). Similar to the dependent variables, I operationalise these

along the lines of polity and policy dimensions as well as economic and non-economic

dimensions. For the domestic public issue salience variable, I use the Eurobarometer

question which asks “What do you think are the two most important issues facing

the EU at the moment?” (European Commission, 2023a).17

Respondents select two issues which they perceive to be the most important policy

concerns for the EU at the point when the survey question is asked.18 Versions of this

“most-important” question from various surveys have been widely used in studies on

issue engagement and rhetorical responsiveness as a measure of public issue salience

(Alexandrova, Rasmussen and Toshkov, 2016; Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Wagner

and Meyer, 2014; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008).

17This question is available from the second wave of the 2010 Eurobarometer onwards (Winter
2010 version).

18The standard categories of issues which are included in some formulation in all waves of the
Eurobarometer survey are as follows: crime, economic situation, rising prices/inflation, taxation,
unemployment, terrorism, immigration, pensions, environment, climate issues, energy supply, the
influence of the EU in the world and public finances in MS. In recent waves, the issues of health and
and the international situation are added.
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I use the percentage of respondents indicating an issue as one of the two most

important ones as a measure of public opinion issue salience. I use a six-month time

lag for this data to reflect the bi-annual nature of the Eurobarometer survey (Hage-

mann, Hobolt and Wratil, 2017). This is consistent with other studies on rhetorical

responsiveness which use a time lag because they are based on the assumption that

public preferences come before policy promises. As a result, it may take some time

for public preferences to feed into the policy priorities of the government (Hobolt and

Klemmensen, 2008).

The second independent variable measures the issue attention of the European

Council using evidence from the European Council Conclusions, which are formal

documents outlining the issues that have been discussed at the European Council

by heads of government or state and the agreements that have been reached. This

approach is in line with existing research on the European Council, which analyses

the content of the Conclusions in order to create measures of its thematic attention

(Alexandrova, Rasmussen and Toshkov, 2016; Alexandrova, 2015; Alexandrova and

Timmermans, 2013; Alexandrova, Carammia and Timmermans, 2012).

These studies use data from the EU Policy Agendas project (Alexandrova et al.,

2014). Using human coders, the project traces issue attention in the European Coun-

cil from 1975 until mid-2010. The general finding is that issues about the economy,

foreign policy and the governance of the EU are the most prevalent in the Conclu-

sions. It would have been ideal to use the dataset from this project to construct my

independent variable on issue attention in the European Council. However, given

that the data collection does not cover the entire period of interest for my research

question (2009 to 2022), I collect new data. I could have supplemented their existing

data with the additional years I am interested in, but I decide to collect new data for

the entire period in order to minimise issues with different measurement strategies.19

I construct a dataset of all European Council Conclusions from 2009 until 2022,

including scheduled and special meetings. In total, the dataset consists of 76 doc-

uments of Conclusions. I create a regular expression which captures the headlines

of each section of each document in order to automatically split the documents into

topics. I use the headline of the section as a proxy for the topic that is being dis-

cussed. In general, the headlines represent distinct policy areas. For instance, in the

19For instance, the hand-coders who were recruited for the EU Policy Agendas project received
extensive training specifically for the project.
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June 2009 Conclusions some of the headlines are “Climate change and sustainable

development” and “Illegal immigration”. The only instances where headlines might

not be available are in special meetings. Given that those are usually on a specific

topic, such as Brexit, I consider the entire text as one topic and manually identify it.

Appendix A provides more details on the data collection process and plots the issue

attention of the Conclusions across years.

To capture issue attention in the Conclusions, I create a bi-annual measure where

I divide the number of times that a topic is mentioned each half-year out of the

total number of topics that are mentioned during that period. I select the half-year

period as an aggregation point and include a six-month time lag to mirror the bi-

annual nature of the Eurobarometer surveys. This is a less fine-grained measure

compared to the one by the EU Policy Agendas project. In that project, they code

the topic of each quasi-sentence, rather than section, using hand-coding (Alexandrova

et al., 2014). This measure allows them to identify more instances of each topic per

Conclusion. For instance, if a section has the headline “Migration” I identify this is

as one instance of the topic in a Conclusion, whereas the EU Policy Agendas project

considers each quasi-sentence in that section as an individual instance of reference to

the topic.

In the EU Policy Agendas project, they detect the extent of attention to each

topic as the share of quasi-sentences that refer to it out of the total quasi-sentences in

the Conclusions for a particular meeting (Alexandrova, Carammia and Timmermans,

2012). Given limited resources, it was not possible to replicate the method based

on the EU Policy Agendas project codebook which requires training hand-coders.

Nevertheless, I am confident that the cruder measure I use to categorise the issue

attention of the European Council Conclusions is fit for the analysis of this paper

which also uses a crude dichotomous distinction of policy as opposed to polity and

economic as opposed to non-economic issues.

2.5.7 Control variables

The models include a number of economic and political controls that might have

an impact on how heads of government talk about the EU. The list of controls is

an attempt to take into account some of the most important ones as they arise

from the literature review on politicisation and rhetorical responsiveness. To begin

with, it is important to control for any external events, such as economic crises or
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migration crises, that might influence communication. These external events can put

the spotlight on an issue and make it less possible for heads of government to ignore it.

They can also polarise public opinion on the EU if its crisis management is perceived

as inadequate, thereby leading to rising levels of Euroscepticism.

Therefore, the intensity of a policy problem might be driving its salience in both

public opinion and the communication of political actors (Alexandrova, Rasmussen

and Toshkov, 2016). This is a challenge for any studies which are studying rhetorical

responsiveness since external events are not easy to measure. Nevertheless, given their

possibility to impact the communication of heads of government, I try to control for

external events. I do not claim that external events are irrelevant, but rather try to

establish whether there is a link between the issue attention of heads of government

and that of the European Council as well as public opinion, even when controlling

for external events.

I control for the state of the national economy in order to capture either positive

or adverse economic conditions which might point to the intensity of the issue, such

as the Eurozone crisis. I include quarterly measures of GDP change, measured as a

percentage change from the previous quarter and lagged to the quarter previous of

the speech date (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2023).

Another country-level aspect which can affect communication is the economic link

of a country to the EU (Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020). Using budgetary data

from the European Commission, I calculate whether a country is a net contributor or

recipient in the EU budget each year and include it as a binary variable (European

Commission, 2023b).

An additional crisis pressure that was present during the period studied is the

migration crisis. To measure the intensity of the situation in each country, I include

the number of asylum applications per capita per year using Eurostat data (Toshkov,

2023).20 To measure how conflicts might impact the salience of foreign affairs topics, I

use the absolute number of violent conflicts each year from the Armed Conflict Dataset

(Uppsala Conflict Data Program, 2023). This project records ongoing violent conflicts

all over the world since the 1970s and its data have been used in other studies which

look at EU-related issue engagement such as Alexandrova (2015). I also include the

20The Eurostat website has data for the number of asylum applications per capita available only
from 2011 onwards.
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total number of coronavirus cases per month per country to capture the intensity of

the COVID-19 pandemic using World Health Organisation data (2023).

I add a range of political controls as well. At the speaker-level, I use information

from the Chapel Hill Expert Survey (CHES). The CHES measures the positions of

national parties in European countries on a number of issues, including European

integration, ideology and policy issues (Seth et al., 2022). The first survey was con-

ducted in 1999 and the most recent one in 2019. Based on CHES data, I indicate

whether the party that a head of government belongs to has a favourable stance to-

wards European integration (with a value of 1) or not (with a value of 0). I also

include information on the intra-party dissent of each head of government’s party

on European integration and the salience of the European integration issue for each

party (Seth et al., 2022).21

At the country-level, I consider public and partisan Euroscepticism, two variables

which have been shown to affect the communication of heads of government (Hunter,

2021). To measure domestic public Euroscepticism, I use the Eurobarometer ques-

tion which asks: “In general, does the EU conjure up for you a very positive, fairly

positive, neutral, fairly negative, or very negative image?” (European Commission,

2023a).22 The measure of public Euroscepticism is the survey-weighted mean of all

valid responses by country, which represent the proportion of respondents with a

negative image of the EU. As with the other Eurobarometer data I use, I include a

six-month time lag.

To capture levels of partisan Euroscepticism in each country, I use information

from PopuList (Rooduijn et al., 2019) to categorise a party as Eurosceptic or not

and information from ParlGov (Döring, Huber and Manow, 2022) about the aggre-

gate vote share of these Eurosceptic parties in national elections. This is similar to

approaches in other studies which measure partisan Euroscepticism (Hunter, 2021;

Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020). Moreover, I create two dummy variables based on

21In the case of the President of France (Emmanuel Macron) and his Renaissance party (formerly
known as En Marche! and La Republique En Marche!) there were some data gaps given that the
party was founded in 2016. No CHES data is available before 2019 since the previous data collection
was in 2014 and the party was first elected in 2017. To overcome this issue, I use the values from
the 2019 CHES as indicators of the party’s positions before that time period as well, i.e., in 2017
and 2018.

22Earlier studies operationalise public opinion on the EU using the question which asks whether
membership is a good or a bad thing (Hagemann, Hobolt and Wratil, 2017). However, this question
has not been asked since 2011 and more recent studies show that the EU image question which I
use is closely related to the question on membership (Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020).
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information from official government and EU websites to indicate whether national

elections took place during a certain year and whether a country held the Presidency

of the Council of the EU during a half-year.

2.6 Findings and discussion

Figure 2.1 presents predicted probabilities of topics across countries. The results

provide face validity to the model fit, with some expected patterns. We can observe

that the Brexit topic is most prevalent in the UK, whilst the Eurozone crisis is relevant

in Greece, which was a key debtor player during the crisis. The EMU topic appears

to be less relevant in the UK and Czech Republic, countries outside of the euro area.

Figure 2.1: Topics across years

2.6.1 Question 1: EU dimensions

I use descriptive statistics to explore the first set of hypotheses that examine which

dimensions of the EU are more prevalent when heads of government talk about it.

The left panel of Figure 2.2 presents the total probabilities of topics belonging to

either the polity or policy dimension. It shows that the former appears to be more

prominent, in line with the expectations of most studies on EU politicisation (Hutter,
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Grande and Kriesi, 2016; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014.) Nevertheless, as the right panel

shows, which breaks down the probability by country, only in some NWE countries

(the UK, the Netherlands, Germany and Denmark) are polity topics which center on

the foundations of the EU and constitutive issues more salient than policy ones.

Figure 2.2: Polity vs policy dimension

In fact, the polity effect is largely driven by UK heads of government, with Figure

2.1 revealing that the Brexit topic dominates discussions about the polity. Conversely,

heads of government in CEE (the Czech Republic) and SE (Greece, Portugal and

Spain) countries talk more about day-to-day policy-making. Although at face value

there seems to be support for H1a, which posits that heads of government talk more

about polity rather than policy issues, when we disaggregate the results by country

it is no longer the case that the polity dimension dominates. Therefore, Figure 2.2

reveals that both polity and policy issues can be salient and at similar levels in most

of the countries, with one or the other dominating depending on regional groups.

The left panel of Figure 2.3 shows that the combined topic probabilities of eco-

nomic topics are higher compared to those of non-economic ones, in line with what

H1b expects. However, the picture is more nuanced when looking at the right panel,

which shows variation across countries and time. Nevertheless, there is a decreasing

trend of talking about EU-related economic issues across all heads of government,

accompanied by an increasing interest in non-economic ones, especially after 2020.
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This is the case even in countries such as Portugal and Spain which overwhelmingly

focus on economic issues. Whilst EU politicisation has been taking place since the

Maastricht Treaty, studies find that the Eurozone crisis has highlighted in particular

its economic dimension (Santos and Rogeiro Nina, 2023; Hutter and Kriesi, 2019).

Figure 2.3 confirms that this effect took place, but reveals that it has been transient.

In recent years, it has been replaced by an increasing interest in non-economic topics.

Figure 2.3: Economic vs non-economic dimension

2.6.2 Question 2: Rhetorical responsiveness

To consider what might be driving the differences in EU-related issue attention in the

speeches of heads of government, I turn to the second research question. Figure 2.4

situates the EU-related issue attention of heads of government (right panel) in the

context of public issue salience and the policy priorities of the European Council. The

middle panel plots bi-annual means of thematic attention in the European Council

Conclusions, whilst the left panel presents bi-annual survey-weighted means of re-

spondents who consider an issue as one of the two most important issues facing the

EU at the time of the survey.23 The panels in the graph allow us to trace the evolution

23Two remarks on the left panel of Figure 2.4. First, the Eurobarometer question for the most
important issue facing the EU is available from the second half of 2010 onwards, hence the lack of
data before that. Second, the results go above 100% because respondents can choose two items.
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of issue attention in all three actors and show that there is a general decrease in the

salience of economic issues. Non-economic issues are increasing in European Council

Conclusions and in head of government speeches. In the case of public opinion, there

was an increasing trend up until late 2010s, which has been declining since then.

Figure 2.4: Issue attention across actors

I run regressions to unpack the relationship between the issue attention of these

three actors. Model 1 has as a dependent variable the aggregate topic probabilities of

EU-related economic issue attention by heads of government and Model 2 their non-

economic issue attention. Given the nature of the data, where speeches are nested

within speakers and then within parties and countries, and the continuous nature

of my dependent variables, I use mixed effects multilevel linear regression models.

In every model I include speaker and party random effects as well as country fixed

effects.24 Table 2.3 displays the regression results.

For instance, 51% of respondents can say that inflation is one of the two most important issues and
60% of respondents can say that trade is one of the two most important issues. The graph plots the
combined mean of all non-economic (bottom panel) and economic issues (top panel).

24There are some missing data related to the Eurobarometer question on EU-related issue salience
(available from the second half of 2010 onwards), the asylum applications data (available from 2011
onwards) and from the CHES regarding caretaker heads of government. The model specification
for the regressions treats missing data with list-wise deletion. Therefore, the regression analyses are
run on the data which have no missing values.
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Dependent variable:

Economic issue Non-economic issue

(1) (2)

European Council economic attention 0.395∗∗∗

(0.025)

European Council non-economic attention 0.103∗∗∗

(0.013)

Public economic attention 0.202∗∗∗

(0.013)

Public non-economic attention 0.021∗∗∗

(0.008)

Partisan Euroscepticism 0.057 0.093∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.029)

Public Euroscepticism −0.163∗∗∗ −0.072∗

(0.059) (0.041)

Governing party EU position −0.010∗ 0.039∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Governing party EU dissent 0.003 −0.016∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003)

Governing party EU salience 0.001 −0.022∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003)

National election year −0.012∗ 0.010∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Council of the EU presidency −0.023 −0.030∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.010)

GDP change −0.006∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

Violent conflicts −0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

Asylum applications −0.00002 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00002)

COVID-19 cases 0.00000 0.00000
(0.00000) (0.00000)

Constant 0.331∗∗∗ −0.118∗∗

(0.051) (0.049)

Observations 22,929 22,929
Log Likelihood −8,164.046 1,436.876
Akaike Inf. Crit. 16,374.090 −2,827.752
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 16,559.020 −2,642.829

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 2.3: Regression results for head of government speeches
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Overall, the results support the theoretical expectations regarding the distinction

between economic and non-economic dimensions (H2 and H3). There is a strong and

robust relationship between the focus on EU-related economic issues by heads of gov-

ernment and a similar focus in public opinion and in European Council conclusions,

as H2 and H3 respectively expect. This is also the case for EU-related non-economic

issues, with heads of government talking more about them as their salience increases

in public opinion and in the European Council. Nevertheless, the effect of the Euro-

pean Council’s issue attention on the topic focus of heads of government is stronger

compared to that of public opinion. These results could lend empirical support to

arguments about rhetorical responsiveness in relation to EU issues, as there appears

to be a correlation between the way that heads of government communicate and the

issue priorities of both the EU, crystallised in the European Council Conclusions, and

of the public in their country.

To confirm that the results are also robust to alternative specifications of the

models, I run a series of tests. These are included in Appendix A. In one of the

specifications, I include country random rather than fixed effects in addition to the

speaker and party random effects. Instead of multilevel models, I also run the analysis

with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions. The results are robust to these

specifications; the values for the variables of interest are in the expected direction

and statistically significant.

I also consider issues with potential endogeneity. As in other studies on rhetorical

responsiveness, reverse causation is possible (Alexandrova, Rasmussen and Toshkov,

2015). One possibility is that the priorities of the European Council might be a

response to the issue attention of heads of government or the issue salience of the

public. In other words, they might be in part endogenous to them. Another possibility

is that the public might consider an issue as salient if heads of government talk about

it a lot or if the European Council views it as a priority. I run alternative specifications

of the models that take into account each of these options. The results in Appendix

A reveal evidence for reverse relationships, as defined in this paragraph.

Taking this into consideration, I do not make any definitive claims about rhetorical

responsiveness. Nevertheless, the effects of the original models based on H2 and H3 in

Table 2.3 are larger. Therefore, I conclude that the findings of this paper could point

to rhetorical responsiveness in an EU context, as they show that there is a relationship

between the EU-related issue attention of heads of government, the priorities of the

European Council and the issues that the public considers as important.
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2.6.3 Discussion

There are three key findings from the analysis which have several implications. First,

the results show that heads of government talk about both policy and polity issues at

relatively similar levels and do not highlight only the polity dimension of EU-related

issues as the majority of the literature on politicisation finds. This can be interpreted

in a positive way for the future of European integration. If heads of government allow

discussions about the polity to overshadow policy issues, this can bring to the forefront

questions about the overall legitimacy of the EU and future integration (Mair, 2007).

The UK is a case in point, where the results show that heads of government focus on

polity issues to a large extent. The referendum on the country’s membership of the

EU dominated discussions about treaties, accountability and Euroscepticism during

the period under investigation, which led to the eventual withdrawal of the UK from

the EU in 2020.

In contrast, discussions about policies are less threatening to the democratic ac-

countability of the EU, as they concern day-to-day policy-making and are considered

as part of normal political competition where heads of government can express similar

or alternative views in relation to EU topics (Follesdal and Hix, 2006). The focus

on policies is consistent with evidence from recent studies (Santos and Rogeiro Nina,

2023) and could be the result of empirical developments such as the Eurozone crisis,

which has led to increased competences for the EU through treaty developments such

as the Fiscal Compact. As the EU becomes more involved in national policy-making,

discussions about it also become part of normal politics.

Second, the results reveal variation in the focus that heads of government place

on economic and non-economic issues. This can be linked to existing research on the

differentiated politicisation of European integration, as it shows that the dimensions of

the EU which are salient vary across time and countries. Nevertheless, it appears that

heads of government in all MS discuss about economic issues with a lower frequency

in recent years, whilst there is an increasing trend in mentions to non-economic issues.

This could be interpreted as a shift from the presentation of the EU as an economic

union towards that of a political union, with an emphasis on topics which are not

part of the EU’s exclusive competences. This is in line with recent EU policy actions

and priorities, such as its response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, developments with

migration policy and the European Green Deal.
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Third, the paper shows that there is a relationship between the EU-related issue

attention of heads of government, the priorities of the European Council and the

issues that the public considers as important. Although no definitive claims can be

made about rhetorical responsiveness, the correlation between the issue priorities of

the three actors highlights the double role of heads of government in domestic and

EU-level politics. It shows that one way or another the way that they talk about

EU issues is related to their role as top officeholders in their country and as its

representatives at the European Council. This speaks to the MLG structure of the

EU in practice.

2.7 Conclusion

Over the past years, the role of the EU in domestic politics has been transformed.

Previously, it used to be characterised by a state of permissive consensus, where

EU-related issues and decision-making were to a large extent away from the public

spotlight and less relevant for public contestation (Hooghe and Marks, 2009). How-

ever, EU issues have now become politicised, following treaty changes and a series

of crises. They can be polarising and they can affect party competition, election re-

sults as well as the political space in MS (Lobo, 2023; Hutter and Kriesi, 2019; De

Wilde, 2011). Therefore, it has become increasingly relevant to understand which

EU-related issues are highlighted in public communication and why. Against the

backdrop of this politicisation, this paper has sought to understand the issues that

heads of government talk about when they mention the EU (research question 1) and

what can explain this (research question 2).

I use evidence from more than 7,800 speeches by heads of government in nine EU

MS; the Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Por-

tugal, Spain and the UK. I use regular expression dictionaries and machine translation

to extract all references to the EU and semi-supervised topic models to measure the

issue attention of heads of government. I also use data from Eurobarometer surveys

and the Conclusions of the European Council to unpack how this relates to the issue

priorities of domestic public opinion and EU-level actors respectively. The empiri-

cal analysis of the paper allows us to trace EU-related issue attention by heads of

government, the public in MS and the European Council across a period of 13 years.

The findings have several implications. The descriptive results show that heads of

government, with the exception of the UK, talk about both policy and polity issues
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at relatively similar levels, although regional differences are present. Importantly,

they do not highlight only the polity dimension of EU-related issues as the majority

of the literature on politicisation finds. This can be interpreted in a positive light;

discussions about policies are considered as part of normal political competition which

can foster a European public sphere (Lobo, 2023; Follesdal and Hix, 2006) and are

less threatening to the democratic accountability of the EU compared to polity ones

which discuss the legitimacy and foundations of the EU (Mair, 2007).

The descriptive results also reveal the differentiated nature of EU politicisation

as they show variation in the focus that heads of government place on economic and

non-economic issues, both across time and countries. Nevertheless, it appears that

heads of government in all MS talk less about economic issues in recent years, whilst

they talk more about economic issues. This could be interpreted as a shift from the

presentation of the EU as an economic union towards that of a political union. As

Ursula von der Leyen (2023), the incumbent President of the European Commission,

noted in her 2023 State of the Union address: “We have seen the birth of a geopolitical

union [...]”. Lastly, the regression analyses show that the issue attention of heads of

government relates to the priorities of the European Council and the issues that the

public considers as important, thereby reflecting their double role in EU-level and

domestic politics.

When interpreting the results, it is also important to take into account some

limitations. The country selection of nine MS has attempted to capture regional dif-

ferences between NWE, CEE and SE countries in the EU. However, it cannot capture

individual differences between countries within these regional groups. For instance,

there are CE countries, such as Hungary, which have a history of going against the

grain of decisions at the European Council. In addition, the robustness tests reveal

evidence of reverse causality. Therefore, this paper can not provide definitive em-

pirical evidence for any causal claims regarding rhetorical responsiveness. Instead,

it can only offer evidence of a relationship between the issue attention of heads of

government, the public and the European Council.

Moreover, there are limitations pertaining to the operationalisation and measure-

ment of variables. Throughout the paper, I make the distinction between polity and

policy issues as well as between economic and non-economic ones. In practice, this

distinction is not always clear cut as some issues can belong to multiple dimensions.

Nevertheless, the approach is useful for the analysis of this paper; it is consistent with
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existing research on the dimensions of EU politicisation and allows the findings to be

discussed in their context. Lastly, I use a different measure of issue attention in the

Conclusions of the European Council compared to other studies on the topic and as

such the results are not directly comparable with previous studies (Alexandrova et

al., 2014; Alexandrova, Caramia and Timmermans, 2012).

Overall, this paper makes three contributions to existing literature on EU politi-

cisation and rhetorical responsiveness. First, it provides new empirical evidence for

which dimensions of the EU are salient in domestic politics. Going beyond existing

studies, it focuses on heads of government rather than media and parliaments and

it covers the entire period from 2009 until 2022 rather than only national election

periods. Second, it puts forward and tests a theoretical framework which considers

rhetorical responsiveness in the context of EU-related as opposed to national issues.

It suggests that heads of government have incentives to be responsive to the policy

priorities of EU-level actors in addition to their national electorate. Third, the paper

introduces two datasets; one which extends EUSpeech V2.0 (Schumacher et al., 2020)

to collect head of government speeches until 2022 and another one which includes all

European Council Conclusions from 2009 until 2022, divided according to thematic

attention. Future studies can use the data of this paper to answer a number of exciting

research questions.25

One avenue for further research is a qualitative analysis of the speeches to delve

deeper into their content, such as tone and framing. Other studies can focus on specific

policy areas of interest, such as climate and energy, to explore how the discussion on

the topic has evolved throughout the years. In addition, researchers can examine

the relationship between issue attention and other explanatory variables, such as the

policy output of the European Commission or of the parliament in the country of the

head of government. Unpacking which dimensions of the EU heads of government

and other political actors highlight in their public communication can shed light on

the important process of EU politicisation, which is likely here to stay, intensify and

further transform domestic politics.

25The datasets will be made available upon request.
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Chapter 3

The role of domestic considerations in the political

oversight of the ECB: Evidence from MEP

communication in parliament and on social media

Abstract: Over the past two decades, the ECB has been at the forefront of policy

responses to the Eurozone crisis, COVID-19 pandemic and even climate change. In

taking policy decisions, the central bank is independent and has to follow its mandate.

Nevertheless, it still has to report to the EP, which is responsible for political oversight

of the ECB. This paper explores how MEPs hold the ECB accountable from 2009

to 2023 in parliamentary hearings and on social media by looking at two aspects

of their communication; topic focus and tone. The topic model results show that

macroeconomic conditions in the country of an MEP affect how they concentrate on

the ECB’s primary mandate, whilst the sentiment analysis reveals that the position of

an MEP’s national party towards European integration shapes their tone. The findings

highlight the role of domestic considerations in the accountability relationship between

the EP and the ECB.
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3.1 Introduction

The role of the ECB has been transformed in recent years as the EU’s supranational

central bank has been called to respond to a period of polycrisis, which has contributed

to its politicisation (Tooze, 2023). This has brought to the forefront discussions about

the political oversight of the ECB, which is the focus of this paper. With its onset

in 2009, the Eurozone crisis has had long-lasting economic ramifications for the EU

and the euro area, as well as for individual EU MS. EU-level actors took a prominent

role in managing the crisis, with the ECB being center-stage. Among other things,

the ECB was part of the troika together with the European Commission and the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), which was the triumvirate of lenders responsible

for offering bail-outs to crisis-ridden countries. In addition, it used unconventional

monetary policy tools such as quantitative easing and increased its purview in banking

supervision matters through the establishment of the SSM in 2014 (Diessner, 2022;

McPhilemy and Moschella, 2019; European Union, 2016).

The COVID-19 pandemic, which swept the world from 2020 onwards, led the ECB

to take both conventional and unconventional measures. These included keeping key

interest rates at historically low levels and establishing the PEPP, a non-standard

asset purchase programme of private and public sector securities (Quaglia and Verdun,

2023). Additional crises, such as climate change, also shape the ECB’s actions. In

its 2021 strategy review, the first one since 2003, the central bank noted the need to

protect and improve the quality of the environment (European Central Bank, 2021a).

The transformation of the ECB’s role, in institutional and policy action terms, has

materialised hand-in-hand with its politicisation; legal challenges and public scrutiny

about its policies have shaken the institution (Tortola, 2020). This is in stark contrast

to the pre-Eurozone crisis years, when the ECB was away from the public spotlight.

A key reason for this politicisation is whether the ECB is acting in line with

its mandate (Högenauer and Howarth, 2016). The ECB’s mandate is hierarchically

ordered; it consists of a narrow primary mission to safeguard price stability and a

broader secondary one to support the economic policies of the EU as long as this

does not impact price stability (European Union, 2016). In exercising its mandate

and in taking policy decisions, the ECB is independent. As such, there are limited

channels to hold the ECB accountable for its actions, with one being the “legal

and political obligation of an independent central bank to justify and explain its

decisions to the citizens and their elected representatives” (European Central Bank,
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2002). The elected representatives responsible for holding the ECB accountable are

parliamentarians in the EP. MEPs can ask the central bank to justify and explain

its decisions through a series of formal processes, including during parliamentary

hearings.

The political oversight of the ECB by MEPs can contribute to its democratic

legitimacy, which is especially important in light of the expansion in the scope and

depth of ECB policy-making and the institution’s politicisation. In theory, MEPs

should hold the ECB accountable based on its policy performance. In practice though,

there are various domestic considerations which can affect how MEPs exercise this

oversight, given that they still have ties to national politics. For instance, they

might be more hostile towards the ECB if trust in the institution is negative in

their country, they might push the ECB to do more for the secondary objective if

domestic unemployment is high or they might seek to scapegoat the ECB for a dire

economic situation at home.

In this paper, I focus on the accountability relationship between the EP and the

ECB. To do this, I unpack how two aspects of MEPs’ communication about the

ECB, topic prevalence and tone, are affected by domestic considerations, concep-

tualised along three dimensions (macroeconomic conditions, political ideology and

public opinion) which are prevalent in relevant research. On the one hand, topic fo-

cus can be an indication of whether MEPs hold the ECB accountable for the things it

has done or can do. In general, MEPs should hold the ECB accountable for the areas

it is responsible for, based on its hierarchical mandate (Masciandaro et al., 2023).

This means that they should be primarily concerned with the ECB’s performance

in relation to price stability and to a lesser extent with its support for other eco-

nomic policies. Nevertheless, MEPs might have a motivation to discuss issues that

are important to them or to their domestic electorate which might not be part of

the ECB’s (primary) mandate. I use semi-supervised topic models to explore how

domestic macroeconomic considerations, centering on unemployment and inflation

levels, affect how MEPs focus on issues pertaining to the ECB’s primary mandate

compared to other issues for which the ECB may have secondary or no purview over

but are nonetheless a priority for the MEP and their country.

On the other hand, the tone of an MEP when discussing the ECB could be an

indication of how critical or supportive they are of the institution and its actions. I

use sentiment analysis to consider whether MEPs speak more negatively or positively
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in relation to the ECB. I examine how the political ideology of an MEP’s national

party, both on the economic left-right scale and towards the EU, as well as public

opinion affect the tone of an MEP when discussing the ECB.

I use evidence from two communication venues and look at the 2009-2023 period,

during which the polycrisis environment unfolded and led to the transformation of

the ECB’s role. The first venue is ECB parliamentary hearings on monetary policy,

called the Monetary Dialogues, where MEPs ask the President of the ECB questions

about the central bank’s actions. The second venue is the social media platform X.

Whilst the hearings are formal and have institutional constraints on their format and

duration, X is an informal setting where MEPs can post about any topic they want

as much as they want. Therefore, they can communicate with the EU public, which

they represent in the accountability relationship with the ECB, in a more direct way.

By looking at both venues, we can get a richer understanding of how MEPs hold the

ECB accountable and compare whether this differs across communication venues.

The findings show that some domestic considerations do affect how MEPs talk

about the ECB and have several implications about the accountability relationship

between the two institutions. The regression results on the topic models show that

the thematic focus of the accountability relationship is driven by the macroeconomic

conditions in the country of an MEP. References to the primary mandate increase as

the inflation rate increases, whilst they decrease as the unemployment rate increases.

This is consistent across the two communication venues and can be interpreted as

an attempt by MEPs to be responsive to the economic interests of their country and

how policies by the ECB affect it. In turn, this responsiveness can be perceived as

enhancing the quality of the accountability relationship with the ECB given that

MEPs are representatives of their country and its citizens.

The regression analyses based on the sentiment analysis have mixed results. The

effect for left-right economic positions and public opinion is smaller and not in the

expected direction. Instead, the stance of a national party towards European in-

tegration appears to be guiding the tone of MEPs towards the ECB, especially in

parliamentary hearings. MEPs from Eurosceptic parties are less likely to speak pos-

itively about the ECB compared to those from pro-EU parties. This partisan effect

could influence their evaluation of the ECB’s performance. Rather than judging the

ECB’s actions based purely on their economic effects, MEPs could be holding the

ECB accountable under the influence of their political ideology.
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This paper makes three contributions. First, it enriches the literature on the polit-

ical oversight of ECB. Existing studies do not include the most recent EP legislative

period (2019-2024), whilst they tend to focus on speeches from parliamentary hear-

ings only (Ferrara et al., 2022; Fraccaroli et al., 2022b; Amtenbrink and van Duin,

2009). I extend the period of analysis to include the years from 2019 until the end

of 2023, thereby capturing developments which have shaped the actions of the ECB,

such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the ECB’s 2021 strategy review. This allows

us to explore whether the trends that existing research has identified have persisted

in light of these transformative events. Moreover, I provide empirical evidence from

another source of communication, MEPs’ posts on X. This allows us to develop an

understanding of how MEPs talk about the ECB in a more informal setting which

can reach the public more directly compared to parliamentary hearings.

Second, the paper speaks to research on accountability beyond the ECB. The

findings can be used to complement studies on other central banks, which also ex-

plore how political and economic factors affect the accountability relationship between

parliamentarians and central banks (Schonhardt-Bailey, Dann and Chapman, 2022;

Schonhardt-Bailey, 2013). Third, it contributes more broadly to the literature that

applies text-as-data methods to analyse communication in relation to central banks,

such as Angino and Robitu (2023) and Moschella, Pinto and Martocchia Diodati

(2020). I collect data to create two machine-readable datasets; the one includes tran-

scripts of parliamentary hearings between the ECB and the EP from 2009 until 2023,

whilst the other is a collection of X posts by MEPs about the ECB during the same

time period. The datasets can be useful for scholars interested in deriving longitudinal

trends on research questions pertaining to the ECB or the EP.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the motivation

behind the paper and some relevant background information. Section 3 sets out

the literature review, whilst Section 4 presents the theoretical framework. Section 5

outlines the data collection and methodological choices. Lastly, Section 6 discusses

the findings and Section 7 offers concluding remarks.
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3.2 Motivation for research: Accountability rela-

tionship between the ECB and EP

In this section, I explain the motivation behind my research question and offer some

background information regarding the relationship between the ECB and the EP.

Overall, the motivation rests on the need to better understand the dynamics of the

political oversight of the ECB by the EP, in light of its increasing politicisation. To

unpack this relationship, we first have to trace the roots of the ECB’s independence

which are a pre-requisite for accountability (Section 3.2.1). We also need to take into

account the development of accountability practices over the years (Section 3.2.2),

focusing on how MEPs communicate about the ECB not only in formal venues such

as the Monetary Dialogue, but also in informal ones such as social media (Section

3.2.3).

3.2.1 Independence

To unpack the accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP, we first need

to trace where it stems from, which is related to the ECB’s independence. Throughout

the world, many central banks are independent. This has been seen historically as

necessary in order to insulate monetary policy from politicians, who might take sub-

optimal decisions in light of electoral pressures (McPhilemy and Moschella, 2019).

The ECB is often considered as the most independent central bank in the world

(Claeys and Domı́nguez-Jiménez, 2020). Its independence is enshrined in the Treaty

on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU), which is difficult to amend as it requires the

unanimity of all EU MS.

Article 130 of the TFEU stipulates that ECB decision-making bodies shall not

“seek or take instructions from Union institutions, bodies, offices or agencies, from any

government of a Member State” (European Union, 2016). This facilitates the ECB’s

operational independence, as ECB decision-makers can take decisions autonomously

within their areas of competence (Claeys and Domı́nguez-Jiménez, 2020). In contrast

to national central banks, there is no political counterpart at EU level from which

the ECB is independent, such as a unified government (Diessner and Lisi, 2020).

TFEU Article 282 adds that the ECB “shall be independent in the exercise of its

powers and in the management of its finances” (European Union, 2016). In other

words, the ECB is financially independent. The ECB is also target-independent.
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This means that it can set its own quantitative definition of price stability, which

constitutes its primary mandate. According to TFEU Article 127, the “primary

objective of the European System of Central Banks (hereinafter referred to as “the

ESCB”) shall be to maintain price stability” (European Union, 2016). This is narrow

compared to other central banks, such as the Federal Reserve (Fed) in the US which

has a dual mandate encompassing both price stability and unemployment.

The ECB’s primary mandate is the first of two hierarchically ordered objectives.

The ECB’s secondary mandate is included in Article 127 of the TFEU: “Without

prejudice to the objective of price stability, the ESCB shall support the general eco-

nomic policies in the Union with a view to contributing to the achievement of the

objectives of the Union as laid down in Article 3 of the Treaty on European Union”

(European Union, 2016). This has often been considered as vague; there is a lack

of a clear definition on what the powers of the ECB are in this respect and how

the secondary mandate can be achieved (De Grauwe, 2022; Lastra and Dietz, 2022;

Eijffinger and Mujagic, 2004).

3.2.2 Accountability

The independence of any central bank, including of the ECB, can raise questions

about a potential democratic deficit since its officials are not elected (Fraccaroli, Gio-

vannini and Jamet, 2020). From a democratic perspective, the corollary to the strong

operational, financial and target independence of the ECB is an effective accountabil-

ity framework (Claeys and Domı́nguez-Jiménez, 2020). It could be argued then, that

the democratic legitimacy of the ECB hinges on its accountability. Independence

and accountability are considered as two sides of the same coin which is intended to

ensure good central bank governance (Ferrara et al., 2022; Fraccaroli, Giovannini and

Jamet, 2018).

Nevertheless, democratic accountability used to play a subordinate role for the

ECB during the first years of its creation (Diessner, 2023). The institution was away

from public scrutiny and its independence was left uncontested, as long as it acted

within its mandate. This was the case for other central banks as well, which used

to follow the mantra of “never apologise, never explain” as proclaimed by Montagu

Norman, a former Governor of the Bank of England (BoE) (Rohde, 2017). This is no

longer possible. In the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis, the Eurozone crisis

and more recently the COVID-19 pandemic, the ECB was called to take extraordinary
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actions which pushed the limits of its mandate. These actions included the use of

unconventional monetary policy instruments and the support of financial stability.

The vagueness of the ECB’s secondary mandate along with the recent emphasis on

climate change topics also raise questions about potential trade-offs (Claeys et al.,

2021).

There is a general consensus that the accountability of the ECB has become in-

creasingly relevant in light of these developments, which have led to its politicisation,

multiple legal challenges, a temporary loss of public trust in the institution and de-

bates about its democratic legitimacy (Tortola, 2020; De Haan and Eijffinger, 2017;

Högenauer and Howarth, 2016). In turn, the ECB has become eager to engage more

with institutionalised accountability practices and even go beyond them (Gardt et

al., 2021).26 Speaking at the EP in 2023, the current President of the ECB Christine

Lagarde stated that: “[...] the choices we make as central bankers have a significant

influence on society. So being accountable for our decisions is the necessary counter-

weight to our independence. This means that we need to explain our policies [...] it

also means that we must be attentive to the concerns of the public” (Lagarde, 2023).

Against the backdrop of these developments, I explore the accountability relationship

between the EP and the ECB over the 2009-2023 period which was marked by change.

There are various mechanisms through which accountability, the other side of the

coin to the ECB’s independence, plays out in practice. As defined earlier, account-

ability entails the obligation of a central bank to justify and explain its decisions

to citizens and their elected representatives (European Central Bank, 2002). There

are many ways through which the ECB directly communicates with citizens. These

include regular press conferences, media interviews and frequent social media posts.

Since 2015, the ECB has started making publicly available the accounts of its internal

meetings and has recently launched the ECB Listens events which bring together civil

society organisations to discuss how the central bank’s actions affect them.

Turning to elected representatives, the ECB is formally accountable to the EP,

not to national parliamentarians.27 The legal basis for the accountability relationship

between the EP and the ECB is laid down in Article 284 of the TFEU. There are three

main ways that the ECB interacts with MEPs; a) by participating in parliamentary

26For an overview of the ECB’s accountability practices during the Eurozone crisis please refer to
Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet (2018).

27Although during the Eurozone crisis ECB officials also made visits to national parliaments, this
is not part of the institution’s formal accountability practices (Tesche, 2019).
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hearings28, b) by presenting an Annual Report29 and c) by answering written questions

that MEPs can send.30 Out of these three mechanisms, I focus on the parliamentary

hearings between the ECB and MEPs, called the Monetary Dialogues.31

The Monetary Dialogues constitute the formal pillar of the accountability rela-

tionship between the ECB and the EP on monetary policy (Diessner, 2022; European

Central Bank, 2021b). However, formal venues of communication are not the only

channel through which MEPs and the ECB communicate. Increasingly, both ECB

officials and MEPs use social media and other informal channels of communication

to discuss their views. Therefore, to fully appreciate the accountability relationship

between the two institutions, we also have to look at other avenues of communication,

which can reach the public in a more direct way. I discuss both formal and informal

venues of communication about the ECB below.

3.2.3 MEP communication about the ECB: Hearings and so-

cial media

In general, the act of testifying before a national parliament is not unique to the

ECB, with many central banks around the world reporting regularly to their respec-

tive parliaments (Bank for International Settlements, 2009; Stasavage, 2003). The

Monetary Dialogue first took place in 1998 and its participants include the President

of the ECB and members of the EP Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

(ECON committee). MEPs from all political groups of the EP are represented in

ECON as all EP committees are required to reflect as much as possible the political

composition of the parliament (Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020). EP political

groups consist of MEPs from different national parties which share a similar ideology.

Thus, although MEPs are nominated by their national party for election to the EP,

once elected they also belong to EP political groups which include multiple countries.

28TFEU Article 284: “The President of the European Central Bank and the other members of
the Executive Board may, at the request of the European Parliament or on their own initiative, be
heard by the competent committees of the European Parliament” (European Union, 2016).

29TFEU Article 284: “The European Central Bank shall address an annual report on the activities
of the ESCB and on the monetary policy of both the previous and current year to the European
Parliament, the Council and the Commission, and also to the European Council. The President of
the European Central Bank shall present this report to the Council and to the European Parliament,
which may hold a general debate on that basis” (European Union, 2016).

30This is mentioned in the Rules of Procedure of the EP (European Parliament, 2019).
31The supervisory arm of the ECB, the SSM, also participates in parliamentary hearings before

the EP. However, given that this paper is interested in how MEPs highlight the primary mandate,
it does not look at the banking supervision hearings.
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MEPs in the ECON Committee are from various EU MS, including those which are

not part of the euro area.

The parliamentary hearings happen four times a year and last around two hours.

The official website of the EP live-streams the hearings and publishes the verbatim

transcripts afterwards in English, French and German. Therefore, the discussions

during hearings can reach citizens as well. Before each meeting, the EP invites a

panel of external experts to prepare and present reports on relevant monetary policy

topics in order to inform MEPs. During the hearing, the ECB President gives an

introductory statement and then responds to questions by MEPs. Depending on time

limitations, MEPs are usually allowed to ask one question and for a clarification.

The questions that MEPs ask should relate to the ECB’s mandate and to its

performance in carrying out the mandate (Masciandaro et al., 2023). This would

allow the ECB to provide explanations and justify its decisions, thereby going some

way towards fulfilling its accountability practices. Thus, the accountability between

the ECB and the EP hinges in part on the quality and type of questions during the

Monetary Dialogue. Importantly, the EP does not have any substantive means to

sanction the ECB, even if it believes and tries to show that it is not fulfilling its

mandate. This lack of power makes the proper functioning of the Monetary Dialogue

even more relevant as it is one of the few ways the EP can exert pressure on the ECB

to act in accordance with its mandate and to perform well (Claeys and Domı́nguez-

Jiménez, 2020).

Although the hearings between the ECB and the EP are public and live-streamed,

they receive little media attention, especially when compared to ECB press confer-

ences (Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2018; Claeys, Hallerberg and Tschekassin,

2014). Given that news media play a fundamental role in the knowledge that the pub-

lic has about central banks (Angino and Robitu, 2023), it could be argued that little

media attention entails little awareness of the hearings by the public. Since MEPs

represent the public in their relationship with the ECB, they might have incentives

to hold the ECB accountable in a more publicly visible venue as well. A more direct

and informal way that MEPs can voice their concerns about or praise the ECB to

the public is through their social media channels.

There are a number of important differences between MEP communication in the

Monetary Dialogue and on social media. Speaking allocation in the EP is determined

by the size of a political group in terms of members (European Parliament, 2019),
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whilst the format of the Monetary Dialogue means that the MEPs who do speak

usually only get one question per hearing. Conversely, they can post as much as

they want on their social media platforms. In addition, on platforms such as X they

can freely emphasise issues they deem as important, personalise their message and

express their support for issues that other MEPs highlight. As Castanho Silva and

Proksch (2021) argue, X can act as a substitute channel to circumvent constraints from

other political arenas or as an amplifier that reinforces party messages. Therefore,

social media platforms are less restrictive both in terms of the volume and content of

communication that MEPs can put forward about the ECB.

I focus on X because it is widely used by politicians and other decision-makers all

over the world as a way to reach a larger audience and is at the center of political

science research on the EU and beyond (van Vliet et al., 2023; Castanho Silva and

Proksch, 2021).32 Even though it is an informal venue, there is empirical evidence

that interactions between politicians and the public on X can make an issue relevant

to the public, put it on the agenda and lead to political pressure. The starkest

manifestation of this is the 6th of January 2021 attack, whereby posts by former US

President Donald Trump contributed to the storming of the Capitol by his supporters

(Muhammad and Nirwandy, 2021). Thus, communication about the ECB on X can

potentially shape the perceptions of the public about the institution.

The analysis of Monetary Dialogue transcripts and posts on X in this paper can

allow us to uncover how domestic considerations guide the topic focus and tone of

MEPs across a period of 14 years (2009-2023) and draw comparisons between the

two communication venues. In so doing, the findings can further our understanding

of the accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP. As this section has

argued, it is more crucial than ever for the ECB to have an accountability framework

that works well, as its independence hinges on it and the post-Eurozone crisis period

has raised questions about the central bank’s democratic legitimacy.

3.3 Literature review

This paper is informed by research on communication about central banks and the

use of X by politicians. I review each strand of literature in turn and offer some key

takeaways.

32However, following a change of ownership in 2023 subscribers are shifting away from the platform.
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3.3.1 Parliamentarians’ communication about central banks

A growing stream of research analyses the transcripts of hearings between parlia-

mentarians and central banks. Its aim is to understand how their accountability

relationship plays out in practice. Overall, the evidence from studies on the ECB

shows that MEPs tend to ask ECB Presidents questions that go beyond assessing

the central bank’s performance with respect to its primary mandate, price stabil-

ity. In addition, personal predispositions affect how they hold the ECB accountable,

including a parliamentarian’s political ideology and their nationality.

Qualitative analyses of Monetary Dialogue transcripts suggest that the parliame-

nary hearings lack structure; the questions can be unfocused, repetitive and unrelated

to monetary policy as they might stem from an MEP’s personal interests (Claeys and

Domı́nguez-Jiménez, 2020; Claeys, Hallerberg and Tschekassin, 2014). Looking at

the earlier years of the Monetary Dialogues, De Grauwe and Gros (2009) argue that

the hearings sometimes represent an exchange of views rather than an accountability

exercise. Amtenbrink and van Duin (2009) look at the thematic attention of Mon-

etary Dialogues between 1998 and 2008, revealing that the discussions are not only

about price stability, but also touch on general economic policy topics.

Braun (2017) groups questions during Monetary Dialogues according to topics

and finds that questions between 2013 and 2016 cover an even broader range of policy

areas compared to earlier years. Topics such as financial stability and supervision as

well as the institutional reform of the EMU account for around 50% of questions by

MEPs over that period (Braun, 2017). In addition, Collignon and Diessner (2016)

reveal that the discussions during parliamentary hearings become more technical and

less superficial throughout the years. They also find that different topics are being

discussed during the Eurozone crisis compared to earlier years, such as austerity and

constitutional issues (Collignon and Diessner, 2016).

A quantitative longitudinal analysis by Ferrara et al. (2022) confirms that MEPs’

questions during the Monetary Dialogues between 1998 and 2019 have a broader scope

compared to the central bank’s primary mandate of price stability. According to their

topic model results, questions about objectives related to the secondary mandate, such

as unemployment, become more frequent during the Eurozone crisis. This is driven

by MEPs from countries with higher rates of domestic unemployment, who tend to

focus less on topics pertaining to price stability (Ferrara et al., 2022). This reveals
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that nationality matters for the type of questions that MEPs ask; the macroeconomic

conditions of their country affect their topic focus.

On another note, Fracarroli et al. (2022b) analyse MEP questions over the 1998-

2019 time period but look at their sentiment. They find that the ideology of an MEP’s

party in relation to European integration drives the sentiment of their speeches. MEPs

belonging to party groups which are in favour of European integration are more

likely to use positive language when questioning the ECB (Fraccaroli et al., 2022b).

To better understand what drives attitudes towards the ECB’s mandate and policy

action, Masciandaro et al. (2023) run an elite survey on MEPs. The results reaffirm

the role of ideology and macroeconomic conditions, which can be mediated by the

information that the ECB provides. An MEP’s political orientation drives their

attitude towards the ECB’s mandate, whilst macroeconomic conditions affect the

weight they attach to unemployment relative to price stability (Masciandaro et al.,

2023).

Some contributions go beyond the parliamentary hearings, exploring additional

sources of parliamentarians’ communication about the ECB. Massoc (2021) looks at

the Monetary Dialogue, MEPs’ written questions towards the ECB and EP resolutions

on the ECB’s Annual Reports. Using dictionary methods to gauge the topics that

MEPs focus on, her descriptive statistics results show that the salience of most topics

has remained relatively stable over the 2014-2021 period. Nevertheless, there has

been an increase in the salience of climate-related topics, especially after 2017. This

heightened interest is driven by women and the EP political groups of the Greens and

the Left.

Akbik (2022) shifts the focus from monetary policy and looks at the banking su-

pervision arm of the ECB, the SSM, which has other channels of accountability with

the EP. Analysing qualitatively the transcripts of hearings between MEPs and the

SSM Chair, Akbik (2022) finds that, similar to the Monetary Dialogue, there are mul-

tiple instances where the questions are about areas which go beyond the ECB’s com-

petence. Elsewhere, Maricut-Akbik (2020) suggests that contestation of the ECB’s

performance in banking supervision areas by MEPs remains limited. Comparing the

hearings on monetary policy with those on banking supervision, Diessner (2023) ar-

gues that they are perceived similarly by the actors involved, with the contents of

parliamentary hearings on both topics becoming increasingly alike.
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Another set of studies analyses the transcripts of parliamentary hearings in other

countries. Comparing the hearings of the ECB with those of the Fed in the US and

the BoE in the UK, Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet (2020) find that the tone of

parliamentarians towards their respective central bank becomes more negative in sen-

timent as macroeconomic conditions worsen. Using dictionary methods, they show

that although the objectives of a central bank play the most relevant role in determin-

ing the topic of questions, macroeconomic conditions also matter; as unemployment

rises the focus on price stability declines.

Analysing transcripts of parliamentary hearings in the US and the UK between

2006 and 2009, Schonhardt-Bailey, Dann and Chapman (2022) reveal that UK MPs

use less partisan rhetoric and more targeted questions on monetary policy compared

to US Members of Congress. Along similar lines, Schonhardt-Bailey’s (2013) analysis

of Fed parliamentary hearings from 1976 to 2008 finds that Members of Congress

attempt to steer the conversation in favour of their personal legislative agendas. This

echoes findings from ECB hearings, where an MEP’s nationality and ideology can have

an impact on the tone or type of questions they ask (Ferrara et al., 2022; Fraccaroli

et al., 2022b). Bisbee, Fraccaroli and Kern (2022) show that societal biases can also

affect how the Fed is being held accountable; Members of Congress who interact with

a female Fed Chair and at least one other male Fed Chair tend to interrupt the female

Chair more and interact with her using a more aggressive tone.

3.3.2 Parliamentarians’ communication on X

Existing research on the political oversight that MEPs exercise over the ECB focuses

on formal accountability channels, primarily in the format of parliamentary hearings.

However, in this paper I also look at an informal communication channel which can

potentially reach and influence citizens; social media posts on X. Currently, there are

no studies which look at how MEPs talk about the ECB on social media and relatively

few contributions focus on how politicians talk about other central banks such as the

Fed (Bianchi et al., 2022). Nevertheless, numerous papers acknowledge the relevance

of X for politics and produce insights about the communication of parliamentarians

on the platform which can be useful for this paper.

Out of the studies that focus on MEPs, some are related to election campaigns

(Fazekas et al., 2021; Stier et al., 2020), whilst others look at more general interactions

between MEPs. Haußner and Klika (2020) conduct a social network analysis and find
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that MEPs connect with each other based on their political groups, with an ideological

left-right divide taking place. van Vliet et al. (2023) also study MEP interactions

on X, focusing on the 2018-2019 period. They show that MEPs interact more with

members of their EP political group compared to members of their national party.

Nulty et al. (2016) analyse the X posts of politicians who were running for the 2014

EP elections, revealing that their communication reflects preferences along the EU

dimension of political contestation rather than national left-right differences.

There are also relevant studies which compare communication on X with other

venues. Castanho Silva and Proksch (2021) look at how parliamentarians from West-

ern European countries talk about European integration during parliamentary de-

bates and on X, focusing on their sentiment. They find that in general MPs tend to

amplify the partisan message in their communication on X, yet some also use X to ex-

press a broader range of opinions than in parliament. The results show that the com-

munication venue can affect how parliamentarians express themselves on EU-related

topics. Maud and Schneider (2022) compare the communication of parliamentarians

in parliament and on X as well, using evidence from Switzerland. Their topic model

analysis shows that issue ownership by specific parties is more visible on X rather

than in parliamentary debates. In a survey experiment, Schwalbach (2023) explores

whether the communication venue affects the perception of party messages by the

public. The results reveal that the venue does matter; higher trust in the venue is

positively related with perceiving a party message as credible.

3.3.3 Key takeaways

In reviewing the literature on central bank accountability and parliamentarians’ com-

munication on X, three key insights arise. First, the topics that MEPs hold the ECB

accountable for in their questions during the Monetary Dialogue go beyond issues

related to the ECB’s primary mandate of price stability. This is especially the case

in the aftermath of the Eurozone crisis, where issues related to unemployment and

financial stability become more relevant. Nevertheless, we do not know how MEPs

hold the ECB accountable during the most recent legislative period (2019-2024), given

that most studies examine the transcripts of Monetary Dialogues up to 2019.

An exception is Massoc (2021), who uses data up to 2021, yet only presents

descriptive statistics. It is important to study the period from 2019 onwards and the

factors affecting the communication of MEPs, as it was a legislative period marked
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by change. The COVID-19 pandemic had economic ramifications for the euro area

from 2020 onwards, with high inflation still being felt today. In addition, in 2021

the ECB announced a new strategy review, which sheds more light on its secondary

objective. I explore MEP communication about the ECB over a time period which

includes recent years (2009-2023).

Second, there is evidence that various factors, such as political ideology and

macroeconomic conditions, influence how MEPs talk about the ECB, with respect

to both their tone and their sentiment (Ferrara et al, 2022b; Fraccaroli et al, 2022b;

Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020). This is also the case for the communica-

tion of parliamentarians towards the Fed and the BoE (Schonhardt-Bailey, Dann and

Chapman, 2022; Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020). In this paper, I look at

how political and economic domestic considerations affect two aspects of communica-

tion; the tone of MEPs and the topics they discuss relating to the ECB. This builds

on existing research on ECB hearings which places an emphasis on one set of factors

or one aspect of communication.

However, existing studies on central bank accountability use evidence mainly from

parliamentary hearings, whereas I also consider how MEPs talk about the ECB on X.

This brings me to the third point; research on parliamentarian’s communication on

X reveals that it can differ from other communication venues, such as parliamentary

debates (Castanho Silva and Proksch, 2021). It also shows how EU politics and

political ideology influence the interactions of MEPs on X. With this in mind, the

theoretical framework of this paper examines how MEPs talk about the ECB in

parliament and on social media.

3.4 Theoretical framework

I present and test a theoretical framework which explores correlations between two

types of factors; domestic considerations and the way that MEPs talk about the

ECB in parliament and on social media. I conceptualise domestic considerations

along three dimensions and I focus on two aspects of communication which have been

used in the literature to assess the relationship between the ECB and the EP; topic

prevalence and sentiment. Both tone and sentiment can speak to the nature of the

accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP.
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On the one hand, topic focus can be an indication of how or whether MEPs hold

the ECB accountable for the things it has done or can do. If MEPs overwhelmingly

discuss issues that are important to them but the ECB is not responsible for (or

not primarily responsible for), then this can have an impact on the accountability

relationship. I consider whether domestic macroeconomic considerations, focusing on

inflation and unemployment rates, affect the topics that parliamentarians hold the

ECB accountable for. On the other hand, tone could be an indication of how an MEP

views the ECB and issues surrounding its actions; MEPs can express their discontent

by speaking more negatively or they can show their support by being more positive.

I look at how tone is affected by political ideology, focusing on the predisposition of

an MEP’s national party on the economic left-right scale and towards the EU, as well

as domestic public opinion on the ECB.

3.4.1 The role of domestic considerations

In theory, MEPs should hold the ECB accountable based on its policy performance.

Nevertheless, MEPs have a motivation to push for issues or preferences that are

relevant for their national legislative agenda at the EU level. Therefore, domestic

considerations might affect how they hold the ECB accountable. Although the EP

is an EU-level institution, its members have ties to domestic politics. MEPs are

nominated by their national party for election to the EP or they run as independents.

Then, the citizens of each MS elect their MEPs from national lists. This means that,

for instance, a French citizen who does not live in Portugal and has no right to vote

there cannot elect a Portuguese MEP. After election, MEPs remain affiliated to their

national party, if they have one, but they also become members of a political group

in the EP (unless they are Independents).

This mechanism entails that MEPs need to sustain their links to national parties

and electorates if they want to be re-elected in the EP or if they want to be con-

sidered for positions in domestic politics in the future (van Vliet et al., 2023). The

heterogeneity in political and economic conditions among MS can shape views on the

ECB and how it should act. This heterogeneity is not just the result of a different na-

tionality, but rather a constellation of political conflict and other conditions (Vössing,

2005). Macroeconomic conditions and public opinion towards the ECB vary across

countries, whilst each national party is distinct even though it belongs to an EP party

grouping.
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There is mixed evidence as to the strength of domestic considerations for MEPs’

voting patterns and interactions in general (van Vliet et al., 2023; Nulty et al., 2016).

However, as the literature review shows, studies on the ECB find that both domestic

macroeconomic conditions and the political ideology of national parties matter re-

spectively for the communication of MEPs, both in terms of their topic prevalence

and their tone (Ferrara et al., 2022; Fraccaroli et al., 2022b). In line with this, I

explore the role of macroeconomic conditions, political ideology and public opinion

on parliamentarians’ communication in parliament and on X.

3.4.2 How macroeconomic conditions affect the topic focus

The first domestic consideration I consider is the macroeconomic condition of an

MEP’s country and how this affects their topic focus. As discussed, MEPs should

hold the ECB accountable based on the areas it is responsible for, i.e., its hierarchi-

cally structured institutional goals (Masciandaro et al., 2023). These include mainly

its primary mandate of price stability and to a lesser extent its secondary mandate of

supporting general economic policies in the EU. In practice though, research shows

how MEPs’ questions in parliamentary hearings are not always driven by this hierar-

chy. Instead, MEPs might have a motivation to focus less on the primary mandate

and highlight issues for which the ECB may have secondary or no purview over but

are nonetheless pertinent for the country of the MEP.33

The starting point for this argument is literature which shows that macroeconomic

conditions affect citizens’ views towards the ECB (Ehrmann, Soudan and Stracca,

2013). Since MEPs are representatives of their national electorate, it could be ar-

gued that they also take domestic macroeconomic conditions into account in order

to be responsive to the priorities of citizens and this can influence how they view

the mandate of the ECB (Masciandaro et al., 2023). The importance of domestic

macroeconomic conditions for shaping which ECB-related issues become prevalent is

also substantiated with evidence from other actors. Looking at ECB press confer-

ences, Angino and Robitu (2023) show that national media outlets are less likely to

ask the ECB President questions relating to core monetary policy issues and more

likely to ask about country-specific issues.

Following existing studies, I focus on two macroeconomic factors; inflation and

unemployment. As Ferrara et al. (2022) argue, the trade-off between inflation and

33This means that although an objective might be secondary in the mandate of the ECB, it might
be a priority for an MEP.
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unemployment, called the Phillips curve, is a key theory in macroeconomics which is

at the core of central bank practices. Building on evidence which shows that levels

of unemployment are negatively correlated with the focus of MEPs on price stability

topics in hearings (Ferrara et al., 2022; Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020), I

put forward the following hypotheses for the communication of MEPs in hearings and

X posts:

H1a: MEPs talk less about the primary mandate of the ECB as the level of

unemployment rises in their country

H1b: MEPs talk more about the primary mandate of the ECB as the level of

inflation rises in their country

3.4.3 How political ideology and public opinion affect the

sentiment

Another factor that can affect how MEPs hold the ECB accountable is their political

ideology. Existing studies distinguish between two different aspects of ideology which

have been associated with the behaviour and communication of parliamentarians

(Cheysson and Fraccaroli, 2019; Hix and Noury, 2009). On the one hand, there are

the left-right positions of parties on economic policies. On the other hand, there

are the positions of parties on European integration, with pro-EU parties as opposed

to Eurosceptic ones. By communicating in a way which alludes to the ideology of

their national party, MEPs can differentiate themselves from other MEPs of their

country and signal to their partisans that they take their views into consideration

when holding the ECB accountable. In turn, this can increase their chances for re-

election to the EP or in national elections. Given the relevance of domestic politics, I

use measures of ideology of an MEP’s national party rather than of their EP political

group.

One aspect of communication which has been linked to political ideology is sen-

timent. MEPs can express their discontent with the ECB and issues surrounding

its actions by speaking more negatively when they are taking part in the Monetary

Dialogue or when they post about the institution on X. Conversely, they can show

their support by adopting a more positive sentiment. Therefore, I explore whether

there is a correlation between the economic left-right positions and EU positions of

the national party of an MEP and the sentiment of their questions during Monetary

Dialogues as well as of their posts on X.
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The prevailing argument on left-right positions in the literature is that left-wing

politicians are more likely to have a negative attitude towards the ECB compared

to right-wing politicians. Whilst the ECB acts to keep inflation at bay, left-wing

political ideologies are associated with expansionary policies aimed at keeping unem-

ployment low, with the trade-off of higher inflation as the Phillips curve would predict

(Masciandaro et al., 2023; Moschella and Martocchia Diodati, 2020). The theoretical

expectation is as follows:

H2: MEPs belonging to left-wing national parties talk with a more negative

sentiment compared to MEPs belonging to right-wing national parties

Regarding the position of parties on European integration, it could be argued

that MEPs belonging to Eurosceptic parties are more likely to have a more negative

tone when discussing about the ECB. This could be because of the institution’s

supranational nature, which impinges on domestic economic sovereignty (Masciandaro

et al., 2023). There is evidence that EU positions matter for MEPs’ behaviour in

relation to the ECB in parliament (Fraccaroli et al., 2022b). This could also be the

case for the communication of MEPs on X, as Nulty et al. (2016) show that the

emotional tone of MEPs on the social media platform reflects preferences along the

EU dimension of political contestation. This leads to the following hypothesis:

H3: MEPs belonging to Eurosceptic national parties talk with a more negative

sentiment compared to MEPs belonging to pro-EU national parties

The third domestic consideration that can affect how MEPs communicate about

the ECB is public opinion towards the institution in the country of an MEP. There is

evidence that political actors take public opinion on the EU into account when they

talk about it (Hunter, 2021; Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde, 2020). The rationale for

this relates to the need of politicians to be responsive to the demands and preferences

of their electorate in order to appeal to them. According to existing research, the

public opinion attitude that likely influences communication in relation to the ECB is

trust towards the institution (Moschella, Pinto and Martocchia Diodati, 2020). More

public trust towards the ECB in domestic public opinion can lead MEPs to be more

positive in their communication, whilst less public trust in domestic public opinion

can lead to a more negative sentiment. I test for the following correlation:

H4: MEPs talk with a more negative sentiment towards the ECB as the domestic

levels of trust in the ECB decrease
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3.5 Data collection and methodology

I use evidence from two text data sources to test how domestic considerations matter

for the topic focus and tone of MEPs’ ECB-related communication. The first one is

a collection of all Monetary Dialogue transcripts from 2009 until 2023 divided at the

speech level. The second dataset includes all posts on X by MEPs who were or are

part of the ECON committee during the same period. Both datasets include texts in

their original language and in English as well as meta data, such as the country of an

MEP and their EP and national party grouping.

3.5.1 Monetary Dialogue data

To explore how MEPs talk about the ECB in parliament, I look at their speeches dur-

ing the Monetary Dialogues. I collect all the transcripts of the parliamentary hearings

from mid-2009 until the end of 2023 using both current and archived versions of the

EP’s official website.34 The Monetary Dialogues take place on a quarterly basis every

year. In total, there are transcripts from 57 Monetary Dialogues over three legisla-

tive periods; the ninth legislative period (2019-2024), the eighth legislative period

(2014-2019) and the seventh legislative period (2009-2014). The time period covers

three ECB Presidents; Jean-Claude Trichet (2003–2011), Mario Draghi (2011–2019)

and Christine Lagarde (2019-ongoing). I extract the information from the transcripts

onto a spreadsheet, where each row is a speech.

There are multiple columns, including one on the date of the speech and another

on whether the speaker is the ECB President or an MEP. For MEPs, I also include

their EP and national party affiliation and their country based on official EU data.35

In the majority of cases, the speeches are available in English. However, in instances

where the speeches are in the native language of MEPs, I translate them into English.

In line with existing studies which use text mining approaches in EU politics, I opt for

machine translation using Google Translate (Ferrara et al., 2022; Silva, Kartalis and

Lobo, 2022). De Vries, Schoonvelde and Schumacher (2018) find that professionally

translated multi-lingual debates in the EP by humans have considerable overlap in

their text features with the Google Translate translations of these debates.

34Available here: ninth legislative period https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/

econ/econ-policies/monetary-dialogue, eighth legislative period https://www.europarl.

europa.eu/committees/en/archives/8/econ/econ-policies/monetary-dialogue, seventh
legislative period https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/archives/7/econ/

monetary-dialogue
35Available at: https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/members-of-the-european-parliament
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Given that I am interested in the communication of MEPs, I focus only on the

speeches delivered by MEPs and exclude those by the ECB President. I also exclude

the speeches by the ECON Chair since they are usually procedural in nature and

do not deal with substantive questions towards the ECB. There are 1,262 unique

speeches by 175 MEPs. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of speeches per country.

German MEPs give the most speeches as a percentage of the total speeches, whilst

Danish and Croatian MEPs give the least.

Figure 3.1: Distribution of speeches by country

Table 3.1 breaks down the data based on the left-right positions of EP political

groups proposed by McElroy and Benoit (2012). Other studies on the Monetary Di-

alogue also use these positions to categorise EP political groups, such as Ferrara et

al. (2022). Whilst political groups have changed names across legislative periods,

their ideological foundations remain similar. There are some parties which are repre-

sented during all three legislative periods under investigation (seventh to ninth peri-

ods). These include the European People’s Party (EPP), the Socialist and Democrats

(S&D), The European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR), the Greens/European

Free Alliance (EFA) and the European United Left/Nordic Green Left (GUE/NGL).
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Ideology Party % of speeches
Christian Democrats EPP 29
Social Democrats S&D 24
Liberals Renew, ALDE 12
Conservatives ECR 12
Greens Greens/EFA 8
Left GUE/NGL 6
Far right ID, ENF 5
Eurosceptics EFD, EFDD 4
Non-attached 2

Table 3.1: Distribution of speeches by party group

Renew Europe (Renew) was created in the ninth legislative period, whilst its

predecessor Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE) was represented

during the seventh and eighth period. The Identity and Democracy (ID) group is

present in the ninth legislative period, whilst its predecessor Europe of Nations and

Freedom (ENF) was in parliament during the eighth period. In the eighth legislative

period, the Europe of Freedom and Direct Democracy (EFDD) succeeded the Europe

of Freedom and Democracy (EFD) group which was present in the seventh period.

Lastly, a number of MEPs in each legislative period are non-attached, which means

that they do not belong to any group. The results in Table 3.1 show that the majority

of posts are by the S&D and the EPP, the two biggest political groups in the EP in

terms of members during all three legislative periods. This is expected, as the number

of members a political group has is relevant for allocating part of the speaking time

to MEPs (European Parliament, 2019).36

3.5.2 X data

To explore how MEPs talk about the ECB on social media, I collect data from X. I

use the official lists of permanent and substitute members of the ECON Committee

from the website of the EP for all three legislative periods under investigation.37 I

search X for the names of MEPs in order to collect their usernames.38 It was not

36Please note that the results in Table 3.1 add up to more than 100% due to rounding up.
37Only the information for the ninth legislative period is available on the current version of

EP’s website (https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/econ/home/members). For the
eighth and seventh legislative periods, I use archived versions of the website (https://www.
europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/archives/8/econ/members and https://www.europarl.

europa.eu/committees/en/archives/7/econ/members).
38In some cases, MEPs serve only part of their term and are replaced by other MEPs. To the

extent that this is covered by the official list of MEPs on EP’s website, I take it into account.
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possible to retrieve the usernames of 34 out of 270 MEPs who were members of the

ECON Committee. This could be either because the MEPs never had an account on

the social media platform, or because they chose to delete it. With the exception of

one MEP, all MEPs who have X accounts have public profiles.39

To collect the data, I use X’s advanced search function and create a search string

based on three attributes to collect all original posts by MEPs and their responses

to other posts which mention the ECB. The first attribute is the username of the

MEP, whilst the second one includes the time period that the MEP was a member

of the ECON committee based on information from the official lists of MEPs in the

committee. As a starting point for each legislative period I use the month after each

election and as an ending point I use the month of the election.40 It is possible that

some MEPs were members of the ECON committee for more than one legislative

term and this is reflected in the search string.

The third attribute of the search string includes references to the ECB, using both

“European Central Bank” and the acronym “ECB”. For each MEP, I search for these

English references and add references to the ECB in the official language(s) of the

country that each MEP represents in all grammatical cases. Appendix B includes a

list of the terms regarding this third attribute and additional information on the data

collection. When running the search string with all three attributes, there were no

results for 74 MEPs. This could be either because the MEPs did not post about the

ECB or because they deleted their posts.

I collect 5,156 posts from 163 different MEPs from 27 countries over the 2009-

2023 period. This means that out of the 236 MEPs of the ECON committee who

have X accounts, around 30% had no posts about the ECB at the time of my data

collection process. All present and former EU MS are represented, with the exception

of Estonia. I create a dataset where each row is a post and add extra information on

its date and the name and country of the MEP. I merge the dataset with official data

on the EP and national party affiliation of MEPs.41 I add two columns which include

39In the case of the MEP with the private account, I requested access to their profile but the
request is still pending. Therefore, I was not able to retrieve information from them.

40The starting point for the search on the seventh legislative period is July 2009 and the ending
point is May 2014. The starting point for the eighth legislative period is June 2014 and the ending
point is May 2019. The starting point for the ninth legislative period is June 2019 until May 2024.
For the purposes of this paper, which was written in 2023, the ending period for this legislative
period is selected as December 2023.

41Available at: https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/members-of-the-european-parliament
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the username of each MEP as well as the text of the post translated from its original

language into English using Google Translate. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of

posts per country. The picture is similar to that of the Monetary Dialogues, with the

same countries in the top 10. If we look at the date of the posts, the majority are

from the current legislative period, whilst 2020 is the year with the most X posts out

of all years.

Figure 3.2: Distribution of posts by country

I also disaggregate the data based on the left-right positions of EP political groups

proposed by McElroy and Benoit (2012). Table 3.2 shows that the majority of posts

are jointly by the Liberal and Far right groupings. This is in contrast with the

Monetary Dialogue data, where Christian Democrat and Social Democrat MEPs gave

the most speeches. Unconstrained by speaking time limits, it appears that smaller

groups are talking more about the ECB on X rather than in the hearings. Thus,

although the MEPs that speak the most about the ECB are from countries that are

similar across the two communication venues, the political group composition of their

MEPs is not.
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Ideology Party % of posts
Liberals Renew, ALDE 16
Far right ID, ENF 16
Christian Democrats EPP 15
Social Democrats S&D 14
Conservatives ECR 12
Greens Greens/EFA 12
Left GUE/NGL 11
Eurosceptics EFD, EFDD 3
Non-attached 1

Table 3.2: Distribution of posts by party group

This observation relates to some features associated with X that should be taken

into account when analysing data from the platform. Politicians who are more active

on X might possess different personal characteristics compared to those who use it less.

Moreover, some politicians might be more prone to delete their posts or have them

deleted by X moderators. It is important to consider these factors when comparing

who produces the volume of communication in parliamentary hearings and on X.

3.5.3 Dependent variable: Topic models

Based on the theoretical framework, the analysis has two parts; topic modelling and

sentiment analysis. Topic modelling allows us to find the topic focus of MEPs in

parliamentary speeches and on X, which speaks to H1. Topic models are statistical

models used to describe latent topics in a set of documents. Different types of topic

models have been used widely for social science research. In this paper, I use keyATM,

which are topic models assisted with keywords (Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). For

an overview of approaches to topic modelling and more details on keyATM please

refer to Chapter 2 of this thesis.

Existing studies on communication in relation to the ECB use different types of

methods to detect topic focus. Angino and Robitu (2023), Ferrara et al. (2022) as well

as Moschella, Pinto and Martocchia Diodati (2020) use STMs, which are unsupervised

topic models. The researcher has to select the number of topics, but otherwise the

model is left unsupervised. Elsewhere, Fraccaroli et al. (2022a) as well as Fraccaroli,

Giovannini and Jamet (2020) create dictionaries based on relevant central banking

topics and classify their texts according to words or phrases in their dictionaries.

keyATM allows us to input a number of relevant keywords and guide the topic model
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to find a selected number and type of topics. Given that the model is semi-supervised,

this can be useful when the researcher has a theoretical interest in certain topics. In

this case, the theoretical interest stems from the distinction between topics belonging

to the ECB’s primary mandate of price stability, its broader secondary objective

which encompasses multiple issues and more general ECB-related topics.

Studies have shown that keywords can enhance a model’s measurement perfor-

mance when we compare them to STMs (Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). Therefore,

I opt for keyATM, using similar topics and words to the dictionaries by Fraccaroli et

al. (2022a) to guide my models and select the number of topics. Another aspect of

this type of topic models is that they allow the inclusion of covariates. Existing re-

search argues that when a corpus consists of multiple text courses, researchers should

account for this in their models as meta data (Schoonvelde, Schumacher and Bakker,

2019). I include two covariates: one for the country of the speaker and another one

for the type of text, distinguishing between speeches in parliamentary hearings and

posts on X.

Table 3.3 presents the seven topics and their associated stemmed keywords or

phrases. The keywords largely follow the dictionaries by Fraccaroli et al. (2022a),

but I adapt them to the texts I am analysing. To do so, I manually review a random

sample of parliamentary hearing speeches and X posts, to understand the language

that is used and adjust the keywords accordingly. For instance, I include the compos-

ite word “digitaleuro” because it is used in X posts as a hashtag. Moreover, there are

words which can have multiple meanings. The word “job” can refer to employment-

related issues included in the EMU topic but can also be used to say that someone

did a good or a bad job.

The word “environment” can allude to topics related to the environment and

sustainability, but can also be linked to sustainable public finances, touching upon

fiscal policy issues. The words “jobs” and “environmental” can be linked to the

EMU and environment topic respectively, but would not be present in the corpus

due to stemming. To overcome these issues, I turn the word “jobs” into “jobsx” and

“environmental” into “environmentalx” before stemming the corpus, so that they are

not picked up by the stemming algorithm. I also allow for one residual topic, which I

label as Other, meaning a topic with no keywords in case there are underlying issues

that are not captured by the topics.
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Topic Keywords Category

Price stability price, inflat, hicp, cpi, deflat,
interest rate

Primary mandate

Unconventional mon-
etary policy tools

asset purchas programm,
app, pepp, pandem emerg,
tltro, quantit eas, qe, lender
last resort, omt, outright
monetari transact

Primary mandate

Financial stability ssm, singl supervisori
mechan, singl supervisori
system, srb, singl resolut
board, srm, singl resolut
mechan, bank, financi, conta-
gion, leverag , non perform,
npls, esm, stabil mechan

Other

International devel-
opments

trade, cross border, global,
emerg, geopolit, treasuri, dol-
lar, pound, fed, feder reserv,
bank england, bank intern
settl, bis, war, middl east,
ukrain, brexit, yuan, yen

Other

Payment issues pay, digit euro, digitaleuro,
bitcoin, stablecoin, libra,
cbdc, cash, banknot, coin,
card, digit currenc, crypto,
cryptocurr

Other

EMU economy issues fiscal, emu, econom mone-
tari union, budget, sgp, sta-
bil growth, ngeu, next gener,
recoveri resili, rrf, six pack,
recoveri fund, fiscal compact,
mff, bailout, bail, auster, em-
ploy, unemploy, labour, la-
bor, worker, minimum wage,
jobsx, layoff

Other

Environment green, climat chang, sus-
tain financ, emiss, taxonomi,
ecolog, carbon, sustain invest,
fossil fuel, environmentalx

Other

Table 3.3: Topic keywords and categories
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I group the eight topics into two categories, based on whether they belong to the

primary mandate or not, as the ECB interprets it. To group the topics, I follow

approaches by other studies such as Fraccaroli et al. (2022) and Moschella, Pinto

and Martocchia Diodati (2020). The first category relates to the primary mandate

and includes the price stability as well as the unconventional monetary policy tools

topics. Whilst the former captures references to standard monetary policy tools such

as interest rates, the latter focuses on unconventional monetary policies which were

used in response to the Eurozone crisis and the economic effects of the COVID-19

pandemic.

The second category captures all other topics. Some of these belong to the broadly

defined secondary mandate which is to support other economic policies, and others

lie outside of the ECB’s mandate. These topics include financial stability, the envi-

ronment, international developments relating to other central banks and geopolitical

events, payment issues regarding banknotes and the digital euro, and broader EMU

economy-related topics. The latter include employment, fiscal policy and structural

reforms.

To conduct the topic model analysis, I merge the Monetary Dialogue and X data.

In the analyses that follow though, I separate the data to compare the results from

each communication venue. To account for this in my dataset, I use a binary variable

which takes a value of 1 if the text is a speech of an MEP in parliamentary hear-

ings and a value of 0 if the text is an MEP’s post on X. Before running the topic

models, I complete a series of standard pre-processing steps, including tokenisation,

punctuation removal, stemming, lower-casing and removing words or phrases that are

too frequent. For instance, I remove references to the “European Central Bank” so

that they are not perceived as relevant only for the financial stability topic which

includes the word “bank”. To evaluate the performance of the topic models, I look at

log-likelihood and perplexity (Eshima, Imai and Sasaki, 2023). Appendix B presents

the results of the model fit tests and shows that the model is working as expected.

Furthermore, I manually inspect a sample of texts to confirm that the predicted

prevalence of topics corresponds to the actual content of the text. This is further

reaffirmed by looking at a representative X post and parliamentary speech for each

topic and the top 15 keywords that the model assigns to each topic, both in Appendix

B. It is important to note that keyATM, like other topic models, is probabilistic.

Documents are not assigned to topics based on a binary decision. Rather, to interpret
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the findings we have to look at the document-topic distribution, which represents the

proportions of topics for each document. These topics reflect the main themes of

the document, whilst their predicted probabilities represent their prevalence. To test

H1a and H1b, which look at how much MEPs talk about the primary mandate, I

construct a continuous dependent variable based on the proportion of texts which are

devoted to the primary mandate of the ECB compared to the other category.

3.5.4 Dependent variable: Sentiment analysis

The second step is sentiment analysis. Following existing studies on the political over-

sight of the ECB, I use dictionary-based sentiment analysis to study parliamentarians’

communication towards the institution (Fraccaroli et al., 2022b; Massoc, 2021; Frac-

caroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020). A dictionary can be defined as a list of keys

that stand for specific meanings or concepts that are derived from theoretical consid-

erations. In the case of sentiment analysis, these keys can be divided into positive

and negative keys, whilst the concept is the identification of a sentiment. Within

these keys, there are values which serve as their empirical indicators. For instance,

a positive sentiment key can have as a value the words “brilliant” and “achieved’”,

whilst a negative sentiment key can have words such as “afraid” and “bad”.

I select the Lexicoder Sentiment Dictionary (LSD) (Young and Soroka, 2012)

because it has been created for political language and has been used to study various

political communication venues, including in analyses which combine parliamentary

speeches and social media posts on X (Castanho Silva and Proksch, 2021). The

original dictionary is in English and consists of 2,858 negative sentiment words, 1,709

positive sentiment words, 2,860 negations of negative words and 1,721 negations of

positive words (Young and Soroka, 2012).42 Before implementing it, I follow a set of

standard pre-processing steps which are used in quantitative text analyses as well as

specific pre-processing steps suggested by the dictionary’s authors (Young and Soroka,

2012). The latter include for instance replacing references to the word “well” when

they appear at the beginning of a sentence with “xwell” so that it is not counted as

a positive word.

I measure sentiment at the text level, where a text is either a speech by an MEP

in the Monetary Dialogues or a post on X. To operationalise the net sentiment of

each text, I use the log of the odds ratio of positive terms to negative terms. This

42The dictionary is available for download here: https://www.snsoroka.com/data-lexicoder/
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measures the relative positivity or negativity of a text and is consistent with other

studies which compare texts with different lengths (Castanho Silva and Proksch,

2021). This approach is different to measuring the absolute values which could be

affected by the text’s length, where we would subtract the number of negative terms

from the value of positive terms.

The resulting value of the log of the odds ratio is the dependent variable that I

use to evaluate H2, H3 and H4 which look at how domestic considerations affect the

sentiment of MEPs when they communicate in relation to the ECB. The range of the

variable is from -3.1 to 3.55, where higher positive values are associated with a more

positive sentiment and lower negative values with a more negative sentiment. As

examples of the categorisation, Appendix B includes an X post and a parliamentary

speech that were highly scored as positive as well as an X post and a parliamentary

speech that were highly scored as negative.

3.5.5 Independent variables

To test my hypotheses, I include a number of independent variables. H1a and H1b

look at inflation and unemployment. As I am interested in domestic considerations, I

use quarterly data from Eurostat (2023a) to measure the rate of change of unemploy-

ment in each MS. I operationalise this by subtracting the rate of unemployment in a

previous quarter from the rate of unemployment in the next quarter. For instance,

if unemployment in the first quarter is 0.6 and in the second quarter it decreases to

0.4, the rate of change of unemployment is -0.2. I use data from Eurostat (2023d) to

operationalise the inflation rate in a similar way. I subtract the inflation rate in the

previous quarter from the rate of inflation in the next quarter.

H2 and H3 focus on political ideology factors, which I draw from the CHES (Seth

et al., 2022). I map the data at the party-level, based on an MEP’s national party

membership. This is consistent with other studies which look at MEPs (Fraccaroli et

al, 2022b; Nulty et al., 2016). To operationalise a national party’s economic ideology

(H2), I draw from the CHES question which asks experts to rank a party’s position

on an economic left-right scale from 0 to 10, where lower values indicate left-leaning

parties and higher values right-leaning ones. I transform this scale into a binary

variable which takes a value of 1 if a party scores less than 5 on the scale (left-wing)

and 0 otherwise (right-wing).
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The operationalisation of a party’s stance towards the EU (H2a-H2b) draws from

the CHES question which asks respondents to rank the position of parties on European

integration on a scale from 1 (strongly opposed) to 7 (strongly in favour). I consider a

party Eurosceptic if it has a lower score than 3.5 and pro-EU if the score is more than

3.5 (Hunter, 2021). In rare instances where a party is not included in the CHES, I use

information regarding its Eurosceptic nature from official party websites or PopuList

(Rooduijn et al., 2019).

H4 looks at public opinion towards the ECB in the country of an MEP. I measure

this using the Eurobarometer question which asks respondents how much they trust

the institution, asking them to choose between three categories: “Tend to trust it”,

“Tend not to trust it” or “Do not know” (European Commission, 2023a). I measure

public net trust as the difference between the percentage of respondents who tend to

trust and those who tend to not trust the ECB (Moschella, Pinto and Martocchia

Diodati, 2020; Roth, Gros and Nowak-Lehmann, 2014). Positive values suggest that

a majority trusts the ECB, whilst negative values suggest that they do not.

I use bi-annual survey-weighted means of net trust in the ECB in each MS, map-

ping the data to the speech or post of an MEP. Given my interest in domestic con-

siderations I focus on domestic levels of trust in the ECB, rather than EU or euro

area levels. I use a six-month time lag for this data to reflect the bi-annual nature of

the Eurobarometer survey and the fact that public preferences might take some time

to feed into the political sphere (Hagemann, Hobolt and Wratil, 2017; Hobolt and

Klemmensen, 2008).

3.5.6 Control variables

I also include a number of political and economic controls to eliminate the risk of

omitted variable bias which can influence the tone or topic focus of how MEPs talk

about the ECB. There might be other factors related to the economy, beyond un-

employment and inflation levels, which can affect how MEPs emphasise the primary

mandate. These can include concerns about financial instability or the health of gov-

ernment debt. I include two variables which have been used as a benchmark to assess

the domestic level of financial instability, including in relation to the Eurozone crisis

(Ferrara et al., 2022).

The first is quarterly measures of the interest rate on long-term government bonds

in the country of each MEP, based on data from Eurostat (2023b). The second one is
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the yearly share of nonperforming loans to total loans of the domestic banking sector,

which is seen as a proxy for the health of domestic financial institutions and could

impact the relevance of banking supervision topics for MEPs (World Bank, 2023). I

also include quarterly measures of government debt levels from Eurostat (2023c) to

capture the fiscal health of a country which might influence the propensity to focus on

the secondary mandate. I lag all economic country controls to the previous quarter

(or year for the loans), given that macroeconomic data take time to be published.

In terms of political controls, I take into consideration electoral pressures which

might affect the behaviour of politicians towards a central bank, in line with polit-

ical business theory expectations (Fraccaroli, Giovannini and Jamet, 2020). I use a

dummy for national elections which takes a value of 1 if an election is taking place

in the year that the MEP is speaking or posting and 0 otherwise. I operationalise

a dummy this way for EP elections as well. For both variables, I use data from the

official websites of national governments or the EP. An MEP’s tone towards the ECB

could also differ if their party is in government. I include a dummy that takes a value

of 1 if an MEP’s party is in government in their home country at the time of the

speech or X post and 0 otherwise.

I also include a party-level variable which controls for the size of the party in the

EP, given that size can affect the distribution of time for questions during Monetary

Dialogues. I measure this as the share of votes that the party obtained in the EP

elections for the legislative period during which the speech is delivered or X post is

published. Information for both of these variables is available in the CHES. However,

given that the CHES data collection stops in 2019, I supplement it with information

from official government websites and the EP’s website for more recent years. Lastly,

I add a dummy variable which takes a value of 1 if the national party of an MEP

is considered as populist and 0 otherwise, based on data from the PopuList dataset

(Rooduijn et al., 2019). This is because the populist nature of a party might affect

its interactions with the ECB (Fraccaroli et al., 2022b).

3.6 Findings and discussion

3.6.1 Topic focus and sentiment across communication venues

Figure 3.3 plots the probability across years that an MEP talks about a topic when

they mention the ECB. Three key insights arise. First, there is consistency to a large
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extent across communication venues; MEPs discuss about the majority of topics with

a similar frequency in parliament and on X. There are a few exceptions though.

Figure 3.3: Topics across years and communication venues

For instance, MEPs discuss about issues pertaining to the broader EMU economy

to a lesser extent on X. Nevertheless, references to these have decreased across both

communication venues during the period analysed. In addition, the residual topic

which is labelled Other is prominent on X, whilst it is non existent in the parlia-

mentary speeches. By manually inspecting the texts relating to this topic, we can

conclude that it captures procedural issues, such as MEPs discussing an upcoming EP

committee meeting, plenary vote or report. In addition to discussing policy issues, it

appears that MEPs use X to announce their parliamentary activities.

Another exception relates to the environment topic which appears to be more

discussed on X rather than in parliament, but the difference is small. This consistency

can be perceived as surprising when considering the format of the two communication

venues. In the Monetary Dialogue, the speaking time of MEPs is circumvented by

institutional constraints; the size of a political group plays a role in deciding which

MEPs speak (European Parliament, 2019), whilst MEPs generally cannot ask more

than one question in one sitting. This means that they have to select the topics

they discuss and they cannot enquire about all issues that might be of relevance to
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them. Conversely, MEPs can post as much as they want on X. As a result, the trade-

off between which issues to discuss is not that relevant; they can highlight different

types of issues that are important for their country. Therefore, it could be expected

that MEPs talk about a broader range of topics on X rather than in parliamentary

hearings.

The second insight is the mostly downward trend of focus on financial stability

and broader EMU economy issues. This reflects empirical developments. The Eu-

rozone crisis and the country-specific associated banking crises (such as in Cyprus

and Ireland) as well as government debt crises (such as in Greece) highlighted the

importance of banking issues and structural economic reforms in MS. As the crises

subsided, so has the relative importance of these issues. During the Eurozone crisis,

the ECB was involved in crisis management for the EMU economy through various

channels, including the troika and the establishment of the SSM. The EMU economy

topic is still prevalent in recent years, albeit to a lesser extent. Other studies also

find this; during the COVID-19 pandemic, the ECB was calling for the coordina-

tion of monetary and fiscal policies in order to respond to its economic ramifications

(Fraccaroli et al., 2022a).

In the case of parliamentary hearings, the decreasing relevance of the financial

stability topics could be related to the creation of a hearing specifically for banking

supervision topics in 2014 where MEPs address the Chair of the SSM. Notwithstand-

ing the effect of this, the downwards trend is also evident in social media posts. This

suggests that there is a more general decrease in interest for financial stability topics.

Moreover, existing research that analyses the hearings with the SSM finds that there

are similarities with the Monetary Dialogue in the issues that are being discussed

(Diessner, 2023; Akbik, 2022).

Third, the price stability topic is increasingly relevant in recent years when MEPs

discuss about the ECB on X or when addressing the ECB President in parliament.

This comes at a time when EUMS have experienced an increase in inflation, especially

in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic. Taken at face value, the results about

the price stability, financial stability and EMU economic issue topics lend at least some

face validity to the argument that the topic focus of MEPs reflects macroeconomic

conditions, which speaks to H1a and H1b.

Turning to sentiment, Figure 3.4 compares how positive or negative is MEP com-

munication across countries and communication venues. In the majority of countries,
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MEPs are more positive in parliamentary hearings rather than on X. One explanation

for this is the format of the communication venue. When participating in parliamen-

tary hearings, MEPs are directly faced with the ECB President. When they post

on X though, the format is more informal and their aim is to reach a wide audience

with their posts. Existing evidence shows that negative posts on X garner more en-

gagement rather than positive ones (Bellovary, Young and Goldenberg, 2021). For

instance, looking at UK MPs, Mackenzie (2018) finds that their tone is more nega-

tive rather than positive. Thus, MEPs might have an incentive to use more negative

language on X.

Figure 3.4: Sentiment across countries and communication venues

Another explanation could be that MEPs who speak on X have different character-

istics compared to those who speak in parliament. As Table 3.2 shows, the majority

of posts on X are jointly by Liberal and the Far right groupings in the EP, whereas in

the parliamentary hearings they are by the Christian Democrat and Social Democrat

groupings (Table 3.1). Given that politicians from far right parties tend to be more

Eurosceptic, this could be tilting the results of X towards a more negative sentiment.

This relates to the role of political ideology, which I turn to in the regression analyses.
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3.6.2 Regression analyses

Given that I am interested in comparing the parliamentary hearings with posts on X,

I evaluate my hypotheses separately for each communication venue and discuss the

results together. I run regressions to measure the effect of domestic considerations on

topic focus and sentiment. The dependent variable in Models 1 and 2 is topic focus

(H1a and H1b), whereas in Models 3 and 4 it is sentiment (H2, H3 and H4). Models

1 and 3 look at parliamentary data, whereas Models 2 and 4 at posts on X.

Due to the nested nature of the data, where speeches or posts are nested within

speakers, national parties and countries, and the continuous nature of my dependent

variables, I use mixed effects multilevel linear regression models. In all models I

include speaker and party random effects as well as country fixed effects, given that

an MEP’s nationality could affect how they speak about the ECB, regardless of other

controls.43 Table 3.4 presents the results from Models 1 and 2, with a different column

for the analyses of each communication venue (parliament and X).

There is statistically significant support for H1a and H1b in the expected direction.

In line with what H1a predicts, as the inflation rate rises in a country, so does the

focus on the primary mandate. Furthermore, in line with what H1b expects, as

the unemployment level in a country increases, there is less focus on the primary

mandate. The direction of both effects is consistent across communication venues,

but their magnitude varies. It can also be observed that left-wing MEPs are less likely

to discuss issues pertaining to the primary mandate on X. This can be an attempt to

appeal to their partisans, who are traditionally more interested in expansionary fiscal

and monetary policies and are less concerned with keeping inflation at bay. There

is also a statistically significant negative effect in both venues for EP election years,

during which MEPs might be less likely to discuss core policy issues and more likely

to discuss issues which pertain to their election campaigns in relation to the ECB.

Table 3.5 shows the results of regression analyses where the dependent variable

is sentiment. Contrary to the expectations of H2, it appears that left-wing parties

speak in a more positive tone about the ECB compared to right-wing parties in both

communication venues. One potential explanation for this could be that left-wing

43I exclude MEPs who identify as Independent from any national party in both sets of models.
This is because their lack of party affiliation means that there is no direct information about their
political ideology in the CHES. In total, 399 rows are not included, which is around 6% of the
combined corpus of parliamentary speeches and X posts.
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Dependent variable:

Primary mandate topics

Parliament (1) X (2)

Inflation rate change 0.010∗ 0.025∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Unemployment rate change −0.030∗∗ −0.023∗∗

(0.014) (0.011)

Left-wing party 0.005 −0.082∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.031)

Eurosceptic party 0.076 0.074
(0.051) (0.050)

ECB trust 0.0003 0.002∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.0005)

Populist party −0.019 −0.017
(0.052) (0.051)

Governing party 0.032∗∗ 0.017
(0.016) (0.017)

EP election year −0.043∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.015)

National election year 0.012 −0.008
(0.013) (0.011)

EP party size −0.002 −0.002
(0.001) (0.001)

Long-term government bond yields 0.001 0.018∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Government debt 0.001 0.0003
(0.0004) (0.0004)

Non-performing loans −0.007∗∗∗ 0.001
(0.002) (0.002)

Constant 0.117 0.375∗∗∗

(0.086) (0.098)

Observations 1,215 4,667
Log Likelihood 211.331 −1,468.901
Akaike Inf. Crit. −336.661 3,021.802
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −117.254 3,292.629

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 3.4: Regression analyses for topic focus
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parties had a positive assessment of some ECB policy responses which are aligned

with their support for expansionary fiscal and monetary policies. An example of

this could be the COVID-19 pandemic, during which the central bank adopted an

expansionary monetary policy. Another explanation relates to a different aspect of

political ideology; Euroscepticism. The results support H3 since they show that

Eurosceptic parties are less likely to talk positively regarding the ECB and its actions

on either communication venue, with the effect for parliamentary hearings being

statistically significant and substantive. It could be argued then, that sentiment

might be explained by the stance of a party towards European integration rather

than its political ideology.

Looking at the parties in the dataset, left-wing ones tend to be pro-EU to a larger

extent compared to right-wing ones; 33% of left-wing parties are Eurosceptic, whereas

46% of right-wing parties are Eurosceptic. This finding is consistent with Fraccaroli

et al. (2022b), as their analysis of parliamentary hearings shows that what matters

for sentiment is stance towards European integration, with the effects of economic

ideology being less relevant. There is no support for H4; although the effect for trust

towards the ECB is statistically significant it is not in the expected direction and is

comparatively small.

To confirm the validity of the results, I run a series of robustness tests, available in

Appendix B, with different operationalisations of the independent variables. In one

set of tests, I create a variable which is the difference between the levels of inflation

or unemployment in the MS of the MEP and the EU as a whole. The rationale

behind this operationalisation is that MEPs might be interested in the comparative

performance of their country vis-à-vis the EU as a whole, rather than just looking

at the macroeconomic conditions of their country in isolation. The results for all

independent variables of interest in each model are in the same direction compared

to the original tests, with the exception of the inflation rate which is in the opposite

direction and not statistically significant.

I also use a different operationalisation of the independent variable which concerns

public opinion. I use the question which asks respondents whether they are in favour

of the euro or not, as a proxy for positive or negative opinion towards the ECB rather

than looking at trust in the institution. The results are in the same direction with

either operationalisation of the variable. Finally, I use different model specifications,

including country random rather than fixed effects and OLS regression. The results

are robust to the different specifications.
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Dependent variable:

Sentiment

Parliament (3) X (4)

Inflation rate change −0.038 0.003
(0.028) (0.013)

Unemployment rate change −0.014 0.008
(0.064) (0.033)

Left-wing party 0.144∗ 0.010
(0.078) (0.068)

Eurosceptic party −0.369∗∗ −0.179
(0.164) (0.113)

ECB trust −0.003∗∗ −0.003∗

(0.002) (0.001)

Populist party 0.024 −0.127
(0.167) (0.114)

Governing party −0.054 0.064
(0.071) (0.051)

EP election year −0.009 −0.071
(0.074) (0.048)

National election year −0.076 0.012
(0.062) (0.036)

EP party size 0.006 0.010∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Long-term government bond yields −0.046∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.013)

Government debt −0.002 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001)

Non-performing loans 0.002 −0.013∗∗

(0.007) (0.006)

Constant 0.616∗∗ 0.682∗∗∗

(0.314) (0.241)

Observations 1,215 4,667
Log Likelihood −1,620.792 −6,777.513
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,327.584 13,639.030
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 3,546.992 13,909.850

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 3.5: Regression analyses for sentiment
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3.6.3 Discussion

The findings shed light on the communication of MEPs about the ECB and highlight

the relevance of some domestic considerations for their topic focus and tone. This has

several key implications for the accountability relationship between the two institu-

tions. The results show that far from concentrating on the primary mandate, for the

majority of the period under investigation MEPs tend to discuss issues for which the

ECB has secondary responsibility. These include fiscal policy and structural reforms

as well as banking supervision topics. Given that these topics overshadow discussions

of the primary mandate during the Eurozone crisis, this raises questions as to whether

or not MEPs were placing adequate emphasis on holding the ECB accountable for

price stability over that time period.

The topic model regression results echo earlier studies which show that the the-

matic focus of the accountability relationship is driven by the macroeconomic con-

ditions in the country of an MEP (Ferrara et al., 2022). This is consistent across

the two communication venues and can be interpreted as an attempt by MEPs to

be responsive to the economic interests of their constituents and how policies by the

ECB affect it. In turn, this responsiveness can be perceived as enhancing the quality

of the accountability relationship with the ECB given that MEPs are representatives

of their country and its citizens.

Turning to sentiment analysis, the results reveal that there are differences between

communication venues; MEPs are more negative on X rather than in parliament.

Given that X posts can reach the public directly, it could be argued that citizens get

a more negative view of the ECB’s performance from X rather than following the

parliamentary hearings. The regression analysis results show that the tone can be

influenced by some aspects of political ideology, focusing on a national party’s stance

towards European integration.

Therefore, it appears that MEPs hold the ECB accountable for its policy actions

under the influence of their personal predispositions. These personal predispositions

have a stronger effect compared to public opinion on the ECB, which could indicate

that partisan ties are more relevant rather than responsiveness to public opinion for

determining sentiment. Thus, the sentiment analysis results can paint a potentially

bleaker picture regarding the accountability relationship between the ECB and the

EP.
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3.7 Conclusion

The role of the ECB has been transformed against the backdrop of a polycrisis period,

which included the monumental economic ramifications of the Eurozone crisis and

the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the ECB is currently faced with high levels

of inflation, the threat of climate change and significant geopolitical developments

which impact the economy of the euro area. The transformation of the ECB’s role

has materialised hand-in-hand with the politicisation of the supranational institution,

which brings questions about its accountability to the public spotlight.

Against this background, this paper looks at how MEPs talk about the ECB, as

they are key actors in the political oversight of the central bank. It focuses on two

communication venues (parliamentary hearings and social media posts on X) and

two aspects of their communication (topic focus and sentiment). The findings have

implications for the accountability relationship between the two institutions since

they show that it is influenced by some domestic considerations.

The regression results from the topic models show that the thematic focus of the

accountability relationship is driven by the macroeconomic conditions in the country

of an MEP. References to the primary mandate increase as the inflation rate increases,

whilst they decrease as the unemployment rate increases. This is consistent across

the two communication venues and can be interpreted as an attempt by MEPs to be

responsive to the economic interests of their country and how policies by the ECB

affect it. In turn, this responsiveness can be perceived as enhancing the quality of

the accountability relationship with the ECB given that MEPs are representatives of

their country and its citizens.

The results for the regression analyses based on the sentiment analysis are mixed.

The effect for left-right economic positions and public opinion is smaller and not in

the expected direction. Instead, the stance of a national party towards European

integration appears to be guiding the tone of MEPs towards the ECB, especially

in parliamentary hearings. MEPs from Eurosceptic parties are less likely to speak

positively about the ECB compared to those from pro-EU parties. This partisan

effect could affect their evaluation of the ECB’s performance. Rather than judging

the ECB’s actions based on their economic effects, MEPs could be holding the ECB

accountable under the influence of their political ideology.
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The paper also advances existing research in three ways. First, it enriches the

literature on the political oversight of ECB, by providing a more complete picture of

the accountability relationship between the EP and the ECB. Existing studies do not

include the most recent EP legislative period (2019-2024), whilst they tend to focus on

speeches from parliamentary hearings only. I extend the period of analysis to include

the years from 2019 until the end of 2023, thereby capturing developments which

have shaped the actions of the ECB, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the ECB’s

2021 strategy review. Moreover, I provide empirical evidence from another source of

communication, MEPs’ posts on X, which can reach the public directly. Therefore,

the findings can be used to explore whether the effect of domestic considerations found

in other studies also travels to different time periods and communication venues.

Second, it speaks to research on accountability beyond the ECB. The ECB can

be perceived as one example of a central bank and the insights of this paper can

be used to inform research on other geographical areas and central banks. Third,

it contributes more broadly to the literature that applies text-as-data methods to

analyse communication in relation to central banks. To perform my analyses, I use

data from two original machine-readable datasets which might be of interest to other

researchers. The one includes transcripts of parliamentary hearings between the ECB

and the EP from 2009 until 2023, whilst the other is a collection of X posts by MEPs

about the ECB during the same time period. Both datasets will be made freely

available upon request. Their format makes them easily machine-readable, whilst the

translated posts and speeches eliminate multiple language barriers.

Nonetheless, this paper has limitations which pave the way forward for further

investigation. I use topic and sentiment as a proxy for measuring the nature of the

accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP. Although this method is

consistent with current approaches in the literature, future studies can also develop

more direct text-based measures of capturing statements about accountability in the

communication of MEPs. Furthermore, additional studies can expand on the paper

in several ways. This paper limits its theoretical expectations to the ones that are

most prevalent in existing research on the topic in order to test them on new data

from X and the latest legislative period. Nevertheless, there is scope to develop them,

by exploring how different independent variables affect the topic focus and sentiment

of MEPs. For instance, other studies can theorise how political ideology might be

relevant for the topic focus of MEPs or how other indicators of financial instability

might increase the salience of topics beyond price stability.
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Additionally, they can look at other data sources on the communication of MEPs

regarding the ECB which have been scarcely explored. They can investigate other

formal communication venues, such as plenary speeches in the EP or media inter-

views, as well as informal ones such as other social media channels. By taking into

consideration more data sources, we can get a more complete picture of how MEPs

hold the ECB accountable as well as further unpack the relevance of the communi-

cation venue. We can ask whether MEPs tailor communication to specific audiences

based on certain characteristics. This raises questions as to whether it matters if the

primary audience is domestic as opposed to international or if it is an expert audience

or not (Angino and Robitu, 2023).

Furthermore, this paper only examines one side of the accountability relationship

between the ECB and the EP. To evaluate the quality and nature of the relationship

it is not only relevant to look at MEPs, but also how the ECB communicates. We

can measure how responsive ECB Presidents are to the questions of MEPs in parlia-

mentary hearings by considering whether they provide a substantial answer to their

questions or whether they try to deflect them and answer vaguely. As an example, we

can use frameworks from the political explanations research to evaluate the quality

of the arguments that the ECB makes (Vössing, 2023; Vössing, 2020).

In the case of X, we can examine whether ECB official accounts start engaging

more with topics after MEPs post about them. We can also explore how the public

engages with MEP posts on X; who likes, responds to, reposts and talks about what

MEPs have to say about the ECB. There might be individuals with certain char-

acteristics who are more likely to engage with these posts and depending on these

characteristics they might have a more positive or negative attitude towards the cen-

tral bank. Since MEPs are representatives of the public, an insight into public opinion

could be instructive.

Lastly, it would also be important to test whether the findings are specific to

the ECB or whether they can be generalisable to other central banks as well, by

collecting parliamentary hearing and X data from other countries and replicating the

analysis. Given the federal structure of the US which has similar characteristics to the

supranational nature of the EU, its central bank, the Fed, could be an interesting case

study. The findings of future research together with this paper can further strengthen

our understanding of the accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP,

which is more pertinent than ever to work in a proper and fit way in light of increasing

politicisation following this period of polycrisis.
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Chapter 4

Blame and credit strategies towards the EU:

Evidence from 10 years of parliamentary speeches

Abstract: How do domestic politicians attribute responsibility to the EU? The

EU might seem as the perfect scapegoat, with its MLG structure creating incentives

for politicians to blame it. The paper addresses this question through the lens of

blame and credit strategies, using evidence from parliamentary speeches in four EU

MS which discuss economic crises. The focus is on the 2008-2018 period, which

represents an apposite case for shifting blame towards the EU as several MS were

in an adverse economic situation and the EU was implicated in crisis management.

The findings support recent studies which show that blame is not always the preferred

strategy. Certain party characteristics, such as being in government and having a

pro-EU stance, make crediting the EU a favourable strategy for some MPs. The

distribution of responsibility also varies across EU actors, with intergovernmental

institutions receiving more credit.
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4.1 Introduction

One of the central tenets of democratic theory is that voters should be able to hold

decision-makers accountable at the ballot box for their actions (Anderson, 2000).

However, this becomes more challenging for policies where the EU is involved in

compared to those for which only national governments are responsible. The EU’s

MLG structure complicates voters’ calculation of who should be held responsible,

as decision-making is spread across multiple levels of governance. This is the case

both vertically between the EU, national and local levels and horizontally at the EU

level between different institutions, agencies and bodies (Kosmidis, 2018; Kosmidis,

2014). Domestic politicians can take advantage of the blurred lines of responsibility

by holding the EU responsible in an electorally favourable way, thereby potentially

also influencing voter attitudes.

This paper asks: How do MPs attribute responsibility to the EU? Existing liter-

ature tends to focus on blame attribution, based on the expectation that politicians

prefer to hold the EU responsible by scapegoating it for adverse events (Heinkel-

mann, Kriegmair and Rittberger, 2020; Moravcsik, 1994; Weaver, 1986). This is also

ingrained in the perceptions of EU actors, with the former President of the European

Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, stating in an interview that “National govern-

ments have a habit of congratulating themselves for what goes right and blaming

Brussels for what goes wrong” (Bild, 2019).

I challenge this focus on blame strategies and suggest that under certain conditions

national politicians have incentives to credit the EU as well. I focus on MPs and

consider how the characteristics of the parties they belong to can make some more

likely to use credit strategies and others more likely to use blame strategies in order

to assign responsibility to the EU. I also look at which EU actors are more likely to

receive blame or credit. I address these issues by focusing on parliamentary speeches

which discuss economic crises and were delivered between 2008 and 2018 in four

countries which were EU MS during the period under investigation; the UK, the

Netherlands, Austria and Spain.

To answer the research question of how MPs attribute responsibility to the EU,

I use a combination of dictionary-based text analysis and hand-coding. There are

three key findings. First, I find that MPs use blame and credit strategies with a

similar frequency. This is consistent across the period studied and shows that the

EU is not always used as a scapegoat. Second, I show that there are certain party
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characteristics which make credit strategies an electorally favourable strategy. Being

an MP in a governing party makes crediting the EU more likely compared to being in

opposition. Another party characteristic that has a strong and positive relationship

with crediting the EU is a favourable stance towards European integration. Third,

there is evidence of variation in responsibility attribution across EU targets. Although

general references to the EU are the most common way of attributing responsibility,

there are differences across EU actors. For instance, the intergovernmental European

Council receives more credit rather than blame.

Overall, I make four contributions to the growing research stream on responsibility

attribution. First, existing literature on the EU centers around blame strategies.

Following recent studies which also look at credit strategies (Hunter 2021; Hobolt

and Tilley, 2014), I theoretically and empirically show how they might be a preferred

strategy for some politicians. Second, I contribute to the few EU-related studies

which ask why politicians attribute responsibility in a certain way, by unpacking the

party characteristics that influence the incentives of MPs. Third, existing studies

tend to view the EU as a single responsibility target, whereas I look at how MPs

assign responsibility to separate EU actors in different ways. Fourth, the majority of

relevant research provides evidence from single or two country case studies spanning a

few years. By analysing the communication of MPs from four countries over 10 years,

the research design of this paper allows for more variation in the factors influencing

responsibility attribution, thereby strengthening the generalisability of the results.

The findings carry several implications. They provide an insight into the infor-

mation that voters receive about the EU by domestic politicians, which could in turn

help explain patterns of public opinion and support towards the EU. More specifically,

they paint a rosy picture about the EU’s presentation by politicians, who do not view

it only as a scapegoat. In addition, the results can be relevant for the communication

strategies of the EU and its institutions, as they can seek to tailor them to specific

voters based on knowledge about how domestic politicians speak.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the research

motivation behind this paper, whilst Section 3 situates the research question in the

context of relevant literature and highlights the key takeaways from it. Section 4

presents the theoretical framework, Section 5 the data collection as well as method-

ological approach and Section 6 the findings. Lastly, Section 7 concludes.
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4.2 Motivation for research: Responsibility attri-

bution during crises in parliament

In this paper, I focus on how MPs attribute responsibility to the EU during the

2008-2018 period, when the EU was called to face numerous economic-related crises

(Zeitlin, Nicoli, and Laffan, 2019). These consist of the Eurozone crisis which hit

numerous MS as well as country-specific crises, including the government debt crisis

in Greece and the banking crisis in Cyprus. Actors such as the IMF and the ECB were

becoming increasingly responsible for economic policies and adjustment programmes

in MS during that period, thereby leaving limited room for national governments to

shape economic outcomes. The policy responses to these crises have had a long-term

impact on the deepening of European integration, through initiatives such as the

Fiscal Compact which deals with fiscal integration and the SSM which is a pillar of

the banking union.

Focusing on crises as an empirical phenomenon can allow us to develop instructive

insights for the behaviour of both voters and policy-makers. Crises constitute water-

shed events; voters recall their perceptions of them to form voting decisions or support

certain actors and institutions, whilst politicians use them to frame policy debates

(Malhorta and Margalit, 2010; Hart and Tindall, 2009; Jennings, 1999). When crises

happen, often someone has to be held responsible. This can be because they caused

the crisis, they failed to manage it or they responded well to it (Boin et al., 2010).

Therefore, crises are a most likely case for observing blame and credit attribution.

In the case of the EU, the crises during the 2008 and 2018 period led to public scrutiny

and political unrest, as record-low trust in the bloc and its institutions tarnished its

democratic legitimacy. There is evidence that during this period the EU became more

politicised, with an increase in the salience of EU-related matters in the media and

in parliamentary speeches (Kartalis and Silva, 2023; Silva and Kartalis, 2023; Rauh,

2015; Closa and Maatsch, 2014). This paper considers the content of this increased

communication about the EU, focusing on statements regarding responsibility.

Attribution of responsibility is the act of deciding who or what can be held ac-

countable for certain events (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). It consists of two main strate-

gies; blame and credit. Drawing from Hood (2011), I define blame as the act of

attributing responsibility for something considered to be bad to some person or en-

tity and credit as the act of presenting something negative in a positive light and
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attributing responsibility for it to a person or an entity. Responsibility constitutes a

key mechanism in the chain of democratic accountability. For voters to hold decision-

makers accountable, they need to be able to determine who is responsible for policy

outcomes, among other things.

However, politicians have incentives to blur the lines of responsibility and at-

tribute it in a way that maximises their chances for re-election. A common example

in politics is the incumbent government blaming the current state of the economy on

the previous government. To understand these incentives, I concentrate on one set of

political actors, MPs, and the blame and credit statements they make in parliamen-

tary debates towards the EU. As a communication venue, parliaments interact with

the wider public sphere, including national media and voters, to provide information

about political issues (Lehmann, 2023). Studies suggest that MPs use parliamen-

tary debates, which are some of their most visible political activities, strategically

to appeal to voters (Rheault et al., 2016; Spirling, 2016; Proksch and Slapin, 2012;

Maltzman and Sigelman, 1996).

In EU politics research, increasing attention is paid to the communicative function

of national parliaments as a channel that can influence the EU’s democratic account-

ability (Lobo, 2023; Rauh and De Wilde, 2018; Rauh, 2015; Auel and Raunio, 2014;

De Wilde, 2014). For instance, if MPs overwhelmingly blame the EU for the Euro-

zone crisis in plenary debates, then this could lead to more public Euroscepticism and

an increase in voter support for national parties which are critical towards European

integration. It could be argued then, that attributions of responsibility towards the

EU in parliaments, especially during crises, can have important implications. They

can potentially influence public opinion on European integration, trust towards its

institutions and inform the responsibility attributions of citizens which can then feed

into voting decisions at both national and European elections.

4.3 Literature review

I situate my research question in the context of responsibility attribution literature.

In this section, I begin by introducing the theoretical foundations of responsibility

attribution and discussing insights from early studies. I then move on to research

which focuses on EU policy-making, before looking at studies which examine crises.

Lastly, I summarise the key takeaways and outline how the paper builds on existing

research.
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4.3.1 Theoretical foundations and early studies

The literature on responsibility attribution is well-established. Some contributions

look at the attitudes of voters through experimental surveys like McGraw (1995,

1991, 1990) and Vössing (2021). Others like Weaver (1986) and Hood (2011) focus on

the responsibility attributions of politicians, as this paper does. Weaver (1986) puts

forward a negativity bias approach, arguing that politicians prefer to avoid blame

for unpopular actions rather than claim credit for popular ones. This means that

politicians tend to adopt blame strategies such as scapegoating and defection which

are engineered towards preventing a blame-generating situation from arising as well

as deflecting and diffusing blame once adverse outcomes occur (Weaver, 1986).

The negativity bias approach has influenced subsequent responsibility attribution

research, which focuses mainly on blame strategies and to a lesser extent on credit

strategies (Grimmer, Messing and Westwood, 2012). A common approach is to look

at the government-opposition dynamic in domestic politics, whereby the opposition

blames the government and the government the opposition (Hansson, 2018; Weaver,

2018). Hood (2011) provides a theory of blame avoidance consisting of three strate-

gies that public officeholders have at their disposal. First, agency strategies attempt

to limit blame by altering formal responsibility allocation through actions such as

delegation. An example of this is the outsourcing of certain governmental services to

the private sector (Greasley, 2019). Second, policy strategies attempt to construct

policies with the ex-ante aim of minimising criticism. Third, presentational strate-

gies attempt to affect public perceptions of responsibility through blame and credit

strategies (Hood, 2011).

4.3.2 Responsibility attribution in the EU

This paper focuses on presentational and agency strategies of blame attribution, as

defined in the above sectiom. Whilst agency strategies are captured by the delegation

of responsibility to the EU level, presentational strategies constitute the only likely

blame avoidance strategy during crises. In a crisis context, new agency strategies are

unlikely since changing institutional procedures takes time, whilst policy strategies are

constrained because governments are forced to implement unfavourable policies (Tra-

ber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2019). Numerous studies look at agency strategies

in the EU. Hood (2011) points out that in deciding whether to join the EU, MS make

a choice between direct control versus delegation of policy-making. He highlights
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that the EU’s MLG structure facilitates agency blame avoidance strategies through

shared responsibility and organisational complexity among different governance levels

(Hood, 2011). These can include the national governments of MS, intergovernmental

and supranational institutions as well as atypical bodies such as the Eurogroup.

Dehousse (2007) argues, in line with an agency blame avoidance strategy, that MS

can distance themselves from decisions by blaming the EU, whilst core EU institu-

tions can distance themselves by blaming EU agencies and atypical bodies (Dehousse,

2007). Considering the Eurozone, Vis and van Kersbergen (2007) note that the ECB

is an easy scapegoat for domestic politicians who present themselves as constrained

by the loss of monetary policy control to the European level. Daugbjerg and Swin-

bank (2007) consider the Common Agricultural Policy and suggest that the choice

of institutional setting for reform decisions is influenced by the desire of farmers and

heads of state to avoid blame for unpopular decisions.

There is also empirical evidence on the intersection between agency and presenta-

tional strategies, i.e., how national politicians present, through their communication

strategies, the agency shift to the EU level. Looking at debates on Brexit, Hansson

(2019) finds that UK politicians minimise the perceived agency of the government and

present the EU in a negative light. Heinkelmann-Wild, Rittberger and Zangl (2018)

investigate attributions of responsibility that national and EU-level policy-makers

make in the news in the context of two case studies; the EU’s failure to impose sanc-

tions against France and Germany for violating the budget deficit guidelines in the

Stability and Growth Pact and the EU’s failure to prevent harmful tax practices in

its MS. Their content analysis reveals that the actor who oversees the implementation

of a policy is more likely to be blamed for it.

Heinkelmann-Wild and Zangl (2019) consider migration policies. They find ev-

idence for their theoretical model which postulates that MS and EU policy-makers

prefer to attribute blame onto actors on a different level from themselves, depend-

ing on institutional responsibility for policy-making and policy implementation. This

lends support to the argument that the EU can act as an attractive blame target

for MS under certain conditions. Nevertheless, the authors contend that their model

has not demonstrated its explanatory power in policy fields beyond migration. Rit-

tberger, Schwarzenbeck and Zangl (2017) also concentrate on EU migration policies

and find that attributions of responsibility reflect the structure of policy implemen-

tation. These three contributions which focus on blame strategies illustrate the im-

portance of considering factors that might affect the attribution of responsibility.
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4.3.3 Responsibility attribution during crises

Empirically, several of the contributions which look at the EU are preoccupied with

the Eurozone crisis period. The crisis nature of policy-making brought to the fore-

front the EU’s institutional complexity and increased the salience of EU issues in the

political sphere. The study of crisis communication through the lens of blame and

credit strategies has a long-established foundation in the literature. Pierson (1995)

argues that blame-shifting is especially prevalent in MLG systems in times of aus-

terity; as retrenchment is widely accepted to be unpopular, the government will try

hard “to pass the buck” to other authority levels.

There are several analyses on blame strategies during the Eurozone crisis, with

most of them using hand-coding techniques. Vasilopoulou, Halikiopoulou and Ex-

adaktylos (2014) find through their framing analysis that both mainstream and chal-

lenger party leaders in Greece engage in blame strategies regarding the crisis, yet

a party’s position in the party system determines its blame target choice. Ladi and

Tsagkroni (2019) look at parliamentary speeches in Greece during the Eurozone crisis

and conclude that blame strategies can be complex. Rather than opting to always

blame external targets such as the EU, MPs may prefer to use historical blame-

shifting, i.e., throw the blame onto the previous government (Ladi and Tsagkroni,

2019). The authors show how opposition parties have a different set of blame strate-

gies compared to governing parties, as the latter are more likely than the former to

exogenise blame and hold the EU responsible.

Focusing on Greece and Spain, Sommer (2020) conducts a content analysis of re-

sponsibility attributions in newspapers. He finds that during austerity periods, blame

avoidance behaviour is conditioned by party ideology and that incumbents are more

likely to shift blame to non-domestic actors. Also looking at newspapers, Rogeiro

Nina (2021) shows how the Irish media supra-nationalise responsibility for European

economic issues, while in Portugal and Spain they nationalise it. König (2016) exam-

ines the communication of the Monti government in Italy and finds features of blame

strategies, such as risk framing and the use of the crisis context to justify unpopular

reforms to the public.

Examining the tone of language rather than strictly blame attribution, other

studies use automated sentiment analysis to show that politicians’ communication

about the EU becomes more negative during the Eurozone crisis (Rauh, Bes and

Schoonvelde, 2020; Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher, 2019). There is evidence
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that EU-level actors also use blame strategies during the Eurozone crisis. Papadim-

itriou, Pegasiou and Zartaloudis (2019) show how European leaders adopt various

strategies, including blame attribution, in their discourse about the Greek sovereign

debt crisis. Fletcher’s (2009) qualitative content analysis of the communication of the

European Commission and the ECB finds that they present the Eurozone crisis in a

way as to avoid blame, whilst they frame the European response as a policy success

and claim credit for it.

Hobolt and Tilley (2014) present and test one of the few theoretical frameworks

which look at both blame and credit strategies in an EU context. Analysing head of

government speeches in Britain, Germany and Ireland, they find that credit-sharing

with the EU is more common than blame strategies. They postulate that politicians

may opt to manipulate EU involvement in an attempt to diffuse responsibility and

frame the bad economic situation in a way that makes their efforts appear as posi-

tive (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). However, they do not test hypotheses regarding the

factors explaining this type of communication. Their findings offer limited support

to the literature which is driven by the negativity bias approach of Weaver (1986),

highlighting instead the importance of considering credit strategies.

Along the same lines, Hunter (2021) finds evidence based on extensive hand-coding

that heads of governments in various MS are more likely to employ credit strategies

compared to blame strategies when discussing outcomes of EU summits, even during

the Eurozone crisis. This strategy choice is conditioned by political context, such

as the levels of Euroscepticism in a MS (Hunter, 2021). The findings reveal that

governments rarely blame or criticise the EU directly. This also goes against the

grain of research which suggests that political actors are risk averse and would prefer

to deflect blame for policy outcomes rather than claim credit for them (Weaver, 1986).

4.3.4 Key takeaways

Four key insights arise from the literature on responsibility attribution. First, existing

research on the EU focuses on blame rather than credit strategies, following Weaver’s

(1986) negativity bias. Nevertheless, the few studies that do consider credit strategies

reveal that they can also constitute a favourable tool for policy-makers (Hunter 2021;

Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). I build on these contributions by considering both blame

and credit strategies. Second, there are some EU-related studies which ask why

politicians attribute responsibility in a certain way.
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They offer explanations which include the locus of decision-making or policy imple-

mentation (Heinkelmann-Wild and Zangl, 2019; Heinkelmann-Wild, Rittberger and

Zangl, 2018; Rittberger, Schwarzenbeck and Zangl, 2017) as well as the preferences

of politicians such as their position in the party system (Ladi and Tsagkroni, 2019;

Vasilopoulou, Halikiopoulou and Exadaktylos, 2014). I provide further empirical ev-

idence of the incentives that shape the responsibility attributions of politicians, by

unpacking how party characteristics, such as a party’s position in the system or its

stance towards European integration, affect the communication of MPs.

Third, I also look at how the nature of EU actors affects the attribution of re-

sponsibility. Existing studies tend to view the EU as a single responsibility target by

examining whether politicians blame and credit it as one entity. In so doing, they do

not distinguish between EU actors, such as different institutions. I provide a more

fine-grained analysis by separating general references to the EU from those where

MPs assign responsibility to specific EU actors. This allows us to explore whether

some EU actors are more prone to be held responsible, and if so whether they receive

more blame rather than credit and vice versa.

Fourth, the majority of relevant research provides evidence from single or two

country case studies spanning a brief investigation period, thereby limiting the type of

inferences that can be made. This allows for little variation in the factors that might

influence responsibility attribution, such as different parties being in government.

This restrain is driven to some extent by the shortfalls of manual hand-coding, such

as language barriers and time considerations. Language barriers are a hindrance

especially in the case of studies which look at the EU, which has 24 different official

languages.

This paper considers four countries (UK, Austria, Spain, Netherlands) over a pe-

riod of 10 years. The research design allows for cross-temporal and cross-national

comparisons and can strengthen the generalisability of the results. This is made pos-

sible through the combination of machine translation, dictionaries and hand-coding.

The aforementioned four insights from the responsibility attribution literature provide

fertile ground for the development of the paper’s theoretical framework and empirical

analysis, which I turn to next.
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4.4 Theoretical framework

4.4.1 MPs’ motivation for responsibility attribution

In this section, I develop testable hypotheses for how MPs assign responsibility to the

EU. First, I argue that party characteristics make some MPs more likely than others

to use credit rather than blame strategies towards the EU. MPs who belong to parties

which are in government as well as parties which have a favourable stance towards

European integration tend to credit the EU, whereas those in opposition and from

Eurosceptic parties tend to blame it. Second, I look at differences between EU actors.

I suggest that MPs are more likely to credit rather than blame intergovernmental EU

actors, which are more tightly connected to domestic politics. Conversely, they are

more likely to blame rather than credit supranational institutions, which are more

distant and technocratic in nature.

The theoretical framework rests on the assumption that politicians are rational

actors; they value their reputation, they are vote-seeking and they are interested in

re-election. Adverse situations, such as economic crises, can hamper their electoral

prospects. This has been crystallised into the economic voting thesis, which posits

that voters hold politicians responsible for their performance on the economy at the

ballot box following a reward-punishment logic (Duch and Stevenson, 2008; Anderson,

2007; Anderson, 2000). If voters believe that the incumbent government is responsible

for the state of the economy during a crisis, then they might not elect it again.

Conversely, if they blame another actor, such as the IMF, they might refrain from

kicking the government out of office.

Assuming that vote-seeking politicians are aware that voters care about who is

responsible, they can present an economic crisis in a way that would influence the

responsibility attributions of voters in their favour. There is empirical support for

the notion that politicians can shape public opinion; when voters lack the time or

willingness to develop deep political knowledge, they can rely on cues from politicians

to form their opinions about politics (Lau and Redlawsk, 2001; Sniderman, Brody and

Tetlock, 1991). There is also evidence that voters’ responsibility evaluations can act as

a moderator for their voting decisions (Alcañiz and Hellwig, 2011; Hellwig and Coffey,

2011; Cutler, 2004, 2008). Therefore, politicians can use strategic communication

to mitigate negative political repercussions from a crisis. According to Hart and

Tindall (2009), crises are framing contests and persuasion is the key currency of crisis

management.
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Existing literature suggests that blame is the most common communication strat-

egy that politicians adopt to avoid being punished for unpopular policies (Hood 2011;

Weaver 1986). This negativity bias is based on evidence that constituents are more

likely to punish politicians for losses rather than reward them for gains (Kahneman

and Tversky, 1984). Nevertheless, as Hood (2007) suggests, this negativity may de-

pend on contextual factors. Developing hypotheses about different contextual factors,

I argue that blame is not always the preferred strategy for domestic politicians who

speak about the EU, even during crises (Hunter, 2021; Hobolt and Tilley, 2014).

Rather, politicians can minimise electoral costs during crises through two strategies;

they can shift blame onto other actors or they can present aspects of the situation in

a positive light and assign credit.

Responsibility attributions by politicians are particularly relevant for influencing

public opinion in the context of the EU, in light of evidence that voters might have in-

formation deficits about the EU’s structure and related developments (Hobolt, 2007).

In general, the literature finds that attempts by politicians to influence perceptions

of responsibility are more likely with the delegation to supranational or local levels of

government, since the number of responsibility targets increases and the attribution

process becomes more complex (Pierson, 1995; Fiorina, 1981). It could be argued

then, that politicians in EU MS do not have incentives to make the EU’s role in crises

clearer in the eyes of the electorate (Wilson and Hobolt, 2015).

They can take advantage of the complexity of MLG and the blurring of responsibil-

ity by overstating the role of the EU and using it as a scapegoat whenever a situation

turns sour at home (Hobolt and Tilley, 2014). Alternatively, they can downplay its

involvement and claim credit for themselves or argue that they share credit with the

EU for the policy response to the crisis. In the hypotheses below, I identify three

factors that create incentives which make a blame or credit strategy more likely; the

position of an MP’s party in the system (whether they are in government or not), its

stance towards European integration as well as the type of EU actor that is being

held responsible.

4.4.2 Party characteristics

I focus on two party characteristics which can influence how MPs attribute responsi-

bility. The first one is the position of an MP’s party in the system. When a negative

event takes place in a country, the government tends to be the primary blame culprit
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given their prominent role in domestic policy-making. This leads governing parties

to be blame-avoiders, in the sense that they will attempt to absolve themselves of

responsibility for the negative event (Weaver, 2018). This is in contrast to opposi-

tion parties which are blame-generators (Weaver, 2018). Although recent studies find

that the government-opposition cleavage matters for EU politics (Rauh and De Wilde,

2018), there is no consensus in the literature as to how it affects the attribution of

responsibility towards the EU.

On the one hand, Sommer (2020) suggests that the EU is an attractive blame

attribution target for governing parties, given their need to diffuse responsibility for

a negative situation. In addition, Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and Rittberger (2020)

highlight that governing parties are less likely to use blame strategies compared to

opposition parties, yet are more likely to blame EU targets when they do use blame

strategies. On the other hand, Hunter (2021) argues that governing parties prefer

credit strategies, as blame-shifting towards the EU is an electorally costly strategy.

Siding with Hunter (2021), I also place an emphasis on credit strategies and sug-

gest that blame can damage the relationship of the government with its EU partners

and signal its impotence in EU decision-making. This is because the governing party is

at the heart of the EU policy-making process, with the head of government represent-

ing the country in the European Council and other government officials participating

in the Council of the EU. Looking at the Eurozone crisis, the EU’s policy response

has been dominated by intergovernmental decision-making in the European Council,

with frequent summits of European leaders. Therefore, I argue that it can be costly

for MPs from the governing party to scapegoat the EU.

By blaming the EU, they might tarnish the reputation of the government as well,

since it takes part in EU decision-making. If the domestic electorate perceives the

government’s actions as intertwined with decisions at the EU level, then they might

punish it at the next elections. In addition, blame strategies might create tensions

between the government and the EU, thereby hampering the ability of the government

to achieve its goals in future negotiations (Hunter, 2021). A more favourable strategy

for governing party MPs would be to present EU-related policy decisions in a positive

way and use credit strategies. Contrariwise, opposition parties might be more likely

to blame the EU as an attempt to also critique the actions of the government in light

of its involvement in EU decision-making.
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This argument is consistent with studies which look at other aspects of party

communication in parliament. Both Schwalbach (2022) and Proksch et al. (2019) find

that governing parties adopt a more positive tone compared to opposition parties.

This is also the case for parliamentary debates which discuss the Eurozone crisis,

during which governing parties are more likely than opposition parties to support

EU-related policy outcomes aimed at tackling the crisis (Ladi and Tsagkroni, 2019;

Closa and Maatsch, 2014). This discussion does not entail that parties in government

will never blame the EU or that opposition parties will never credit the EU. Rather,

the former type of parties has more incentives to credit the EU, whereas the latter to

blame it. This leads to the first two hypotheses:

H1a: Governing party MPs are more likely to use credit strategies than opposition

party MPs

H1b: Opposition party MPs are more likely to use blame strategies than governing

party MPs

The second characteristic of a party which can affect how MPs attribute responsi-

bility is its stance towards European integration. Mobilisation for and against Euro-

pean integration is considered as part of a new structural conflict that is transforming

party systems in the EU, going beyond the traditional left-right economic axis of po-

litical ideology (Hutter and Kriesi, 2019). An emerging literature explores how the

predisposition of parties towards the EU acts as a perceptual screen which can affect

how they talk about and support EU policies (Blumenau and Lauderdale, 2018; Closa

and Maatsch, 2014; De Vries and Edwards, 2009).

Pro-EU parties are more likely to be predisposed to view the EU positively and

try to credit it, by presenting a negative situation under a better light. Conversely,

Eurosceptic parties will jump at the opportunity to criticise the EU and blame it.

These incentives stem from the policy stance of parties, whether they be pro-EU or

Eurosceptic, but also from the need to appeal to their partisans. This feeds back

into the argument that MPs attribute responsibility in a vote-seeking way. I form the

following hypotheses:

H2a: Pro-EU party MPs are more likely to use credit strategies than Eurosceptic

party MPs

H2b: Eurosceptic party MPs are more likely to use blame strategies than pro-EU

party MPs
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4.4.3 EU actors

Similar to other responsibility attribution studies, H1a-H2b treat the EU as a homo-

geneous unit. However, it is reasonable to assume that MPs do not view the EU as

a single entity. Rather, responsibility attribution can vary between EU actors; MPs

might be more prone to credit some institutions, whilst they might be more likely

to blame others. Taking this as a starting point, I suggest that when MPs attribute

responsibility to the EU, they do so with variation across EU targets. Unpacking this

further, I distinguish between intergovernmental EU targets, such as the European

Council, and supranational ones such as the ECB and the European Commission.

Given the hypothesis that credit strategies are driven by governing parties, I

expect that the EU actor that is more likely to receive credit rather than blame is the

European Council. This is because it is composed of heads of government from EU

MS, who belong to governing parties. Conversely, supranational institutions might

be perceived as more distant from the national policy-making sphere and can even

be seen as technocratic. The involvement of national politicians in these institutions

is less prominent, especially in the eyes of voters. This creates few incentives for

national MPs to credit supranational institutions, whilst making blame an attractive

strategy (Moravcsik, 1994). This leads to the following two expectations:

H3a: MPs are more likely to credit than blame intergovernmental institutions

H3b: MPs are more likely to blame than credit supranational institutions

Overall, this theoretical framework supports the argument that the EU is not just

a simple scapegoat for domestic politicians. Parties which are in government as well

as those that are favourable towards European integration have incentives to credit

the EU. Moreover, MPs apportion responsibility differently across EU targets, with

some being more likely to receive credit and others to receive blame.

4.5 Data collection and methodology

To test my theoretical expectations, I analyse how MPs attribute responsibility to

the EU by using evidence from parliamentary communication about the economic

crises that affected the EU between 2008 and 2018. In the section below, I introduce

EUParlSpeech, the dataset that I use which includes parliamentary speeches men-

tioning the EU (Hunter, 2021). I also discuss the dictionary I create to identify the
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parliamentary speeches that refer to economic crises. Lastly, I outline how I construct

my dependent variables using sentiment analysis and hand-coding and operationalise

my independent variables and controls.

4.5.1 The dataset: EUParlSpeech

The dataset I use for the analysis is called EUParlSpeech (Hunter, 2021), which is a

subset of ParlSpeech V2 (Rauh and Schwalbach, 2020). ParlSpeech V2 is a version

of ParlSpeech (Rauh, De Wilde and Schwalbach, 2017) and includes parliamentary

speeches in the native language of multiple EU MS covering a large period from the

1990s until 2019. To collect the data, the authors scrape the text of speeches from the

websites of each parliament as well as meta data such as the name of the speaker, the

party they belong to and in some cases also the legislative agenda of a debate. The fact

that the speeches are in the native language of each country creates a language barrier

for this paper which uses hand-coding. The reason I use EUParlSpeech is because

Hunter (2021) translates all the statements that refer to the EU in ParlSpeech V2

from the native language of the MP into English. This facilitates the hand-coding,

as it reduces the level of reliance on language expertise.

To identify the references to the EU, Hunter uses regular expression dictionaries by

Rauh and DeWilde (2018). Rauh (2015) develops an original dictionary of EU-related

regular expressions in German by reading relevant parliamentary speeches, which

Rauh and De Wilde (2018) translate into English, Spanish and Dutch. The list of

terms is available in Appendix A. These include references to different EU institutions,

bodies, policies and other related words. Hunter (2021) applies the different language

dictionaries on ParlSpeech V2 to create EUParlSpeech. The resulting dataset contains

all the original speeches and the corresponding statements from them that refer to

the EU at a three sentence window, i.e., the sentence before the reference to the EU,

the sentence with the reference to the EU and the sentence after the reference to the

EU.44 This allows us to isolate the responsibility target of interest, namely the EU.

Given the granularity of the dictionary of EU terms, individual EU institutions or

actors can also be identified.

As discussed, EUParlSpeech translates the statements about the EU from the

native language of each country into English using Google Translate. Recent studies

44For an explanation as to why a three sentence window is selected and more details on the
construction of the dataset, please refer to Hunter (2021).
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which analyse multilingual corpora provide evidence that machine translation pro-

vides robust results, allowing for comparisons across countries without necessarily

requiring language expertise. Proksch et al. (2019) find that using a translated

dictionary on an original language speech corpus yields the same results as using

an original language dictionary on a translated speech corpus, which is relevant for

both the crisis-terms dictionary and the EU-terms dictionary used in this paper. In

addition, the results by De Vries, Schoonvelde and Schumacher (2018) show that

Google Translate is a useful tool for researchers using bag-of-words text models for

comparative questions, which is the methodological approach that this paper adopts.

Given that the focus is on economic crises that affected the EU between 2008

and 2018, I subset the data to only include this period. I select September 2008 as

the start of the time period of interest which is when Lehman Brothers collapsed in

the US and triggered the Great Recession (Financial Times, 2008) and August 2018

as the end. Greece exited its last bail-out programme during that time, heralding

the end of the Eurozone crisis (Financial Times, 2018). I focus on the UK, Austria,

Spain and the Netherlands. The country selection is driven by contextual differences

between these countries, which allows the findings to paint a broad picture of blame

and credit dynamics in the EU.

The countries have different levels of EU integration; whilst Austria, Spain and

the Netherlands are members of the euro area, the UK was never a part of it. They

also represent structural divisions during the Eurozone crisis; Spain was a debtor

country which was hardly hit by the crisis whereas Austria and the Netherlands were

creditor countries. In addition, there is variation in the levels of public Euroscepticism

in each country, with the UK voting in a referendum to exit the EU in 2016. Their

political systems and parliaments also have differences, with the Netherlands and

Austria being more prone to multiparty systems and coalition governments. The

country selection is similar to other studies which look at communication about the

EU in parliaments (Rauh and De Wilde, 2018) as well as more specifically on the

Eurozone crisis (Hurrelmann et al., 2020). This allows the findings to inform current

research as well.

There are also differences in the parliaments of each country, which should be

taken into consideration when interpreting the results. Whilst some countries have

working parliaments, others have talking parliaments (Rauh and De Wilde, 2018).

This difference is reflected in the amount of speeches for each country’s MPs. For
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instance, the UK’s House of Commons has the largest number of speeches out of

all countries in the sample, as it is a talking parliament. By contrast, the Spanish

Congreso de los Diputados is a working parliament, resulting in a lower number of

speeches. Meanwhile, the Dutch Tweede Kamer has a high number of short speeches,

as a result of the larger number of parties competing for parliamentary time (Rauh

and De Wilde, 2018). It is also relevant to highlight that between 2008 and 2018

the countries of interest have had multiple changes of governments; there were four

elections in Spain and the UK and three in the Netherlands and Austria. This allows

for variation in the parties that were in parliament as well as between those that were

in government and opposition.

4.5.2 Crisis dictionaries

To identify references to the multiple economic crises that unravelled in the EU during

the 2008-2018 period, I create a dictionary of crisis-related terms and apply it at the

speech level. I decide to construct a new dictionary upon reviewing the relevant

dictionaries that have been used in existing research. There are various dictionaries

which identify economic and finance topics in text (Hopkins, Kim and Kim, 2017;

Picault and Renault, 2017; Loughran and Mcdonald, 2011). However, they are not

specifically focused on economic crises.

Given that the dictionary has to be context-specific and appropriate for use in

parliamentary language, I create a new one by reading more than 1,200 parliamentary

speeches in the UK that were delivered during the 2008-2018 period and had the topic

of the economy in their agenda. This approach is informed by other studies which

create dictionaries for parliamentary speeches such as Rauh (2015). I then translate

the dictionary from English to German, Dutch and Spanish with the help of native

speakers. Appendix C provides more details about the construction and translation

of the dictionary as well as a list of its terms in all languages. These dictionaries can

be translated in additional languages and can be useful for researchers interested in

examining topics related to economic crises in the EU.

Before applying the dictionary, I carry out two types of pre-processing steps on the

country datasets. First, I remove speeches with less than 10 words, in line with exist-

ing studies which use parliamentary data (Schwalbach, 2022; Hunter, 2021). Second,

I take pre-processing decisions at the word level, such as restricting features (re-

moving punctuation and numbers), removing uninformative features (stop words and
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(in-)frequent words) as well as uniting features (lowercasing, stemming and creating

unigrams). More specifically, I create unigrams and bi-grams based on the dictionary

of crisis terms. For instance, the phrase “Eurozone crisis” becomes a bi-gram.

I define a speech as crisis-related if it refers to at least one of the words that are

included in the dictionary.45 The large scope of the dictionary and its application at

the speech rather than at the statement level aims at maximising recall, whilst the

hand-coding can improve the precision. Through manual examination at the hand-

coding stage later on, I eliminate false positives. The texts that I use to identify

responsibility attributions are comprised of only the statements which refer to the

EU and have a corresponding speech that has crisis-relevant terms. To get a sense of

the data, Figure 4.1 presents word clouds which depict the 100 most frequent words

in crisis-related EU statements from the speeches in each country.

4.5.3 Dependent variables: Blame and credit

The next step in the data collection process is to delineate statements that include

responsibility attributions, which is the dependent variable of the analysis. To oper-

ationalise the dependent variable, I draw from Tilly (2010) who describes the logic of

credit (blame) attributions as judging positively (negatively) an agent’s competence

and responsibility for an action that produced a positive (negative) outcome. Focus-

ing on blame, Heinkelmann-Wild, Kriegmair and Rittberg (2020) note that in order

to consider a statement as a blame attribution, it needs to fulfil the following criteria.

First, it needs to have a blame object, defined as a policy (failure) for which blame

is attributed. Second, it needs to have a blame sender, i.e., the actor who attributes

the blame. Third, it has to have a blame target, i.e., the actor(s) to whom blame is

attributed.

Adapting these criteria to the theoretical interest of this paper, the following

conditions arise: a) the blame or credit object has to be a crisis-related outcome, b)

45For a statement (defined as consisting of three sentences where one of them has an EU-related
term) to be defined as a crisis-related EU reference, it does not need to include crisis-related terms
from the dictionary. It is necessary only that the speech it belongs to makes at least one reference to
a crisis-related term. This is based on the relaxed assumption that if a speech is classified as talking
about the crisis, it is likely that each individual sentence within that speech will be about the crisis.
This allows us to capture sentences which might not include one of the words in the crisis dictionary,
yet might still refer to the crisis. In turn, this can improve recall. During the hand-coding step
of the analysis we can also improve precision, by manually excluding statements which have been
misclassified as referring to a crisis as a result of the relaxed assumption. This method allows us to
ensure both precision and recall.
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Figure 4.1: Word clouds
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the blame or credit sender is the MP who is speaking, and c) the blame or credit

target is related to the EU. To find blame and credit strategies in text, I decide to

use a combination of hand-coding and automated text analysis. This is different from

the majority of scholarly pieces on responsibility attribution in the literature review

that tend to use hand-coding only. For instance, Ladi and Tsagkroni (2019) conduct

a qualitative content analysis to identify the blame strategies of parliamentarians in

Greece during the Eurozone crisis. Hobolt and Tilley (2014) as well as Hunter (2021)

also use hand-coding to identify both blame and credit attributions.

Studies based on hand-coding may suffer from disadvantages though; they can

be time-consuming, resource-intensive and affected by language limitations. In an

attempt to overcome this issue, Heinkelmann-Wild, Kriegmair and Rittberger (2020)

analyse parliamentary debates in Austria and Germany using a combination of manual

coding and an automated dictionary of German blame terms, arguing that their

method strengthens the validity of their results. Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher

(2019) adopt a fully automated approach, looking at the communication of heads of

government in nine EU MS in the context of the Eurozone crisis. They use dictionary-

based sentiment analysis around a specific target. If the sentiment around that word

is negative, then they consider this as an instance of blame.

However, it is not necessarily the case that negative sentiment entails a stance

towards a certain actor and thereby an instance of blame attribution (Bestvater and

Monroe, 2022; Hunter, 2021). For a responsibility attribution to take place, the sen-

timent needs to be directed towards the actor who is targeted (Tilly, 2010). Consider

the following fictional example: “Due to the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the EU is

in a bad, difficult and scary situation.” This sentence has a negative tone associated

with it as a result of the words “difficult” and “scary” yet the blame is directed to-

wards Lehman Brothers and not the EU. Therefore, the methodological approach of

Traber, Schoonvelde and Schumacher (2019) does not allow us to make definitive con-

clusions about blame attribution. I attempt to overcome this issue by supplementing

sentiment analysis with hand-coding.

To identify an instance of responsibility attribution, I automatically measure

whether the tone of a statement is negative or positive using dictionary-based sen-

timent analysis. I also manually examine whether the sentiment is directed towards

the EU or not through hand-coding. This link is crucial in order to find an instance

of blame or credit, as its defining feature is this link between the sentiment and the
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target. In both steps, the unit of analysis is an EU-related crisis statement, defined

as consisting of three sentences (i.e., a sentence which includes a reference to the EU

as well as the one sentence before and after it) and belonging to a speech which refers

to a crisis.

Starting with sentiment analysis in the first step, I use the LSD (Young and

Soroka, 2012). This dictionary has been created for use in political texts and has

been extensively validated against human coders. It has been used widely in political

science studies and contains various pre-processing tools that, among other things,

cover negation (Young and Soroka, 2012). Using the dictionary, we can find the log

of the ratio of positive to negative sentiment terms to identify the sentiment of an

EU reference (Castanho Silva and Proksch, 2021).46

The second step involves hand-coding. This allows us to find to whom the sen-

timent is being directed towards. A statement is categorised as a responsibility at-

tribution if it has three qualities: it refers to a crisis-related topic, it refers to an

EU-related target and it has either a negative or positive sentiment which is directed

towards this target. This facilitates the construction of two dependent variables to

test the hypotheses. The first dependent variable captures credit strategies. It is a

binary variable taking a value of 1 if there is credit towards at least one EU-related

actor, and 0 otherwise. The second dependent variable captures blame strategies. It

is also binary and takes a value of 1 if there is blame towards at least one EU-related

actor, and 0 otherwise.

If the sentiment is directed towards an actor which is not EU-related or if the

sentiment is either negative or positive and is not directed towards any other actor,

then this is coded as neither a blame nor a credit strategy towards the EU. This is

also the case if the sentiment is neutral. Through the hand-coding, I also distinguish

which EU actor is being held responsible. This allows us to draw granular insights

which speak to H3a and H3b. Below are examples of statements and how they

are classified. Appendix C includes the codebook instructions for the hand-coding

and further examples of coded statements. It also presents the results of inter-coder

reliability tests, which show a substantial level of agreement amongst different coders.

46For more details regarding the LSD and the use of log ratios please refer to Chapter 3 of this
thesis.
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Blame strategy:

“These are questions that we must ask ourselves in order not [to] repeat experiences like those

that have brought us to this crisis. The main problem suffered by the Spanish economy and the

European economy is the political and economic design of this European Union.” (2012-03-14, Josu

Iñaki Erkoreka Gervasio, Spain, Euzko Alderdi Jeltzalea Partido Nacionalista Vasco)

Credit strategy:

“This is also an Austrian success, and I think we can rightly be proud of it. With the new path

taken by the EU, we have made good progress in overcoming the crisis, and I can only say that we

must continue here in the interests of a peaceful and socially just Europe.” (2012-07-05, Christine

Muttonen, Austria, Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs)

Negative sentiment (no EU target):

“Your honour, you have been in government for five years and have led Spain to the highest public

deficit in history and the highest unemployment rate in the European Union.” (2009-09-30, Vicente

Mart́ınez-Pujalte, Spain, Partido Popular)

Positive sentiment (no EU target):

“We in Austria did a lot of things right. We are already saving, of course we will see that we can

come back down with the deficit after the crisis - where we are very successful; more successful than

most other countries - but at the same time we also see that there is more employment, that there

is more growth than in the other countries. And Austria is one of the few countries in the European

Union where there is more unemployment today than before the crisis. In almost all countries there

is less unemployment, but much more unemployment than before the crisis.” (2013-12-17, Kai Jan

Krainer, Austria, Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs)

4.5.4 Independent variables and controls

To measure the variables in H1a and H1b which look at the government and opposition

dynamics of parties, I draw from the CHES variable which determines whether a party

was in government or in opposition during an election cycle. I construct a dummy

variable taking a value of 1 if a party was in government (including in a coalition)

and 0 otherwise. The operationalisation of a party’s stance towards the EU (H2a-

H2b) draws from the CHES question which asks to rank the position of parties on

European integration on a scale from 1 (strongly opposed) to 7 (strongly in favour).

I consider a party as Eurosceptic and give it a value of 0 if it has a lower score

than 3.5. Conversely, I categorise a party as pro-EU and give it a value of 1 if it has
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a score higher than 3.5. Regarding H3a and H3b, I use a list of EU targets from the

codebook in Appendix C and construct variables that take a value of 1 if that EU

target is being mentioned and 0 otherwise.

I add political and economic controls that could impact the communication of

MPs. I account for macroeconomic conditions by including quarterly measures of

GDP growth change (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,

2023). I lag these to the previous quarter, given the time that it takes for macroeco-

nomic data to be published. I capture the election cycle by using a binary variable for

election years based on information from the CHES and include dummies if a country

holds the presidency of the Council of the EU at the time of the MP’s speech using

information from official EU websites.

I also include a variable capturing the economic ideology of a party. This is drawn

from the CHES question which asks respondents to rank the economic ideology of a

party on a left-right scale from 0 to 10. I transform this scale into a binary variable

which takes a value of 1 if a party scores more than 5 on the scale (right-wing) and 0

otherwise (left-wing). I add a binary variable taking a value of 1 if a party is considered

as populist and 0 otherwise, using information from the PopuList dataset (Rooduijn

et al., 2019). Lastly, I include responses from a Eurobarometer question which has

been used as a proxy for the level of public Euroscepticism in each MS (European

Commission, 2023a).47 I construct this variable with a six-month lag, based on the

time it takes to publish the bi-annual surveys (Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008).

4.6 Findings and discussion

4.6.1 Blame and credit strategies across years, countries,

parties and EU targets

The data collection, based on sentiment analysis and hand-coding, leads to a dataset

consisting of more than 19,300 statements from UK, Austrian, Spanish and Dutch

parliamentary speeches which refer to the topic of an economic crisis as well as to

the EU and were delivered by 32 parties during the 2008-2018 period. Out of these

47The question is as follows: “In general, does the EU conjure up for you a very positive, fairly
positive, neutral, fairly negative or very negative image?” The variable I use in the analysis is
constructed by focusing on the percentage of respondents who have a fairly negative or very negative
image of the EU in each country of interest. Existing studies suggest that as the percentage of people
conjuring a negative image of the EU increases, so does the level of Euroscepticism (Hunter, 2021).
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statements, 3,447 are responsibility attribution statements concerning the EU, where

MPs either blame or credit EU actors. Appendix C includes more details about the

dataset. Figure 4.2 presents yearly averages for changes in responsibility attribution

during the crisis years. It appears that the majority of MPs’ communication about

the EU is not about attributing responsibility.

Figure 4.2: Strategies across years

The figure above also shows that at the beginning of the crisis period there was

more credit rather than blame towards EU-related targets.48 From 2010 onwards

though, the levels of blame and credit appear to be at relatively similarly low levels

and consistent. Blame attributions are between 9% and 13% of the total statements,

whilst credit attributions are between 6% and 8% of total statements. This finding

speaks to recent studies on the Eurozone crisis such as Hunter (2021) and Hobolt and

Tilley (2014) which show that even when faced with a negative situation national

politicians might opt for credit strategies. This lends support to the argument that

the EU is not always perceived as a scapegoat.

To consider how the results in Figure 4.2 relate to each country, Table 4.1 depicts

the proportion of statements in each country that include a blame or a credit strategy

48The onset of the Eurozone crisis can be pinpointed in late 2009, when the Greek government
disclosed that the budget deficit of the country was larger than what had been reported previously
(Frieden and Walter, 2017).
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towards the EU out of all crisis-related statements that mention the EU.49 The results

for Austria, Spain and the Netherlands show that not only is the overall prevalence of

responsibility attribution strategies similar across countries, but also that MPs from

different countries are equally likely to adopt either a blame or credit strategy. The

picture in the UK is different; there is more than double the level of blame strategies

and a higher level of credit strategies compared to each of the other countries.

Country % Blame strategy % Credit strategy

UK 18 10
Austria 8 7
Netherlands 8 6
Spain 6 7

Table 4.1: Strategies across countries

There are a number of possible explanations for the different results in the UK.

Figure 4.3 presents the percentage of statements including a blame or credit strategy

for the top three parties in each parliament which speak the most about an economic

crisis and the EU.50 The figure shows that MPs from the Liberal Democrats, a tradi-

tionally pro-EU party, adopt the most credit strategies in the UK. The relatively high

levels of blame are driven primarily by the Conservative party, which is associated

with Eurosceptic tendencies.

During the hand-coding process, I observed that Conservative MPs tended to

adopt a narrative where they blamed the economic crisis in the UK on two targets:

the policies of the Labour government that was in power before 2010 and the euro as

a common currency. Regarding the euro, they argued that it was responsible for the

adverse economic situation in the Eurozone which also affected the UK. Therefore,

this can be perceived as an attempt to exogenise the crisis.

Figure 4.3 also shows that blame and credit strategies are not uniform across par-

ties, with some being more likely to adopt one form of strategy compared to another.

Parties with a more sceptical stance towards the EU such as the Conservatives in

49To provide further detail, Appendix C disaggregates these results over time.
50The abbreviations of the parties in Figure 4.3 are as follows: Christen-Democratisch Appèl

(CDA), Convergència i Unió (CiU), Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs (FPÖ), Partido Popular (PP),
Österreichische Volkspartei (ÖVP), Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE), Partij van de Arbeid
(PvdA), Sozialdemokratische Partei Österreichs (SPÖ) and Volkspartij voor Vrijheid en Democratie
(VVD).
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Figure 4.3: Strategies across parties

the UK and the FPÖ in Austria are more prone to blame rather than credit the

EU, whilst others such as the CiU in Spain and the VVD in the Netherlands have

similarly low levels of blame and credit statements. These descriptive results point

to the relevance of party characteristics as potential explanations for the differences

in strategies between MPs, in line with H1a-H2b.

Turning to H3a-H3b, Figure 4.4 shows that the attribution of responsibility varies

across EU targets.51 The figure presents results from the MP statements which include

a responsibility attribution towards EU-related actors only and looks at the top five

that receive the most responsibility. The findings show that MPs prefer to attribute

responsibility by making general references to the EU.52 The second most likely target

is the common currency, the euro, as well as the euro area. This is followed by the ECB

and the European Council, with MPs holding the European Commission responsible

the least.

Figure 4.4 shows that MPs are equally likely to blame and credit the EU in general,

whereas they blame the euro and the euro area more than they credit it. In the case

51In Figure 4.4, Com refers to the European Commission, Council to the European Council and
Euro to the common currency.

52A general reference to the EU can include mentions of “European”, “the EU” or any other broad
terms that point to the EU.
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Figure 4.4: Strategies across EU targets

of supranational actors, there are equal levels of blame and credit towards the ECB

and more blame towards the European Commission. Thus, these descriptive findings

lend only partial face validity to H3b. Moreover, it appears that MPs are more likely

to credit rather than blame the intergovernmental European Council, in line with

H3a. This speaks to evidence by Kartalis, Silva and Lobo (2022) who show that

the intergovernmental dimension of the EU receives more positive media coverage in

newspaper articles, even during the Eurozone crisis. Conversely, they find that the

media present supranational institutions in a more negative tone.

4.6.2 Regression results

I run a series of multilevel logistic models to statistically test my hypotheses. The

models are multilevel in order to take into account the hierarchical structure of the

data, where statements are nested within speeches by MPs, which are then nested

within parties, which are nested within countries. The models are logistic given the

binary dependent variables and include party and speaker random effects, country

fixed effects as well as political and economic controls. The dependent variable for

Models 1 and 3 is a binary variable that takes a value of 1 if the statement is a
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credit attribution and 0 otherwise. The dependent variable for Models 2 and 4 is a

binary variable that takes a value of 1 if the statement is a blame attribution and 0

otherwise.

I run Models 1 and 2 on the entire sample of 19,343 statements which includes

statements with and without responsibility attributions. I use these to test H1a-H2b

which look separately at blame and credit strategies. Given that H3a and H3b focus

on the likelihood that MPs use one strategy over the other, I restrict the sample and

run Models 3 and 4 only on statements which include either strategy, i.e., the 3,447

statements which have a responsibility attribution. Table 4.2 presents the regression

results.

The findings from the multilevel mixed effect regression analyses provide evidence

in support of hypotheses H1a-H2b. There is a strong relationship between incumbency

and crediting the EU, as parties which are in government are more likely to credit the

EU, as H1a expects (Model 1). Conversely, governing parties are less likely to blame

the EU compared to opposition parties which are more likely to do so, as H1b suggests

(Model 2). In line with H2a, being an MP in a party with a favourable predisposition

towards the EU also increases the likelihood of crediting the EU (Model 1). The

reverse is the case for blame strategies; there is a strong relationship between being

a pro-EU party and not blaming the EU, as H2b expects (Model 2).

Turning to the differences between EU actors, there is support for H3a. As the

hypothesis suggests, MPs are more likely to credit rather than blame intergovern-

mental institutions, in this case the European Council (Model 3). However, there is

no support for H3b which looks at supranational actors. The effect for the European

Commission is in the expected direction, but is relatively small and not statistically

significant (Models 3 and 4). The results for the ECB are different to the descriptive

analyses in Figure 4.4, which shows that MPs are equally likely to credit and blame

the ECB. When controlling for different factors, it appears that MPs are more likely

to credit rather than blame the ECB, contrary to the expectations of H3b.

To ensure the validity of the results, I run numerous robustness tests which are

available in Appendix C. First, I run the models with country random effects, rather

than country fixed effects, in addition to the speaker and party random effects. Sec-

ond, I calculate the multilevel regressions as simple logit regression models, without

any random effects. Third, I re-run the models and exclude one country at a time to
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.459∗∗∗ −0.393∗∗∗ 1.334∗∗∗ −1.394∗∗∗

(0.120) (0.101) (0.243) (0.252)

Pro-EU party 1.363∗∗∗ −0.833∗∗ 1.801∗∗ −1.860∗∗

(0.254) (0.372) (0.737) (0.757)

Right-wing party 0.011 −0.296 0.404 −0.433
(0.161) (0.226) (0.439) (0.451)

Populist party −0.790∗∗ 0.506 −2.160∗∗∗ 2.141∗∗∗

(0.362) (0.395) (0.804) (0.828)

National election year 0.175∗∗ 0.010 −0.010 0.017
(0.074) (0.066) (0.152) (0.154)

Council of the EU presidency −0.333 −0.161 −0.621 0.617
(0.207) (0.218) (0.514) (0.521)

GDP change −0.293∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.267∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.040) (0.089) (0.091)

Public Euroscepticism 3.421∗∗∗ −1.078∗∗ 7.963∗∗∗ −8.272∗∗∗

(0.508) (0.478) (1.079) (1.101)

ECB target 1.035∗∗∗ −1.115∗∗∗

(0.202) (0.206)

European Commission target −0.029 0.008
(0.276) (0.280)

European Council target 0.886∗∗∗ −1.190∗∗∗

(0.258) (0.274)

Constant −5.237∗∗∗ −2.078∗∗∗ −4.115∗∗∗ 4.255∗∗∗

(0.401) (0.512) (1.011) (1.040)

Observations 19,343 19,343 3,474 3,474
Log Likelihood −4,729.244 −5,227.894 −1,394.113 −1,375.727
Akaike Inf. Crit. 9,486.487 10,483.790 2,822.227 2,785.453
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 9,596.669 10,593.970 2,926.829 2,890.056

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 4.2: Regression results for blame and credit strategies
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test whether the results are driven by specific countries. The results for the variables

of interest remain significant and are in the expected direction in all the tests.

4.6.3 Discussion

The findings carry several implications which speak to existing literature on respon-

sibility attribution as well as to policy-relevant questions such as support and public

opinion towards the EU. They provide an insight into the information that the pub-

lic receives about the EU by domestic politicians. Understanding the content and

incentives underpinning this information is important. Given that parliamentary de-

bates might be followed by the public or the media might report on them, it could

be argued that the way in which MPs attribute responsibility towards the EU in

parliament can shape voter support towards its institutions and policies as well as

affect voting decisions in national and European elections.

Furthermore, the findings paint a more positive picture about the EU’s presenta-

tion by politicians, contrary to what the existing literature on blame strategies would

expect. Even during a period of acute crises, the EU is not always the perfect scape-

goat. Rather, MPs attribute credit to the EU on similarly low levels as they attribute

blame. The results show that this is driven by party characteristics, which suggests

that responsibility attribution might be carefully calculated and strategic in order for

MPs to improve their electoral chances.

Evidence of this strategic communication could be relevant for other actors, such

as EU officials, as they can seek to target their communication strategies accordingly.

For instance, they might want to appeal specifically to supporters of opposition parties

in order to offer a different narrative to that of their national MPs which blame the

EU. They might also seek to reiterate the credit statements by governing or pro-

EU parties, to reinforce the positive perspective. The analysis of the distribution of

responsibility across EU targets is also informative. It shows that far from treating

the EU as a single entity, MPs apportion blame and credit to separate EU actors

in different ways. This entails that EU institutions cannot adopt a one-size-fits-all

communication strategy in some cases. Rather, each institution should take into

account how politicians talk about it and what the public thinks of it.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this paper, I have explored how MPs in four countries (the UK, Spain, Austria

and the Netherlands) attribute responsibility to the EU. I have focused on the 2008-

2018 period, during which numerous EU MS were suffering from a dire economic

situation as a result of multiple economic crises and the EU was implicated in crisis

management to a large extent. Based on existing literature, one would expect that

these developments would create an apposite case for domestic politicians to scapegoat

the EU; they could seek to exogenise the nature of the crisis and blame it on the EU

(Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and Rittberger, 2020; Hood, 2011; Weaver, 1986).

Nevertheless, the findings suggest that the picture of blame and credit strategies

towards the EU is more complicated. I put forward three main results which con-

tribute to research in the field in various ways. First, I find that MPs use blame and

credit strategies with a similar frequency across the period studied. This builds on

studies such as Hunter (2021) and Hobolt and Tilley (2014) who go beyond a focus

on blame to show that credit strategies might even be a preferred strategy for some

politicians.

Second, I look at the party characteristics that make credit strategies appealing.

I find that MPs in a governing or in a pro-EU party are more likely to credit the EU

compared to being in an opposition or a Eurosceptic party. Therefore, I contribute to

the related studies which provide explanations as to why politicians attribute respon-

sibility in a certain way (Rittberger, Schwarzenbeck and Zangl, 2017; Vasilopoulou,

Halikiopoulou and Exadaktylos, 2014).

Third, I find evidence of variation in responsibility attribution across EU targets,

as the intergovernmental European Council receives more credit rather than blame.

By unpacking different EU actors, I go beyond research which tends to view the EU as

a single responsibility target. Moreover, the research design of the paper strengthens

the generalisability of the results, as it allows for variation in the factors influencing re-

sponsibility attribution. In contrast to most responsibility attribution studies, which

focus on single or two country case studies spanning a few years and use manual con-

tent analysis, I look at how MPs from four countries and 32 parties communicate over

10 years. This is made possible through a combination of dictionary-based automated

text analysis and hand-coding.
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The findings carry several implications. They provide an insight into the infor-

mation that voters receive about the EU by domestic politicians, which could in turn

help explain patterns of public opinion and support towards the EU. More specifically,

they paint a rosy picture about the EU’s presentation by politicians, who do not view

it only as a scapegoat. In addition, the results can be relevant for the communication

strategies of the EU and its institutions, as they can seek to tailor them to specific

voters based on the information that they receive from politicians.

The paper has limitations that additional research can address. I focus on four

countries, yet future studies can expand the geographical and time period focus, to

provide more empirical evidence about the way that MPs attribute responsibility to

the EU. More recent crises, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, present a compelling

case to investigate blame and credit theories. By focusing on other EU MS, we can

explore whether the trends that this paper finds also hold in countries with different

characteristics.

This wider research focus can be made possible through methodological innova-

tions. The combination of hand-coding with automated sentiment analysis that I

adopt in this paper has attempted to address some of the shortfalls of manual hand-

coding. Nevertheless, it is still relatively time-consuming and resource intensive.

Future studies can implement methods from other fields, such as computer science,

where scholars have developed fully-automated approaches for detecting responsibility

attribution in texts (Liang, Nicol and Zhang; 2019; Orizu and He, 2016).

More research is needed to understand how voters perceive and respond to the

communication of MPs. It would be interesting to explore whether certain individual

predispositions make some voters more likely to support a specific responsibility at-

tribution statement compared to others and how the blame and credit strategies by

MPs actually impact their own responsibility attributions. Moreover, further stud-

ies can embed the communication strategies of MPs in a broader context of blame

and credit strategies by other political actors and towards other responsibility targets

beyond the EU.

For instance, they can compare the strategies of MPs, heads of government and

EU officials. They can also look at different communication venues, such as media

statements, social media posts and electoral campaign speeches. These comparisons

can highlight additional contextual variables that might be driving the attribution of

responsibility of political actors, besides party characteristics.
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As this paper has argued, the way that politicians attribute responsibility in the

context of the EU is complex; the MLG structure of the EU increases the number

of possible responsibility targets, whilst party characteristics shape the incentives of

politicians to use credit or blame strategies. It is also consequential, as it can feed into

the information that the public has about the EU. In turn, this can affect support

towards the EU, its institutions and its policies as well as inform voting decisions at

national and European elections, thereby having implications for democracy. There-

fore, a better understanding of how politicians attribute responsibility towards the EU

from different perspectives is not only the focus of this paper but also an important

research avenue for future studies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary and key findings

This thesis has explored how political actors in multiple countries communicate about

the EU across a period of more than 10 years (2008-2023). The motivation behind

this research focus relates to treaty changes and a period of crises that have con-

tributed to the politicisation of the EU. These developments in the process of Eu-

ropean integration have raised questions about the EU’s democratic legitimacy, in

which communication, especially by politicians plays a key role. The three papers

in this thesis have sought to better understand this communication, by focusing on

how national politics influences the way that heads of government and parliamentar-

ians talk about the supranational EU. Nevertheless, each paper has done so through

a different theoretical and empirical lens. In the rest of this chapter, I discuss the

thesis’ key findings, contributions and implications. I also highlight its limitations

which pave the way for further research and I offer some final concluding remarks.

Chapter 2 has put forward two research questions. The first question was as

follows: When heads of government discuss the EU, which issues do they talk about?

Drawing from the politicisation literature, I have distinguished between different types

of issue dimensions; polity as opposed to policy and economic as opposed to non-

economic dimensions (Lobo, 2023; Hutter, Grande and Kriesi, 2016). The second

question has asked: What can explain why heads of government focus on certain EU-

related issues? To address this, I have built on the rhetorical responsiveness literature

to argue that the MLG nature of the EU creates incentives for heads of government

to be responsive to two levels. On the one hand, they might want to appear as
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responsive to the issue priorities of their national electorate and on the other hand to

the political priorities of the European Council (Klüver and Sagarzazu, 2016; Wagner

and Meyer, 2014; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008).

To answer both questions, I have explored the communication of heads of govern-

ment in nine countries over 13 years (2009-2022) which were or are EU MS; the Czech

Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and

the UK. I have collected original data to extend a dataset on head of government

speeches (Schumacher et al., 2020), which I analysed using regular expression dictio-

naries, machine translation and semi-supervised topic models. The descriptive results

on the first question have shown that, with the exception of the UK, heads of govern-

ment do not highlight only the polity dimension of EU-related issues as the majority

of the literature on politicisation finds. Instead, they talk about both policy and

polity issues at relatively similar levels, although regional differences are present.

The findings have also revealed the differentiated nature of EU politicisation as

they have shown variation in the focus that heads of government place on economic

and non-economic issues, both across time and across countries. In recent years

though, heads of government in all MS discuss less about economic issues in relation

to the EU, whilst they focus more on non-economic ones. Lastly, the regression

analyses on the second question have found a relationship between the EU-related

issue attention of heads of government, the priorities of the European Council and

the issues that the public considers as important. This could point to rhetorical

responsiveness as the relationship reflects the dual role of heads of government.

Chapter 3 has shifted the attention from heads of government to MEPs and has

centered on one EU actor; the ECB. Drawing from the literature on the accountability

relationship between the ECB and the EP, the paper has asked how two aspects of

MEP communication are affected by domestic considerations. I have used semi-

supervised topic models to consider whether macroeconomic conditions influence the

topics that MEPs discuss. I have also conducted a sentiment analysis to look at how

the tone of their communication is affected by public opinion and political ideology,

with the latter being conceptualised as the predisposition of an MEP’s national party

on the economic left-right scale as well as towards the EU.

The empirical interest has been in the 2009-2023 period, based on original data

collection from parliamentary hearings between the ECB and the EP and social media
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posts by MEPs about the ECB on X. The results have revealed how the macroeco-

nomic conditions in the country of an MEP affect their topic focus in both communi-

cation venues; they talk more about the ECB’s primary mandate of price stability as

the inflation rate increases, whilst they talk less about it as the unemployment rate

increases. I have found mixed evidence for tone. The stance of their national party

towards European integration is guiding the tone of MEPs; those from Eurosceptic

parties are less likely to speak positively about the ECB compared to others from pro-

EU parties. However, the effect for left-right economic positions and public opinion

is smaller and not in the expected direction in either communication venue.

Chapter 4 has also looked at parliamentarians, but from the perspective of national

parliaments rather than the EP. The research question has asked: How do MPs

attribute responsibility to the EU? I have challenged the expectation that the EU

is the perfect scapegoat (Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and Rittberger, 2020; Moravcsik,

1994; Weaver, 1986) and have theorised how party characteristics and the nature of

EU actors can create incentives for national parliamentarians to also credit the EU. To

empirically substantiate my hypotheses, I have used dictionary-based automated text

analysis and hand-coding to analyse parliamentary speeches which discuss economic

crises and the EU, drawing from the EUParlSpeech dataset (Hunter, 2021).

I have focused on a time period of 10 years (2008-2018) and four countries which

were EU MS during the period under investigation; Austria, the Netherlands, Spain

and the UK. The results show that that MPs use blame and credit strategies with

a similar frequency. This is consistent across the period studied and suggests that

the EU is not always used as a scapegoat. Moreover, I have shown how MPs from

governing or pro-EU parties are more likely to credit the EU compared to those

from opposition or Eurosceptic parties. Lastly, I have found evidence of variation in

responsibility attribution across EU targets. For instance, MPs attribute more credit

rather than blame to the intergovernmental European Council.

5.2 Contributions

5.2.1 Empirical contributions

Each paper in this thesis has made multiple contributions which I discuss in their

respective chapter. Below, I focus on the overarching contributions of the thesis as a

whole to research on EU politics in general and on the communication of politicians
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about the EU in particular. The thesis has made an empirical contribution. Taken

jointly, the results from all three papers provide longitudinal cross-country evidence

for how national politics affects the way that heads of government and parliamen-

tarians communicate about various aspects of the EU. As I elaborate in Section 5.3,

which looks at implications, these findings are important because they can speak to

the growing literature on the consequences of the EU’s politicisation for democratic

accountability and to research on the political information that voters receive about

European integration.

There are various studies which look at how national politics influences the com-

munication of politicians about the EU. Nevertheless, they tend to focus on the years

around the Eurozone crisis, as is the case for Chapter 4. The other two chapters of

the thesis are more timely because they look at more recent years, thereby captur-

ing developments which have shaped European integration, including the COVID-19

pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. This has allowed us to explore whether

the trends that existing research has identified have persisted in light of these trans-

formative events.

This is made possible through original data collection. In Chapter 2, I extend a

dataset on head of government speeches (Schumacher et al., 2020) and I create another

one on the thematic attention of European Council Conclusions, covering the years

2009 until 2022. In Chapter 3, I collect text data from parliamentary hearings and

posts on X to explore how MEPs talk about the ECB between 2009 and 2023. There-

fore, in addition to an empirical contribution these two chapters have contributed

useful resources to the academic community in the form of machine-readable datasets

which are freely available upon request. All datasets include the original language

of a text and its machine translation into English as well as political and economic

meta data. Researchers can use them to explore communication trends in relation

to the EU by political actors or to answer other exciting questions pertaining more

generally to EU politics.

5.2.2 Methodological contributions

All three papers have used a combination of quantitative text analysis methods,

thereby contributing to recent studies which study communication in an EU context

through the lens of text-as-data approaches such as Ferrara et al. (2022), Hunter

(2021) and Rauh, Bes and Schoonvelde (2020) to name a few. Chapters 2 and 3 have
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used semi-supervised topic models to classify the topics that heads of government and

MEPs respectively highlight. Chapter 3 has conducted sentiment analysis, based on

dictionary methods, in order to capture the tone of MEPs. Chapter 4 has also used

sentiment analysis but in combination with hand-coding to identify responsibility

attributions by MPs.

In addition, all chapters have taken advantage of machine translation. This has fa-

cilitated the analysis by allowing us to translate texts from their native language into

English in a fast and free way. By leveraging these recent developments in computa-

tional social science, the thesis has gone beyond earlier studies on the communication

of politicians about the EU which were based on qualitative manual coding analyses

and used to examine single or two-country case studies spanning only a few years.

The focus on a larger number of countries and a longer time period has allowed for

more variation in the domestic considerations which might affect how politicians talk,

thereby potentially strengthening the generalisability of the results.

5.2.3 Theoretical contributions

The papers in the thesis have built on theoretical frameworks from various research

streams to provide different accounts of how domestic considerations affect the way

that political actors communicate about the EU. Chapter 2 has contributed to re-

search on rhetorical responsiveness, which tends to focus on how political actors are

responsive to the national issue priorities of their electorate (Klüver and Sagarzazu,

2016; Hobolt and Klemmensen, 2008). I have put forward a theoretical framework

which considers rhetorical responsiveness in the context of EU-related issues and I

have introduced another actor to whom heads of government might be responsive,

the European Council.

Chapter 3 has combined the main arguments from research on the ECB’s ac-

countability to conceptualise three different dimensions of domestic considerations

that can affect the communication of MEPs; macroeconomic conditions, the political

ideology of national parties and public opinion. Moreover, Chapter 4 has advanced

the responsibility attribution literature. It has diverged from studies which look only

at the blame strategies of politicians towards the EU (Heinkelmann, Kriegmair and

Rittberger, 2020; Ladi and Tsagkroni, 2019) to also consider credit strategies in the

context of MPs’ communication and to theorise how the EU is not perceived as a

single responsibility target.
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5.3 Implications

The findings of this thesis have several implications. As the introductory chapter has

argued, the communication of politicians is relevant for democratic accountability

at the EU level for two reasons. On the one hand, the way they talk about the

EU can contribute to or hinder deliberative democracy and throughput legitimacy at

the EU level. On the other hand, the communication of politicians is also relevant

for representative democracy as it can influence voter attitudes towards the EU’s

institutions and policies. In turn, this can affect their voting choices in national and

European elections.

The results can be interpreted as optimistic for both the deliberative and repre-

sentative democracy of the EU. Heads of government discuss both polity and policy

issues at relatively similar levels, as Chapter 2 has found, which can be considered

as positive for throughput legitimacy. Discussions about policies are thought to be

part of normal political competition which can help foster a European public sphere

(Lobo, 2023; Follesdal and Hix, 2006) and are less threatening to the democratic

accountability of the EU compared to polity ones which discuss the legitimacy and

foundations of the EU (Mair, 2007). Moreover, the regression analyses in the chap-

ter have revealed that the issue attention of heads of government relates to that of

the public, which could point to rhetorical responsiveness and be an indication of

politicians representing the interests of their electorate.

The regression analyses in Chapter 3 have also shown evidence of responsiveness.

The topic focus of MEPs in their communication about the ECB is driven by the

macroeconomic conditions in their country, which could be interpreted as an attempt

by MEPs to be responsive to the economic interests of their country and how policies

by the ECB affect it. In turn, this responsiveness can be perceived as enhancing the

quality of the accountability relationship between the EP and the ECB given that

MEPs are representatives of their country and its citizens.

Chapter 4 has painted a rosy picture about the way that national parliamentarians

perceive the EU, as they do not always seek to scapegoat it but apportion credit to

it as well under certain conditions. Taken together, the findings from these papers

allow us to develop a rich, multi-faceted understanding of the information that voters

receive about the EU. This could help explain patterns of public opinion and support

towards the EU, which could in turn be relevant for voting decisions and thereby have

implications for the EU’s representative democracy.
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The findings from all three papers, which highlight the importance of domestic

considerations in shaping the communication of politicians, can also offer some prac-

tical insights. They can be relevant for the communication strategies of the EU and

its institutions, which might have incentives to highlight how their actions can also

serve national interests in addition to European ones. Furthermore, they reveal how

crucial it is to look at national politics in order to fully appreciate the democratic

accountability of the EU. This echoes concerns by recent studies such as Lobo (2023),

who acknowledge that most efforts for democratising Europe involve reforms at the

supranational or citizen-level, and call for more emphasis to be placed on domestic

institutions and the national channel of EU accountability.

5.4 Limitations and future research

Each paper has presented a different set of limitations, as outlined in their respective

chapter. I summarise these below and discuss how they can provide an impetus for

future research. The first point relates to the generalisability of the findings. Whilst

I have taken extensive efforts to validate the results in the context of the data and

theoretical frameworks that I have put forward, there still remains the question as to

how they travel to different settings. In all three papers, the theoretical framework

and methodological approach can be adjusted to account for additional data sources,

countries, time periods and actors.

By looking at other sources of communication such as media interviews, posts on

different social media channels such as Facebook and press releases, future studies can

complement this one in order to provide a richer, more comprehensive picture of how

politicians across EU countries communicate about the EU. This will also allow us

to unpack the significance of the communication venue and whether politicians tailor

the way they talk about the EU according to their audience. In addition, a longer

time-frame that covers the years before the Eurozone crisis would allow us to assess

how the trends that we explore from 2008 onwards compare to the pre-crisis period.

Alternatively, future research can use the conceptual frameworks in this thesis but

incorporate data from the next few years, for instance following the 2024 EP elections,

to examine how the presentation of the EU is evolving.

Relatedly, to confirm the findings from Chapters 2 and 4 we need to validate them

based on a larger sample of countries. The country selection in both chapters has
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been aimed at capturing important differences between groups of countries, yet can-

not account for individual differences between countries of those groups. Therefore,

depending on data availability, future studies can expand upon the analysis in this

paper to include more countries. They can also include more actors. In the case of

Chapter 3 which focuses on the communication of MEPs about the ECB, it is impor-

tant to look at the communication of the ECB to fully understand the accountability

relationship between the two institutions. Additional studies can consider whether

the results are generalisable to other central banks, with the Fed being an interesting

case study given its federal structure. Further studies can embed the communication

strategies of MPs, which have been discussed in Chapter 4, in a broader context of

blame and credit strategies by EU officials and heads of government and towards

other responsibility targets beyond the EU.

There is also scope to explore the relationship between the communication of

politicians and other national considerations, in addition to the ones I focused on

in this thesis. As an example, with reference to Chapter 2, we can consider the

legislative output of the parliament in the country of a head of government. Looking

at Chapter 3, other studies can theorise how political ideology might be relevant for

the topic focus of MEPs or how other indicators of financial instability might increase

the salience of topics beyond price stability.

Another limitation concerns the methodological approach of this thesis, which

relies on quantitative text-as-data methods for the most part. This is useful because

it leads to longitudinal cross-country results on how political actors communicate

about the EU. Nevertheless, it only scrapes the surface of what politicians talk about

when they mention the EU. More scholarly attention should be placed on a qualitative

analysis of political communication to delve deeper into its content, such as framing

and the narrative that underpins it. These analyses can also be complemented by

interviews with political communication strategists or other relevant actors that can

provide an insight into the motivation behind the way that politicians talk.

Conversely, future studies can test the theoretical frameworks of the papers in

this thesis using more advanced quantitative text analysis techniques. For instance,

in Chapter 3 I have used topic and sentiment as a proxy for measuring the nature of

the accountability relationship between the ECB and the EP. Although this method

is consistent with current approaches in the literature, other researchers can also

develop more direct text-based measures of capturing statements about accountability
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in the communication of MEPs to improve the link between the operationalisation

and measurement of the variables of interest. Moreover, future studies interested

in blame and credit strategies can develop fully-automated approaches for detecting

responsibility attribution in texts in line with developments in the computer science

field.

Lastly, it would also be interesting to use the insights from these papers to inform

survey experiments. This can allow us to understand how the communication of

politicians about the EU shapes voters’ attitudes and opinion towards it. There might

be individuals with certain personal predispositions who are more likely to resonate

with the way that politicians talk about the EU and actually change their opinions

based on the communication that they receive by them. Given that parliamentarians

and heads of government are representatives of the public, more research on the link

between their communication and public opinion could be instructive.

5.5 Happily ever after?

The process of European integration is likely here to stay, intensify and further trans-

form domestic politics. The jury is still out on whether or not the tale of these

two levels will enjoy a happily ever after, in which the national and supranational

levels are symbiotically thriving. Nevertheless, this thesis has sought to enrich our

understanding of how domestic considerations have shaped the communication of

politicians about the EU over the past years. The findings have implications which

can be considered as positive for both the deliberative and representative democratic

accountability of the EU, yet leave room for more action as well. They also pave

the way for further research. I am genuinely excited to see how the field of political

communication in the context of the EU will evolve in the next years but also how

empirical developments will shape the relationship between the national and the EU

level.
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Appendix A

This Appendix provides supporting information for Chapter 2: “Multi-issue multi-

level system: Exploring how heads of government talk about the EU”.

A.1 Details on data collection: Head of govern-

ment speeches

The purpose of the data collection is to extend the time period coverage of the EU-

Speech dataset on the following countries; Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Ger-

many, Greece, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain (Schumacher et al., 2020). To gather

the speeches, I manually download them from the (archived) official websites of gov-

ernments.53 Wherever possible, I use the same websites as EUSpeech V2.0. In some

cases, the speeches were included in website sections with the speeches of other offi-

cials. To identify the speeches only of heads of government I use keyword filters.

I also use time period filters. The time period for the data collection is the date

of the last available speech in EUSpeech V2.0 until the 31st of December 2022. The

end date is selected based on the timeline of this paper, due to be completed within

2023. The aim is to have the most recent possible full year as the end date, which

is 2022. Table A.1 presents the links of the websites, the keywords used to select

the speeches, the time period covered in the new dataset for each country, and the

number of speeches. I include all the downloaded speeches in a spreadsheet which

includes the same meta-data as EUSpeech V2.0; a unique number, the date of the

speech, its entire text, its title, its language, its length and the name of the speaker.

I merge the dataset I created with EUSpeech V2.0. The end result is a dataset of

speeches by heads of government which were delivered between October 2009 and

December 2022.
53To find the archived versions of websites, I use the Wayback Machine.
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https://www.vlada.cz/scripts/detail.php?pgid=1016
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https://www.stm.dk/statsministeren/taler/
https://www.stm.dk/statsministeren/taler/
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A.2 Dictionaries of EU-related terms

Below, I present the words I used in regular expression dictionaries of EU-related

terms. The English, German, Dutch and Spanish words are from Rauh and De Wilde

(2018). Hunter (2021) translates their English words into Greek, Danish and Czech

with the help of native speakers. Following a similar strategy, I am grateful for the

help of native speakers who translated the English EU-related words into French and

Portuguese. The dictionaries are extensive, including general references to the EU as

well as specific mentions to institutions and policies.

As expected, general references to the EU, with terms such as “EU” and “Eu-

ropean Union” were by far the most frequent. I also tried the analysis with a sim-

pler keyword search that has been used in other studies such as in Rauh, Bes and

Schoonvelde (2020). The simple dictionary includes regular expressions of the fol-

lowing words: “European integration”, “European unification”, “European Union”,

“EU” and “unification/uniting/integration of Europe”. However, the more extended

dictionary yields more hits. For instance, in the UK case the extensive dictionary

returns 5,281 hits, whereas the simple one 3,803. Therefore, in order to maximise

recall I opt for the extended dictionary.

List of EU terms in English
european constitutional treaty, rome treat(y/ies), maastricht treat(y/ies), amsterdam

treat(y/ies, nice treat(y/ies), lisbon treat(y/ies), ec, economic and monetary union, eec, emu,

eu, euratom, european integration, european unification, european cooperation, european commu-

nit(y/ies), european economic communit(y/ies), european atomic energy communit(y/ies), euro-

pean institution(s), european project(s), european treat(y/ies), european union, single european

act, treat(y/ies) of rome, treat(y/ies) of maastricht, treat(y/ies) of amsterdam, treat(y/ies) of nice,

treat(y/ies) of lisbon, treaty establishing a constitution for europe, ecb, ecj, ep, european offi-

cial(s), european civil servant(s), european politics, european policy, european central bank, euro-

pean commission, european commissioner(s), european competence(s), european competencies, euro-

pean council, european court of justice, european election(s), european executive, european level(s),

european member state(s), european parliament, european procedure(s), european summit(s), mep,

meps, policy on europe, csdp, esdp, common foreign and security polic(y/ies), common security and

defence polic(y/ies), european security and defence polic(y/ies), eurozone, euro zone, euro area, cfsp,

european polic(y/ies), european act(s), european bill(s), european law(s), european legislation(s),

european statute(s), european aim(s), european goal(s), european target(s), european decision(s),

european directive(s), european engagement(s), european guideline(s), european measure(s), euro-

pean action(s), european provision(s), european prescription(s), european requirement(s), european

allowance(s), european standard(s), european norm(s), european agenda(s), european budget(s), eu-

ropean fund(s), european fond(s), european programme(s), european regulation(s), european strat-

egy, european strategies, european case-law, european jurisprudence, european legal, european single
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market, european internal market, european market, european currenc(y/ies), european mandate(s),

police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, single currency, stability and growth pact, eu-

rope’s constitutional treaty, ec’s, eec’s, eu’s, euratom’s, european union’s

List of EU terms in German
europäische(n/r) union, europäische(n/r) (atom/wirtschafts) gemeinschaft(en), eu, eg, ewg, eu-

ratom, (eu/eg)-vertr(ag/ages/ags/äge), vertrag(s/es) von (maastricht/amsterdam/nizza/lissabon),

(maastricht/amsterdam/nizza/lissabon)-vertrag(s/es), (lissabonner/amsterdamer) ver-

trag(es/s), einheitliche(n/r) europäische(n/r) akte, römische(n) verträge, aeu-vertrag(es/s),

eu-verfassung(svertrag/ svertrages), europäische(n/r) verfassung(svertrag/svertrags/svertrages),

(eu/eg)-erweiterung(en), europäische(n/r) währungsunion, europa der (eu/eg), eu-

ropäische(n) projekt(es/s), europäische(n/r) einigung, europäische(n/r) integra-

tion(sproze(ss/ß)/sproze(ss/ß)e/sproze(ss/ß)es), (eu/eg)-institution (en), europäische(n/r)

institution(en), wirtschafts- und währungsunion, ewu, wwu, ewwu, (eu/eg)-kommission, eu-

ropäische(n/r) kommission, (eu/eg)-kommissar(e), (eu/eg)-kommissarin(nen), europäische(n/r)

kommissare(n), (eu/eg)-beamte(n/r), europäische(n/r) beamte(n/r), europäische(n) exeku-

tive, europäische(n/s) parlament(es/s), europaparlament(es/s), (eu/eg)-parlament(es/s), ep,

europawahl(en), europaabgeordnete(n/r), (eu/eg)-abgeordnete(n/r), (eu/eg)-ministerrat(s/es),

(eu/eg)-minister, ratspräsidentschaft, eu/eg-ratspräsidentschaft, europäische(r/n) rat(s/es), eu/eg-

gipfel(n), europagipfel(n), europäische(n/r) gipfel(n), eu/eg-mitgliedstaat(en), europäische(n/r)

mitgliedstaat(en), eu/eg- mitgliedsland(er/änder), europäische(n/r/s) mitgliedsland(er/änder),

eu/eg-staat(en), eu/eg-land(er), europäische(r/n) gerichtshof(s/es), eugh, eu/eg-gerichtshof(es/s),

eu/eg-gericht(s/e), europäische(n/r) zentralbank, ezb, ezb-direktorium, ezb-rat, hohe(r/n)

vertreter(in/s) für außen- und sicherheitspolitik, europapolitik, europäische(r/n) ebene, eu/eg-

ebene, europäische(n/r) verfahren, europabühne, eu/eg-kompetenz(en), europäische(n/r) kompe-

tenz(en), eu/eg-politik(en), europäische(n/r) politik(en), europäische(n/r) union, europäische(n/r)

mandat(e/s), europäische(n/r) binnenmarkt(s/es), einheitliche(n/r) binnenmarkt(s/es), eu-

ropäische(n/r) integration, gemeinsame(n/r) außen- und sicherheitspolitik, europäische(n/r)

außen- und sicherheitspolitik, polizeiliche(n/r) und justizielle(n/r) zusammenarbeit, europäis-

che(n/r) m(a/ä)rkt(e/s/es), eu/eg-agenda, eu/eg-haushalt (s/es), eu/eg-programm(s/es/e),

eu/eg-regulierung(en), europäische(r/n) regulierung(en), eu/eg-vorschrift(en), europäische(r/n)

vorschrift(en), eu/eg-vorgabe(n), europäische(r/n) vorgabe(n), eu/eg-ziel(e), europäische(n/r)

ziel(e), (eu/eg)-maßnahmen, europäische(r/n) maßnahmen, (eu/eg)-instrume nte(n), europäis-

che(n/r) instrumente(n), (eu/eg) standard(s), europäische(n/r) standard(s), (eu/eg) norm(en),

europäische(n/r) norm(en), (eu/eg)-zusammenarbeit, europäische(n/r) zusammenarbeit, (eu/eg)-

gesetzgebung, europäische(r/n) gesetzgebung, (eu/eg)-gesetz(e), europäische(s/n/r) gesetz(e),

(eu/eg)recht(es/s), europarecht(es/s), (eu/eg)-rechtsetzung, (eu/eg)-richtlinie(n), europäische(n/r)

richtlinie(n), (eu/eg)-verordnung(en), europäische(n/r) verordnung(en), (eu/eg)-entscheidung

(en), europäische(n/r) entscheidung(en), (eu/eg)-leitlinie(n), europäische(n/r) leitlinie(n),

(eu/eg)-reform(en), (eu/eg)-engagement(s), (eu/eg)-strategie(n), europäische(n/r) strategie(n),

europäische(n/r) sicherheits- und verteidigungspolitik, esvp, europäische(n/r) sicherheits- und

verteidigungsunion, esvu, gemeinsame(n/r) sicherheits- und verteidigungspolitik, europäische(n/s)

recht(es/s), vertragsverletzungsverfahren, vorabentscheidungsverfahren, aeuv, europäische(n/r)

währung(en), (eu/eg)-währung(en), gemeinschaftswährung, eurozone, euro-zone, euroraum(s),
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euro-raum(s), europäische(n/r) fonds, (eu/eg)-fonds, stabilitäts- und wachstumspakt(s/es)

List of EU terms in Dutch
europese unie, europese (economische/atoom)gemeenschap(pen), eu, eg, eeg, euratom, (eu/eg)-

verdrag(en), europese verdrag(en), verdrag(en)van (rome/maastricht/amsterdam/nice/lissabon),

(rome/maastricht/amsterdam/nice/lissabon)-verdrag(en), europese eenheidsakte, europese

grondwet, europees grondwettelijk verdrag, grondwet voor europa, (eu/eg)-uitbreiding, europese

monetaire unie, europa van de, (eu/eg), europese project(en), europese (integratie/eenword-

ing/samenwerking), (eu/eg)-institutie(s), europe(es/se) institutie(s), economische en monetaire

unie, emu, (eu/eg)-com missie, europese commissie, (eu/eg)-commissaris(sen), europese commis-

saris(sen), (eu-eg)-ambtena (ar/ren), europese ambtena (ar/ren), europese executive, europe(es/se)

parlement(s), (eu/eg)-parlement, ep, europese verkiezingen, (eu/eg)-verkiezingen, europarlemen-

tar(ier/iers/iër/iërs),(eu/eg)-parlementar (ier/iersiër/iërs), raad van ministers, europese president,

(eu/eg)-voorzitter(schap), europese raad, (eu/eg)-top, eurotop, europese top, (eu-eg)-lidsta(at/ten),

europese lidsta(at/ten), europe(es/se) hof van justitie, europe(es/se) gerechtshof, europese centrale

bank, ecb, hoge vertegenwoordiger van de unie voor buitenlandse, europe(es/se) beleid, europe(es/se)

niv(o/eau), (eu/eg)-niv(o/eau), europe(es/se) proces(sen), europe(es/se) besluit(vorming), (eu/eg)-

bevoegdhe(id/den), europese bevoegdhe(id/den), (eu/eg)-beleid, europe(es/se) beleid, europe(es/se)

unie, europe(es/se) manda (at/ten), gemeenschappelijke markt, europe(se/es) buitenlands- en

veiligheidsbeleid, politiële en justiële samenwerking in strafzaken, europese markt(en), (eu/eg)-

agenda(s), (eu/eg)-(budget(ten)/ begroting(en)), (eu/eg)-programma(s), (eu/eg)-regeling(en),

europese regeling(en), (eu/eg)-voorschrift (en), europe(se/es) voorschrift(en), (eu/eg)-eis(en),

europese eis(en), (eu/eg)-(doel(en)/doelstelling(en)), europe(se/es) (doel(en)/doelstelling(en)),

(eu/eg)-(maatregel(s)/ aktie(s)), europese (maatregel(s)/ aktie(s)), (eu/eg)-instrument(en), eu-

rope(se / es) instrument(en), (eu/eg)-standaard(en), europese standaard(en), (eu/eg)-norm(en),

europese norm(en), (eu/eg)-samenwerking, europese samenwerking, (eu/eg)-wet(ten), europese

wet(ten), (eu/eg)-wetgeving, europese wetgeving, (eu/eg)-recht, (eu/eg)-recht(spraak/sorde),

(eu/eg)-richtlijnen(en), europese richtlijnen(en), (eu/eg)-verordening(en), europese verorden-

ing(en), (eu/eg)-beslissing(en), europese beslissing(en), (eu/eg)-besluit(en), europese besluit(en),

(eu/eg)-besluitvorming(sprocess/sprocessen), europese besluitvorming(sprocess/ sprocessen),

(eu/eg)-strateg(ie/ien/̈ıen), europese strateg(ie/ien/̈ıen), gemeen-schappelijk(e)veiligheids- en de-

fensiebeleid, gvdb, europese veiligheids- en defensiebeleid, evdb, gemeen schappelijk(e)buitenlands-

en veiligheidsbeleid, europese recht(spraak/sorde), europe(se/es) recht, vweu, europese munteen-

heid, gemeenschappelijke munt, eurozone, europe(es/se) fonds(en), (eu/eg)-fonds(en), stabiliteits-

en groeipact

List of EU terms in Spanish
unión europea, comisión europea, mandato europeo, comunidad europea de la enerǵıa atómica,

parlamento europeo, poĺıtica exterior y de seguridad común, comunidad económica europea, consejo

europeo, cooperación policial y judicial, comunidad(es) europea(s), banco central europeo, mer-

cado(s) europeo(s), ue, comisario(s) europeo(s), agenda europea, cee, funcionario(s) europeo(s), pre-

supuesto europeo, euratom, ejecutivo europeo, programa(s) europea(s), tratado(s) constitutivo(s) de

la (unión europea/ue/ce), elecciones europeas, regulación(es) europea(s), tratado de la unión euro-

pea, eurodiputado(s), reglamento(s) europeo(s), tratado de (maastricht/ámsterdam/niza/lisaboa/
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roma/fusión/funcionamiento, diputado(s) al parlamento europeo, norma(s) europea(s), acta única

europea, miembro(s) del parlamento europeo, objetivo(s) europeo(s), tfue, consejo de ministros, me-

dida(s) europea(s), tue, consilium, instrumento(s) europeo(s), aue, tjue, estándar(es) europeo(s),

tratado por el que se establece una constitución para europa, bce, cooperación(es) europea(s),

constitución europea, alto representante de la unión para asuntos exteriores, legislación(es) euro-

pea(s), poĺıtica europea, ley(es) europea(s), ampliación(es) de la (unión europea/comunidad euro-

pea/ue/ce), competencias de la (unión europea/comunidad europea/ue/ce), derecho(s) europeo(s),

unión económica y monetaria de la (unión europea/ue/ce), elecciones al parlamento europeo, dere-

cho europeo, uem, procedimiento(s) legislativo(s) europeo(s), (ce/cee/ue), directiva(s) europea(s),

proyecto (común) europeo, reglamento(s) europeo(s), unificación europea, normativa europea, in-

tegración europea, (decisión/decisiones) europea(s), marco institucional de la (unión europea/co-

munidad europea/ue/ce), directiva(s) europea(s), instituciones europeas, reforma(s) europea(s),

constitución europea, normativa(s) europea(s), compromiso(s) europeo(s), estrategia(s) europea(s),

poĺıtica europea de seguridad y de defensa, esdp, pcsd, ordenamiento juŕıdico/jurisdicción/procedim-

iento legislativo europe(a/o), procedimiento de infracción, cuestión prejudicial, moneda(s) euro-

pea(s), moneda única, moneda común europea, zona euro, eurozona, zona del euro, fondo europeo,

pacto de la estabilidad y de crecimiento

List of EU terms in Danish
europæiske union, europæisk(e) fællesskab(er), eu(s), ef(s), europæisk forfatningstrak-

tat, europas forfatningsmæssige traktat, romtraktaterne, maastrichttraktaterne, amsterdamtrak-

taterne, nicetraktat(en/erne), lissabontraktat(en/er), økonomiske og monetære union, europæiske

økonomiske fællesskab, eøf(’s), euratom, euratom, europæisk integration, europæisk forening,

europæisk samarbejde, europæisk atomenergifællesskab, europæiske atomenergifællesskab, eu-

ropæisk(e) institution(er), europæisk(e) projekt(er), europæisk(e) traktat(er), europæiske unions,

europæiske fælles akt, traktat om en forfatning for europa, europæisk centralbank, ecb, eu-domstolen,

europæiske union domstol, europa-parlamentet, europa-kommissionen, ep, (europæisk(e)/eu) em-

bedsmand, europa politik, europæisk(e) kommiss(ion/aer(er), europæisk(e) kompetence(r), eu-

ropæiske rad, eu-domstolen, europæisk niveau, europæiske niveauer, europæiske medlemslande, eu-

ropæisk procedur(er), europæisk(e) topmøde(r), europaparlamentsmedlem, mep, fælles udenrigs- og

sikkerhedspolitik, fusp, europæisk(e) udenrigs- og sikkehedspolitik, fælles sikkerheds- og forsvar-

spolitik, europæisk(e) sikker-heds- og forsvarspolitik, europæiske love, europæisk(e) lovgivning(er),

europæisk lov, europæiske vedtægter, europæisk(e) m̊al, europæisk(e) beslutninger, europæisk(e)

direktiver, europæisk(e) engagementer, europæisk(e) retningslinjer, europæisk(e) foranstaltninger,

europæisk(e) handlinger, europæisk(e) bestemmelser, europæiske angivelser, europæiske krav, eu-

ropæisk(e) standarder, europæisk(e) normer, europæisk(e) dagsordener, europæisk(e) budgetter,

europæisk(e) fonde, europæisk (e) programmer, europæisk regulering, europæisk(e) strategier, eu-

ropæisk retspraksis, europæisk juridisk, europæiske indre marked, det europæiske indre marked,

europæisk(e) valutaer, europæisk(e) mandater, politisamarbejde og retligt samarbejde i kriminal-

sager, fælles valuta, stabilitets- og vækstpagt(en)
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List of EU terms in Greek

List of EU terms in Czech
evropsk(á/é) uni(e/i), evropsk(á/é) společenstv́ı, evropsk(á/é) komunit(a/y), eu, es, ř́ımsk(á/é)

smlouv(a/y), maastrichtsk(á/é) smlouv(a/y), smlouv(a/y) z nice, nicejsk(á/é) smlouv(a/y), lis-

abonsk(á/é) smlouv(a/y), hospodářská a měnová unie, hmu, evropsk(á/é) hospodářsk(á/é)

společenstv́ı, euratom, evropsk(á/é) společenstv́ı pro atomovou energii, evropsk(á/é) integrace,

evropsk(é/á) sjednoceńı, evropsk(á/é) spolupráce, evropsk(é/á) instituce, evropsk projekt(y),

evropsk(á/é) smlouv(a/y), jediný evropský zákon, ř́ımská smlouva, smlouvy ř́ıma, maastrichtská

smlouva, smlouvy z amsterdamu, smlouva zakládaj́ıćı ústavu pro evropu, smlouva o ústavě

pro evropu, evropsk(á/é) centrálńı banka, ecb, evropský soudńı dv̊ur, esd, evropský parla-

ment, ep, evropsk(ý/á) úředn(́ık/ice), evropšt́ı úředńıci, evropský státńı úředńık, evropšt́ı státńı

úředńıci, evropsk(á/é) politik(a/y), evropsk(á/é/ý) komis(e/ař), evropšt́ı komisaři, evropsk(á/é)

kompetence, evropsk(á/é) rada, evropsk(á/é) volby, evropsk(á/é) exekutiva, evropsk(á/é) úroveň,

evropsk(ý/á/é) č lensk(ý/é) stát(y), evropsk(ý/á/é) postup(y), europoslan(ci/ec), europoslankyně,

společná zahraničńı a bezpečnostńı politika, společná bezpečnostńı a obranná politika, evropská

bezpečnostńı a obranná politik(a/y), euroz ona, szbp, evropsk(ý/á/é) zákon(y), evropsk(a /é)

účty, evropsk(á/é) právo, evropsk(á/é) legislativ(a/y), evropsk(á/é) stanovy, evropsk(ý/é) ćıl(e),
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evropsk(á/é) rozhodnut́ı, evropsk(á/é) směrnice, evropsk(á/é) závazky, evropsk(ý/á/é) pokyn(y),

evropsk(á/é) opatřeńı, evropsk(á/é) akce, evropsk(é/ý) předpis(y), evropsk(é/ý) požadav(ek/ky),

evropsk(é/ý) př́ıspěv(ek/ky), evropsk(á/é) norm(a/y), evropsk(á/é) agend(a/y), evropsk(é/ý)

rozpoč(et/ty), evropsk(é/ý) fond(y), evropsk(á/é) ústavńı smlouva, ehs, evropsk(ý/á/é) summit(y),

evropsk(á/é) právńı předpisy, evropsk(á/é) angažovanost, evropská zahraničńı a bezpečnostńı poli-

tik(a/y), evropsk(á/é) ustanoveńı, evropsk(é/ý) standard(y), evropsk(é/ý), evropsk(á/é) nař́ızeńı,

evropsk(é/á) strategie, evropsk(á/é) judikatura, evropsk(á/é) jurisprudence, evropsk(á/é) právńı,

evropský jednotný trh, evropský vnitřńı trh, evropsk(á/é) měn(a/y), evropsk(ý/á/é) mandát(y), po-

licejńı a soudńı spolupráce v trestńıch věcech, jednotn(á/é) měna, pakt o stabilitě a r̊ustu, jednotný

evropský akt, eurokomisařk(a/y), eurokomisařk(y/i), řádný legislativńı postup,evropsk(é/ý) akt(y),

evropsk(é/ý) návrh(y) zákon(a/̊u), evropsk(é/ý) záměr(y), evropsk(é/ý) závaz(ky/ek), evropská

činnost, evropský požadav(ek/ky), evropsk(é/ý) př́ıspěv(ek/ky), evropsk(á/é) regulace, evrop-

skzákon(a/̊u/y)

List of EU terms in Portuguese
tratado constitucional europeu, tratado(s) de roma, tratado(s) de maastricht, tratado(s) de

amsterdão, tratado(s) de nice, tratado(s) de lisboa, união económica e monetária, cee, uem, ue,

euratom, integração europeia, unificação europeia, cooperação europeia comunidade(s) europeia(s),

comunidade(s) económica(s) europeia(s), comunidade(s) europeia(s) da energia atómica, instituições

europeias, proje(c)to(s) europeu(s), tratado(s) europeu(s), união europeia, a(c)to único europeu,

tratado que estabelece uma constituição para a europa, bce, tjue, funcionário(s) europeu(s), fun-

cionário(s) público(s) europeu(s), poĺıtica(s) europeia(s), banco central europeu, comissão europeia,

comissário(s) europeu(s), competência(s) europeia(s), tribunal de justiça da união europeia, eleição

europeia, eleições europeias, executivo europeu, ńıvel europeu, ńıveis europeus, estado-membro(s)

europeu(s), parlamento europeu, procedimento (s) europeu(s), cimeira(s) europeia(s), poĺıtica da

europa, pcsd, pesc, poĺıtica externa e de segurança comum, poĺıtica comum de segurança e de-

fesa, poĺıtica europeia de segurança e defesa, zona euro, poĺıtica(s) europeia(s), a(c)to(s) eu-

ropeu(s), conta(s) europeia(s), lei(s) europeia(s), legislaçõe(s) europeia(s), estatuto(s) europeu(s),

obje(c)tivo(s) europeu(s), decisão europeia, decisões europeias, dire(c)tiva(s) europeia(s), compro-

misso(s) europeu(s), regulamento(s) europeu(s), medida(s) europeia(s), acção(es) europeia(s), ação

europeia, ações europeias, disposição(es) europeia(s), disposições europeias, prescrição europeia, pre-

scrições europeias, requisite(s) europeu(s), subśıdio(s) europeu(s), standard europeu(s), norma(s) eu-

ropeia(s) agenda(s) europeia(s), orçamento(s) europeu(s), fundos europeus, programa(s) europeu(s),

regulamento(s) europeu(s), estratégia europe(ua/ia), jurisprudência europeia, mercado único eu-

ropeu, mercado europeu, moeda(s) europeia(s), mandato(s) europeu(s), cooperação policial e ju-

diciária em matéria penal, moeda única, acto de estabilidade e crescimento, proje(c)to(s) de lei

europeu(s), proje(c)to-lei europeu, metas europeias, engajamento(s) europeu(s), compromisso(s) eu-

ropeu(s)

List of EU terms in French
traité constitutionnel européen, traité(s) de rome, traité(s) de maastricht, traité(s) d’amsterdam,

traité(s) de nice, traité(s) de lisbonne, union économique et monétaire, cee, uem, ue, eu-

ratom, intégration européenne, unification européenne, coopération européenne, communauté(s) eu-

ropéenne(s), communauté(s) économiques européennes, communauté(s) européenne(s) de l’énergie
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atomique, institutions européennes, projet(s) européen(s), traité(s) européen(s), union européenne,

acte unique européen, traité établissant une constitution pour l’europe, bce, cjue, fonction-

naire(s) européen(s), politique(s) européenne(s), banque centrale européenne, commission eu-

ropéenne, commissaire(s) européen(s), competence(s) européenne(s), cour de justice européenne,

cour de justice de l’union européenne, election(s) européenne(s), exécutif européen, niveau(x) eu-

ropéen(s), état(s) membre(s) européen(s), états membres de l’union européenne, parlement européen,

procédure(s) européenn(es), sommet(s) européen(s), eurodéputés, député européen, MPE, mem-

bre du parlement européen, représentant au parlement européen, psdc, pesc, politique étrangère

et de sécurité commune, politique de sécurité et de défense commune, politiques communes de

sécurité et de défense, politique(s) européenne(s) de sécurité et de défense, zone euro, acte(s) eu-

ropéen(s), facture(s) européenne(s), droit européen, lois européennes, legislation(s) européenne(s),

statut(s) européens, objectif(s) européen(s), cible(s) européenne(s), decision(s) européenne(s), di-

rective(s) européenne(s), engagement(s) européen(s), directive(s) européenne(s), mesure(s) eu-

ropéenne(s), action(s) européenne(s), disposition(s) européenne(s), ordonnance(s) européenne(s),

exigence(s) européenne(s), allocation européenne, indemnités européennes, norme(s) européenne(s),

agenda(s) européen(s), budget(s) européen(s), programme(s) européen(s), réglementation eu-

ropéenne, stratégie(s) européenne(s), jurisprudence européenne, juridique européen, marché unique

européen, marché intérieur européen, marché européen, monnaie(s) européenne(s), mandate(s) eu-

ropéen(s), coopération policière et judiciaire en matière pénale, monnaie unique, pacte de stabilité

et de croissance

A.3 Topic model keyword selection

To select keywords for the topic models, I use domain expertise and the results from

unsupervised topic models. For the former part, I rely on knowledge about the EU’s

responsibilities as I expect that the topics that heads of government talk about when

they mention the EU relate to its formal areas of action, as enshrined in the treaties.54

I use these areas of action to interpret the results from STM and LDA models which I

run on a subset of the data. Upon reviewing the keywords output of the topic models

and representative speeches for each topic, I select a number of keywords which I

think best represent each topic I am interested in. I try to select words which are

unique to a single topic and to avoid overlaps. Table 2.2 in Chapter 2 presents the

list of keywords.

54For example, as outlined here: https://commission.europa.eu/

about-european-commission/what-european-commission-does/law/areas-eu-action
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A.4 Topic model fit

Figure A.1 evaluates the model’s fit. Based on the criteria of Eshima, Imai and

Sasaki (2023), who created keyATM, the model is working as expected. There is an

increasing trend for the log-likelihood and a decreasing trend for the perplexity. The

fluctuation of these values gets smaller as the iterations increase.

Figure A.1: Model fit

A.5 Top 15 words of each topic

Table A.2 presents the top 15 words that have the highest probability of being as-

sociated with each topic. This is a measure of the topic-word distribution, which

represents the relative frequency of words for each topic and can characterize the

topic content. The words can help us understand whether the model captures the

topics that it is intended to capture. The words with a check-mark are those that I

use as keywords to guide the model, whereas the words with an asterisk are keywords

that I assign to another keyword topic.

A number of pre-selected keywords feature as top words in their respective topics.

In addition, other top words lend confidence that the topics are representative of their

label. For instance, the Brexit topic has the words “Britain” and “British” as two

of its top ones, whilst “Greece” is the third word with the highest probability in the

Eurozone crisis topic. In the European integration topic, words such as “common”

and “together” appear prominently, reflecting aspects of integration.
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Topic Top words

European integration us, world, year, today, project [✓], becaus, peac [✓],
common, state, valu [✓], togeth, peopl, time, integr
[✓], freedom

Membership eu, turkey [✓], access [✓], balkan [✓], cyprus, state,
region, greec, member, support, cooper, relat, east-
ern, western, issu

Institutions and
treaties

parliament [✓], treati [✓], elect [✓], presid [*], state,
commiss, council [*], govern, member, becaus, nation,
lisbon [✓], polit, new, institut [✓]

Brexit eu, britain, uk, think, peopl, need, work, british, leav
[✓], deal, member, singl, right, clear, negoti

EMU euro [✓], bank [✓], econom [*], zone [✓], financi [✓],
stabil, monetari [✓], central [✓], polici, state, crisi [*],
market, council [*], fiscal [✓], growth [*]

Economy year, growth [✓], spain, econom [✓], economi, euro
[*], fund [✓], govern, employ [✓], job, reform [*], in-
vest [✓], percent, public, unemploy [✓]

Trade trade [✓], agreement, world, free, america, market,
import, eu, invest [*], china [✓], state, open [✓],
econom [*], global, negoti

Single market market, digit [✓], compani [✓], new, work, industri
[✓], level, franc, regul [✓], invest [*], protect, develop,
tax [✓], technolog [✓], commiss

Foreign affairs ukrain [✓], secur, russia [✓], nato [✓], support, intern,
sanction [✓], defens [✓], council [*], state, eu, militari
[✓], nation, togeth, cooper

Climate energi [✓], climat [✓], eu, gas [✓], renew [✓], price,
emiss [✓], chang, develop, green [✓], market, electr
[✓], goal, commiss, import

Migration border [✓], migrat [✓], refuge [✓], peopl, asylum [✓],
immigr [✓], state, polic, protect, eu, cooper, extern,
turkey [*], need, schengen [✓]

Eurozone crisis crisi [✓], debt [✓], greec, euro [*], becaus, us, year,
econom [*], time, situat, problem, deficit [✓], govern,
growth [*], today

Covid-19 crisis health [✓], spain, vaccin [✓], pandem [✓], govern,
recoveri, plan, million, spanish, transform, social, re-
spons, commiss, befor, state

Meetings presid [✓], council [✓], spain, govern, meet [✓], im-
port, issu, minist, know, summit [✓], commiss, today,
work, spanish, econom [*]

Other law, becaus, court, govern, thing, therefor, spain, im-
port, right, rule, case, doe, issu, constitut, said

Table A.2: Top 15 words of each topic
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A.6 Representative speeches

Topic: European integration

“Furthermore, the European Union is the only way for us today to pool common interests and

values that have something to do with human dignity, something with our understanding of freedom,

something with our understanding of justice. And we succeeded in anchoring the topic of the social

market economy as our common European order in the Lisbon Treaty and introducing it into the

general discussion internationally. Even the largest economy in the European Union, Germany, would

have few chances if we did not act internationally with others with bundled interests. That’s why

I’m firmly convinced that the European Union, in addition to the power to keep peace, has achieved

a second important justification in the course of globalization, that’s why European cooperation is

of vital importance to us. Now, in the history of the European Union, the degree of integration

has been increased again and again, because this project, if it stands still, is always in danger of

rolling back again, getting into a renationalization, so to speak, and collapsing.” (2011-02-23, Angela

Merkel, Germany)

Topic: Membership

“Greece, like Cyprus, supports the full integration of Turkey into the European Union. A neces-

sary condition, of course, is its complete and without exceptions compliance with all its obligations

towards the European Union. Under this condition, Turkey’s full integration into the European

Union would be mutually beneficial and would establish stability and good neighborly relations in

the region. In a few months, the Republic of Cyprus will assume the Presidency of the European

Union for the first time, and indeed at a particularly critical period. I know that Cyprus is in-

tensively preparing for its Presidency and I am absolutely sure of its success.” (2012-04-05, Lucas

Papademos, Greece)

Topic: Institutions and treaties

“On May 25, more than four hundred million Europeans have been summoned to the polls to

elect 751 MEPs, of which 54 will be Spanish. These will be the seventh elections held in our country

since those long ago that took place in 1987. At that time, the European Parliament, which had

achieved such status since its election by universal suffrage in 1979, was not much more than a

consultative assembly. Following the successive reforms of the single act and the treaties of Maas-

tricht, Amsterdam, Nice and Lisbon, the European Parliament is not only the representative body

of European citizens, but also the co-legislator, on an equal footing with the Council of Ministers, in

vast majority of the legislative powers attributed to the Union. If we take into account that between

70 and 80 percent of the legislative provisions that regulate our lives come directly or indirectly

from Europe, it is not difficult to argue in favor of the importance of these elections.” (2014-04-09,

Mariano Rajoy, Spain)

Topic: Brexit

“[...] those who believe we should stay in the EU at all costs need to explain why Britain should

accept the status quo. I am clear that there are real problems for Britain with the status quo. There

are some economic risks, if we allow a situation where eurozone countries could potentially spend

our money, or where European regulations hold back our ability to trade and create jobs. And there

are also significant risks if we allow our sovereignty to be eroded by ever closer union, or sit by
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and do nothing about the unsustainable rate of migration into our country. But just as those who

are advocating staying in the EU at all costs have to answer serious questions, so those who think

Britain should just leave now also need to think hard about the implications of their arguments -

and the possible risks of the course they advocate.” (2015-11-13, David Cameron, Great Britain)

Topic: EMU

“Everything we propose is proposed in a way that anyone who wants to contribute to additional

measures of integration can participate. We documented that with the fiscal pact, for example, when

not only the 17 euro states joined this fiscal pact, but 25 of the EU member states. There’s one

thing we shouldn’t forget: the goal when introducing the euro wasn’t that we should stay with 17

member states, but the goal was that as many member states as possible of the European Union one

day accept the euro as their currency. Deeper integration cannot just stop at questions of budget

monitoring - we have made some progress with the fiscal contract, which is now also being ratified

step by step - but must go further within the framework of stronger economic policy coordination

in order to harmonize or at least bring the competitiveness of the reach euro member states. With

completely different levels of competitiveness, you cannot make a common currency resistant to

external shocks in the long term.” (2012-10-16, Angela Merkel, Germany)

Topic: Economy

“We therefore avoided worst-case scenarios. However, thanks to our workers and entrepreneurs,

and to the first effects of structural reforms, the economy reversed its recessive path and began to

grow. From the second quarter of 2013 until the end of that year, the Portuguese economy registered

a very appreciable growth, at least when compared with our partners in the euro zone. In the 2nd

quarter, growth in quarterly variation was the highest in the entire European Union. In the 4th

quarter, once again in quarterly variation, we had the third highest rate of all those recorded in the

euro area, and in year-on-year terms the second highest.” (2011-01-28, José Socrates, Portugal)

Topic: Trade

“And one thing’s certain: these opportunities exist. Because the economic ties between Vietnam

and the Netherlands are booming. Of all the EU member states, the Netherlands is the biggest

investor in Vietnam and its third-biggest trading partner. A hundred and twenty Dutch firms

already operate in your country and many others are ready to follow their example. In the last

decade, trade between the Netherlands and Vietnam has increased nearly tenfold, to 3.6 billion

dollars.” (2014-06-17, Mark Rutte, Netherlands)

Topic: Single market

“If we want to prevent a certain number of platforms present in our territories from earning

income, capturing added value and not paying taxes in our geographical area, we must have a tax

system that can be corrected and harmonised. France has already initiated a certain number of

tax adjustments for these large multinationals on its own initiative and we must ensure that this

policy can be implemented on a European scale. I also want to insist on the harmonization also of

the methods of intervention of the competition authorities or the regulatory authorities, because we

must have regulation at European level and avoid this fragmentation of regulation or controls. This

is what we want to do, create a large digital market on a European scale; support companies in this

change; ensure that workers can themselves be accompanied and helped in this process which will
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considerably change production methods; assure consumers that they will be able to have the best

services anywhere in the country; further distribute broadband and very high speed everywhere in

our geographical areas; and finally have regulation on a European scale. I want to end with the

fact that we must have a strategy, a medium and long-term strategy which, moreover, justifies our

European commitment.” (2016-12-13, François Hollande, France)

Topic: Foreign affairs

“The EU and its Member States remain the leading donor when it comes to development aid and

humanitarian assistance. And while NATO is and remains our first line of defence and our guarantee

of security, we do have the means to deploy civilian and military missions abroad. The initiative to

improve military mobility in the EU will bolster NATO and the security of the European continent.

So economically, strategically and in terms of defence, the EU is far from toothless. But we must

be willing to use the instruments we have, and we must deploy them much more strategically and

coherently.” (2019-02-13, Mark Rutte, Netherlands)

Topic: Climate and energy

“The Czech Republic has a strongly export-oriented economy with a high share of industry,

including energy-intensive industries, even compared to the countries of the European Union. Fur-

thermore, the Czech Republic has limited conditions for the development of renewable sources of

electricity. In this context, I welcome the thesis of the European Commission that nuclear energy

represents a reliable, low-emission source of base load, which plays an important role in ensuring

energy security. I consider the possession of production and technological know-how in this area to

be one of the competitive advantages of the European Union compared to other regions that are

still striving for it. Nuclear energy is not only a source of stable and safe electricity supplies, but it

also contributes to the increase of our energy security by the possibility of storing long-term stocks

of primary fuel, the share of which in the total production costs is relatively low compared to other

conventional sources.” (2014-06-16, Bohuslav Sobotka, Czech Republic)

Topic: Migration

“At the same time, all Member States must comply with the applicable rules - be it legislation,

especially regarding the Dublin Regulation, asylum rules and form, as well as respect political

agreements from the European Councils. Unfortunately, a number of member countries, starting

with Greece, do not follow these rules. On a concrete level, we agreed at the summit that it

is necessary to ensure effective control and protection of the external borders of the European

Union by urgently building a functional system of registration and effective return policies, creating

a common list of safe third countries. We supported the Commission’s proposal for the rapid

establishment of so-called hotspots. We appeal to the EU not to reduce the issue of migration only

to the Mediterranean region.” (2015-09-15, Bohuslav Sobotka, Czech Republic)

Topic: Eurozone crisis

“We also have a cacophony and confusion within the European Union itself. A difficulty, but

also mistakes, yes, mistakes by the European Union, in the way it handled this crisis, in the face

of an unprecedented situation, a situation it had never faced before. And I had the opportunity

today too, because this situation now concerns all the peoples, not only of Europe, but certainly

of Europe, to talk again with Mrs. Merkel, about the tough negotiation we are doing for the next
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few days, the difficult, the complex negotiation within the European Union. For a new lending

program, a mammoth program that has never existed before in the history of our planet. For the

management, yes, the collective management of this debt of our country, in a way that can actually

remove burdens and difficulties from the Greek people, which exist today.” (2011-06-16, George

Papandreou, Greece)

Topic: Covid-19 crisis

”Four observations. I think the first is, well 2020 was a terrible year because of the pandemic,

but it is also a year where we have witnessed an acceleration of the EU integration process. Joint

purchase of vaccines, joint health policies, ECB actions, the sure instrument, our commitment to

reduce 55% of our emissions by 2030, NextGenerationEU which is a positive response not only to

the crisis but also to the huge and disruptive transformations ahead. The second observation is that

this Next Generation fund provides us with the instruments to give a positive response to the great

challenges that lie ahead: the ecological transition and the digital transformation. And for this

reason, I agree with Prime Minister Costa and also with President Draghi that it is very important

to incorporate this inclusive perspective in these two great transformations.” (2021-05-07, Pedro

Sánchez, Spain)

Topic: Meetings

“If the image goes around the world, it must also go around the responsibilities. That is why

we discussed it with the Irish Prime Minister. But I had discussions with several heads of state and

government, several officials, including the president of the European Council Donald Tusk and the

President of the Commission Jean-Claude Juncker. I also called Turkish president Erdogan since

that is where the drama happened. This tragedy is also the one that can occur, still as I speak, each

time families try to cross.” (2015-09-03, François Hollande, France)

Topic: Other

“I believe that the will of the Spaniards must be respected and the will of the Spaniards was, first,

the Popular Party; second, the Socialist Party. listen, there is no other possible form of government.

Let’s agree as they have done in Germany, as they have done in Austria, as the European Commission

does or as the European Parliament does, where the PP, the Socialist Party and the Liberal Party

are in a coalition, and let’s build, because, if not, it seems that we are going to create a problem and

the Spanish do not have to put up with all the effort that has been made over the years disappearing

at the stroke of a pen.” (2016-01-19, Mariano Rajoy, Spain)
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A.7 Details on data collection: European Council

conclusions

To measure issue attention in the European Council during the period under inves-

tigation, I create a new dataset which includes the text of the Conclusions divided

according to its topic. I download all Conclusions from the official website of the

European Council where they are freely available in Portable Document Format.55 I

manually observe a sample of documents in order to understand their structure. The

first page of each document is usually a covernote. The rest of the pages include the

main body which is split into sections according to headlines using roman numerals.

These headlines represent distinct topics or policy areas and I use them as a proxy

for the topic of the text in each section.

I write a script in R which reads all the documents, excludes the first page and uses

a regular expression to extract the date of the Conclusion and the unique name of the

document. I also use regular expressions based on the structure of the headlines in

order to split the document into topics.56 The only instances where headlines might

not be available are in special meetings. Given that those are usually on a specific

topic, such as Brexit, I consider the entire text as one topic and manually identify

it. I use this information to create a Comma-Separated Values file which has four

columns.

The first column includes the name of the document of each Conclusion, which is

the original name of the file as stored on the European Council website. The second

includes the date of the Conclusion (month and year). The third column is the text

which corresponds to each section or topic, whilst the fourth column is the name of

the topic. I streamline the names of topics to be consistent. For instance, if in one

conclusion the topic was “Illegal immigration” and in another it was “Migration”, I

label both as “Migration” topics. Wherever possible, I label topics in line with the

labels of the topic modelling analysis of this paper.

Figure A.2 plots the yearly number of times each topic appears in the Conclusions,

based on the section headlines. The topic “Other” includes references which do

not align with any category. There is variation over the years, with the decreasing

55The link to the website is: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/

documents-publications/public-register/euco-conclusions/
56Some Conclusions also include Appendices. I exclude Appendices since they are about topics

that are already mentioned in the text.
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importance of the “Economy” topic for instance. The descriptive results are consistent

with those of the EU Policy Agendas project (Alexandrova et al., 2014) as the topics

on the “Economy”, “Foreign affairs” and Governance (which include “Brexit” and

the “Institutions” topics) are the most salient.

Figure A.2: Issue attention in the European Council (2009-2022)

The dataset will be made freely available and can be helpful for anyone wish-

ing to access the Conclusions in a machine-readable user-friendly way, rather than

downloading each document individually. The information on each topic can be used

to further examine issue attention in the European Council or any other relevant

research questions.

A.8 Robustness tests

The tables below present the results of robustness tests. Table A.3 is a different

specification of the same models. Rather than country fixed effects, it includes country

random effects in addition to the speaker and party random effects. Table A.4 shows

the results of OLS regressions. Table A.5 provides the results of models with the

independent variables as the dependent ones in order to investigate reverse causality.57

57The decision to use this robustness test draws from previous studies on rhetorical responsiveness,
which show that reverse causation is possible (Alexandrova, Rasmussen and Toshkov, 2015).
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Dependent variable:

Economic issue Non-economic issue

(1) (2)

European Council economic attention 0.396∗∗∗

(0.025)

Public economic attention 0.204∗∗∗

(0.013)

European Council non-economic attention 0.104∗∗∗

(0.013)

Public non-economic attention 0.022∗∗∗

(0.008)

Partisan Euroscepticism 0.067 0.087∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.029)

Public Euroscepticism −0.163∗∗∗ −0.073∗

(0.059) (0.040)

Governing party EU position −0.008 0.039∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Governing party EU dissent 0.001 −0.016∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003)

Governing party EU salience 0.0005 −0.021∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003)

National election year −0.012∗ 0.010∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Council of the EU presidency −0.024 −0.030∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.010)

GDP change −0.006∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

Violent conflicts −0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

Asylum applications −0.00001 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00002)

COVID-19 cases 0.00000 0.00000
(0.00000) (0.00000)

Constant 0.241∗∗∗ −0.042
(0.055) (0.044)

Observations 22,929 22,929
Log Likelihood −8,158.461 1,440.760
Akaike Inf. Crit. 16,352.920 −2,845.520
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 16,497.640 −2,700.797

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A.3: Regression robustness tests (country random effects)
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Dependent variable:

Economic issue Non-economic issue

(1) (2)

European Council economic attention 0.377∗∗∗

(0.025)

Public economic attention 0.242∗∗∗

(0.011)

European Council non-economic attention 0.174∗∗∗

(0.012)

Public non-economic attention 0.101∗∗∗

(0.006)

Partisan Euroscepticism −0.134∗∗∗ −0.014
(0.018) (0.012)

Public Euroscepticism −0.163∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.026)

Governing party EU position 0.018∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001)

Governing party EU dissent −0.009∗∗∗ 0.001
(0.002) (0.001)

Governing party EU salience −0.009∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001)

National election year 0.025∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗

(0.006) (0.004)

Council of the EU presidency −0.057∗∗∗ 0.014
(0.013) (0.009)

GDP change −0.007∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)

Violent conflicts −0.00004 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.0004)

Asylum applications 0.0002∗∗∗ 0.00004∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.00001)

COVID-19 cases −0.00000 0.00000∗∗∗

(0.00000) (0.00000)

Constant 0.070∗∗ −0.184∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.018)

Observations 22,929 22,929
R2 0.143 0.072
Adjusted R2 0.142 0.071
Residual Std. Error (df = 22915) 0.351 0.231
F Statistic 293.217∗∗∗ 136.775∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A.4: Regression robustness tests (OLS)
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Dependent variable:

European Council
economic attention
(1)

Public economic at-
tention (2)

European Council
non-economic at-
tention (3)

Public non-
economic attention
(4)

European Council 0.254∗∗∗

economic attention (0.012)

Heads of government 0.027∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗

economic attention (0.002) (0.003)

Public economic 0.074∗∗∗

attention (0.004)

Heads of government 0.026∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗

non-economic atten-
tion

(0.003) (0.006)

Public non-economic −0.103∗∗∗

attention (0.004)

European Council −0.282∗∗∗

non-economic atten-
tion

(0.011)

Partisan Euroscepti-
cism

−0.066∗∗∗ −0.422∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.022) (0.015) (0.025)

Public Euroscepticism 0.635∗∗∗ 1.902∗∗∗ −1.308∗∗∗ −2.437∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.027) (0.019) (0.030)

Governing party EU −0.025∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗

position (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Governing party EU 0.005∗∗∗ 0.003 0.027∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗

dissent (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003)

Governing party EU 0.007∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗∗ −0.051∗∗∗

salience (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

National election year −0.027∗∗∗ 0.032∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ −0.047∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Council of the EU
presidency

−0.007∗ 0.072∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.008) (0.005) (0.009)

GDP change −0.003∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗

(0.0003) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.001)

Violent conflicts −0.0003 −0.016∗∗∗ 0.0002 0.012∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)

Asylum applications −0.0001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ 0.0002∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001)

COVID-19 cases 0.00000∗ 0.00000∗∗∗ 0.00000 −0.00000∗∗∗

(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000) (0.00000)

Constant 0.155∗∗∗ 1.342∗∗∗ 0.839∗∗∗ 0.796∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.062) (0.040) (0.099)

Observations 22,929 22,929 22,929 22,929
Log Likelihood 22,586.590 8,352.525 17,167.340 5,600.945
Akaike Inf. Crit. −45,127.180 −16,659.050 −34,288.690 −11,155.890
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −44,942.250 −16,474.130 −34,103.760 −10,970.970

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table A.5: Regression robustness tests (reverse causality)
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Appendix B

This Appendix provides supporting information for Chapter 3: “The role of domestic

considerations in the political oversight of the ECB: Evidence from MEP communi-

cation in parliament and on social media”.

B.1 Further details: X data collection

To collect data from X, I use the advanced search function of the social media plat-

form.58 I create a search string based on three attributes; the username of the MEP,

the time period that they were a member of the ECON Committee (for more on this

see Chapter 3), and references to the ECB. Regarding the latter, for each MEP, I

search for references to the “European Central Bank” as well as the acronym “ECB”.

I also search for references to the ECB (either the acronym or the full name) in the

official language(s) of the country that each MEP represents in all grammatical cases.

To find the strings for the translated references I use machine translation and enhance

it with the use of native speakers of each language, whenever necessary.

I also take into account the language particularities of each country. In the case

of Spain, I add Catalan if the MEP is from a Catalan party. For Belgian MEPs, I

use the French and the Dutch search strings in addition to the English ones. For

Luxembourgish MEPs, I use French, German and Luxembourgish search strings. It

should be noted that the advanced search function of X captures both upper and

lower-case instances of the strings as well as those included inside hashtags and user-

names. For example, it captures references to “@ecb” which is the official account

of the ECB. The search results include any posts that the MEP has made or has

responded to which make reference to the ECB. Below, I present the search strings

in each language.

58Available here: https://twitter.com/search-advanced
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• Bulgarian: “Evropeyska Tsentralna Banka”, “Evropeyskata Tsentralna

Banka”, “ECB” (and in Cyrillic alphabet characters)

• Catalan: “Banc Central Europeu”, “BCE”

• Croatian: “Europska Sredǐsnja Banka”, “Europske Sredǐsnje Banke”, “Eu-

ropskoj Sredǐsnjoj Banci”, “Europsku Sredǐsnju Banku”, “Europska Sredǐsnja

Banko”, “Europskoj Sredǐsnjoj Banci”, “Europskom Sredǐsnjom Bankom”,

“ESB”

• Czech: “Evropská Centrálńı Banka”, “Evropské Centrálńı Banky”, “Evropské

Centrálńı Bance”, “Evropskou Centrálńı Banku”, “Evropská Centrálńı Banko”,

“Evropskou Centrálńı Bankou”

• Danish: “Europæiske Centralbank”, “ECB”

• Dutch: “Europese Centrale Bank”, “ECB”

• English: “European Central Bank”, “ECB”

• Estonian: “Euroopa Keskpank”, “Euroopa Keskpangana”, “Euroopa

Keskpangale”, “Euroopa Keskpangalt”, “Euroopa Keskpangana”, “EKP”

• Finnish: “Euroopan Keskuspankki”, “Euroopan Keskuspankin”, “Eu-

roopan Keskuspankkia”, “Euroopan eskuspankkina”, “Euroopan Keskus-

pankiksi”,“Euroopan Keskuspankissa”, “Euroopan Keskuspankista”, “Eu-

roopan Keskuspankkiin”, “Euroopan Keskuspankill(a)”, “Euroopan Keskus-

pankilt(a)”, “Euroopan Keskuspankille”, “Euroopan Keskuspankitt(a)”, “Eu-

roopan Keskuspankkine”, “Euroopan Keskuspankkin”, “Euroopan Keskus-

pankkina”, “EKP”

• French: “Banque Centrale Européenne”, “BCE”

• German: “Europäischen Zentralbank”, “Europäische Zentralbank”, “EZB”

• Greek: “Europaiki Kentriki Trapeza”, “Europaikis Kentrikis Trapezas, “EKT”

(in Greek alphabet characters)

• Hungarian: “Európai Központi”, “EKB”

• Irish: “Banc Ceannais Eorpach”, “Banc Ceannais Eorpaigh”, “BCE”

• Italian: “Banca Centrale Europea”, “BCE”
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• Latvian: “Eiropas Centrālā Banka”, “Eiropas Centrālās Bankas”, “Eiropas

Centrālajai Bankai”, “Eiropas Centrālo Banku”, “Eiropas Centrālajā Bankā”

• Lithuanian: “Europos Centrinio Banko”, “Europos Centriniam Bankui”,

“Europos Centrini Banka”, “Europos Centrinis Banke”, “Europos Centriniu

Banku”, “ECB”

• Luxembourgish: “Europäescher Zentralbank”, “Europäesch Zentralbank”,

“EZB”

• Maltese: “Bank Ċentrali Ewropew”, “BĊE”

• Polish: “Europejski Bank Centralny”, “Europejskiego Banku Centralnego”,

“Europejskiemu Bankowi Centralnemu”, “Europejski Bank Centralny”, “Eu-

ropejskim Bankiem Centralnym”,“Europejskim Banku Centralnym”, “Europe-

jski Bank Centralny”

• Portugueuse: “Banco Central Europeu”, “BCE”

• Romanian: “Banca Centrală Europeană”, “Băncii Centrale Europene”,

“BCE”

• Slovakian: “Európska Centrálna Banka”, “Európskej Centrálnej Banky”,

“Európskej Centrálnej Banke”, “Európsku Centrálnu Banku”, “Európskou

Centrálnou Bankou”, “Európskej Centrálnej Banke”, “ECB”

• Slovenian: “Evropski Centralni Banki”, “Evropska Centralna Banka”,

“Evropske Centralne Banke”, “ECB”

• Spanish: “Banco Central Europeo”, “BCE”

• Swedish: “Europeiska Centralbanken”, “Europeiska Centralbankens”, “ECB”
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B.2 Topic model fit

Figure B.1 evaluates the model’s fit. Based on the criteria of Eshima, Imai and

Sasaki (2023), who created keyATM, the model is working as expected. There is an

increasing trend for the log-likelihood and a decreasing trend for the perplexity. The

fluctuation of these values gets smaller as the iterations increase.

Figure B.1: Model fit

B.3 Top 15 words of each topic

Table B.1 presents the top 15 words that have the highest probability of being as-

sociated with each topic. This is a measure of the topic-word distribution, which

represents the relative frequency of words for each topic and can characterize the

topic content. The words can help us understand whether the model captures the

topics that it is intended to capture. The words with a checkmark are those that I

use as keywords to guide the model, whereas the words with an asterisk are keywords

that I assign to another keyword topic. Several pre-selected keywords feature as top

words in their respective topics. In addition, other top words lend confidence that

the topics are representative of their label. For instance, references to former ECB

President Draghi are prevalent in the financial stability topic, whilst the current ECB

President Lagarde is associated with the price stability topic, which is in line with

the increasing relevance of inflation in more recent years.
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Topic Top words

Price stability inflat [✓], interest rate [✓], increas, price [✓], rate,
lagard, monetari, euro, economi, eurozon, rise, gov-
ern, energi, debt, high

Unconventional mone-
tary policy tools

bond, quantit eas [✓], purchas, court, program,
draghi, greec, bverfg, govern, german, constitut, buy,
greek, qe [✓], rule

Financial stability bank [✓], financi [✓], draghi, european, supervis,
greek, greec, loan, irish, govern, deposit, supervisori,
system, capit, crisi

International develop-
ments

euro, european, financi [*], bank [*], risk, system,
emerg [✓], draghi, global [✓], crisi, report, fed [✓],
europ, market, polit

Payment issues pay [✓], digit euro [✓], cash [✓], digitaleuro [✓],
money, payment, digit, digit currenc [✓], panetta, la-
gard, fabio, crypto [✓], project, amp

EMU economy issues monetari, european, state, countri, debt, euro,
econom, union, market, govern, fiscal [✓], concern,
measur, regard, reform

Environment lagard, climat, green [✓], climat chang [✓], monetari,
debt, european, fight, cancel, christin, financ, parlia-
ment, link, transit, debat

Other draghi, committe, lagard, mario, econ, report,
econom, european, parliament, monetari, ep econom,
vote, plenari, meet, annual

Table B.1: Top 15 words of each topic
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B.4 Representative texts from topic models

Topic: Price stability

“Inflation is the cause of recession. And unemployment. Ronald Reagan already warned about

this in 1980. Governments live in too big a way. Central banks encourage this with low interest

rates and a rolling money press. That causes inflation. I told Lagarde from @ecb. ” (Post on X,

2022-02-08, Michiel Hoogeveen, Netherlands, Juiste Antwoord 2021 and ECR)

“Madame Lagarde! I have been listening to you attentively. You said that, in view of the

persistent high inflation, you would have announced further interest rate increases last Thursday

and that it was only the risks of instability on the financial markets that kept you from making

such an announcement. Is it correct to conclude from this that these risks of instability are far

from trivial? After all, you would not otherwise have changed your forecast for the next meetings.”

(Parliamentary speech, 2023-03-20, Gunnar Beck, Germany, Alternative für Deutschland and ID)

Topic: Unconventional monetary policy tools

“The ECB is under scrutiny. According to the EU treaties, monetary government financing is

prohibited. Tuesday’s ruling will show whether the ECB’s bond purchases since 2015 are just that.”

(Post on X, 2020-05-03, Stefan Berger, Germany, Christlich Demokratische Union and EPP)

“Mr President, there is also a possibility of extending quantitative easing arrangements to com-

pany shares under a different programme of measures. In view of this: I should, first of all, like to

know under what conditions it would be possible to extend QE to Greek company shares and, sec-

ondly, whether it could be fully extended to Greece by August 2019 when the buy-back programme

is due to end.” (Parliamentary speech, 2018-07-09, Notis Marias, Greece, The Alternative Road and

ECR)

Topic: Financial stability

“The arrogance and incompetence of the ECB during the Banco Popular crisis has a reward:

the re-election of König as head of the SRB (Single Resolution Board). Shameful.” (Post on X,

2017-12-12, Paloma López, Spain, Izquierda Unida and GUE/NGL)

“President Draghi, I have two questions. The first concerns [the] banking union. The ECB

is going to supervise some European banks, and for me, as a Catalan MEP, it is good news that

all Spanish banks will be under European supervision. But the question is: who should pay for

the mistakes in supervision of the ECB? The second question concerns ECB supervision. I believe

that there is no supervision credibility without failures. Credibility requires that some banks fail.

The ECB should have the red button to force the failure of a bank, because now we see that in

some Member States there are banks that are declared too big to fail, which means huge losses for

taxpayers and social cuts, and in other Member States there are quite large banks, for instance in

Germany the Westdeutsche Landesbank, that are forced to fail. So who should have the red button

to force the failure of a bank?” (Parliamentary speech, 2013-09-23, Ramon Tremosa i Balcells, Spain,

Coalición por Europa and Renew/ALDE)
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Topic: International developments

“Post Brexit Europe and ECB forced their hand to bring the euro derivatives business from

London to the EU. Today the evidence shows us that rather than choosing the EU, operators are

moving business to the USA.” (Post on X, 2023-05-19, Marco Zanni, Italy, Lega and ID)

“That is the answer I expected, so I prepared another question – on China! We have all read

the BIS Annual Report which states some concerns about China’s ‘unprecedented debt - financed

investment rates and signs of excess capacity and unprofitable businesses’. We are all talking a lot

about China these days, but how do you see the economic situation there? What would the impact

of a sharp slowdown in the Chinese economy be on our European economies? Is there a risk of a

global crisis, and if there is a risk, how likely do you consider that scenario to be?” (Parliamentary

speech, 2017-09-25, Sander Loones, Belgium, Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie and ECR)

Topic: Payment issues

“ECB study confirms: 79% of payments are made in the form of cash transactions. Preserving

cash is important!” (Post on X, 2017-11-24, Barbara Kappel, Austria, FPÖ and ID)

“Thank you, Chair. I’m going to articulate some particularly German concerns about the digital

euro, so let me do that in German. Just over two weeks ago, we had a very interesting meeting

with Fabio Panetta . Many critical questions were raised – including by my Christian Democrat

and Social Democratic colleagues – which remained unanswered. What did become apparent in

the course of the debate was that the ECB, as the host of the digital euro wallets, could not

guarantee the anonymity of digital payments, even if it wanted to do so, as Mr Panetta asserted.

Regarding the first question, you distinguished between ‘anonymity and privacy’. I would like to

know what exactly you meant. You thought you could safeguard the privacy of the payment, but

not anonymity. Now for my second point: The advantages of the digital euro vis-à-vis many private

digital currencies remained equally unclear, except that in a vague, romantic sense it is European.

There is no reason to give a green light to the project and hardly [any] interest in doing so. Why

is the ECB now so determined to introduce the digital euro? What specific benefits are there for

users or for the majority of the EU population?”(Parliamentary speech, 2023-09-25, Gunnar Beck,

Germany, Alternative für Deutschland and ID)

Topic: EMU economy issues

“Some say that the corona crisis shows that Europe is not working together. Partly so, but what

is the solution? We can not without cooperation, it must be developed. Now Germany is helping

Italy a lot, the ECB is reviving, the Commission made a support package. Solidarity solutions

must be sought, also in Finland.” (Post on X, 2020-03-31, Ville Niinistö, Finland, Vihreä liitto and

Greens/EFA)

“Mr Trichet, as the discussion has turned to Greece, I too should like to ask a question that

relates to my country. I should like to ask, firstly, what you think about the lag in revenue, after the

harsh austerity measures introduced. There is no point in saying how worried we are about this lag

in revenue in terms of the economic and social consequences and in terms of achieving the objectives

of financial restructuring. The second question which I should like to ask you has to do with articles

in the Greek and international press about whether or not [the] memorandum will be extended after

2013. While the European Commission is opposed to this, the International Monetary Fund appears

to be willing to do so. I should like to know what the European Central Bank, as third lender, thinks
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about this and whether you believe that there should be a common position between the European

Commission, the European Central Bank and the International Monetary Fund, because this lack

of clarity is not helping national efforts or the objectives that we all need to achieve together.”

(Parliamentary speech, 2010-09-27, Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou, Greece, Nea Dimokratia and EPP)

Topic: Environment

“Making the ecological transition also means stopping supporting polluting sectors: 63% of

private debt purchases by the ECB benefited polluting companie . We can no longer let the market

decide, we need ecological criteria in the ECB’s choices!” (Post on X, 2019-09-04, Manon Aubry,

France, La France Insoumise and GUE/NGL)

“Ms Lagarde, I welcome your words on how the ECB can incorporate the policy of climate

change, given the mandate of price stability. I think it’s encouraging but I’m sometimes looking

for a bit more specific answers. First of all, your predecessor, Mr Mario Draghi, told Parliament

already on the Corporate Sector Purchase Programme (CSPP) that we will look into this and see

what the effect is – the carbon footprint. Has an evaluation been conducted? If not, why not? If

so, could the ECB share the results of this assessment? Secondly on this, will you consider the

implementation of a mandatory disclosure of the carbon footprints as the eligibility criteria for issue

of bonds in the framework of CSPP? Then the second question is on taxonomy. The Network for

Greening the Financial System (NGFS) has given a recommendation that we need a clear taxonomy

around green, not green, brown and not brown products as a prerequisite for deepening work. Do

you agree with this recommendation of the NGFS for a full-scale taxonomy, not green but different

shades of green, different shades of brown? Finally, President von der Leyen said that she was not

planning to allow green investments to be subtracted from budgetary deficits, since it would open a

door to greenwashing. Do you think that the framework provided by the taxonomy regulation could

provide a solution to the threat of greenwashing and if so, do you think it would be justified to allow

room within the EU legal framework for increased government spending on making their economy

more sustainable?” (Parliamentary speech, 2019-12-02, Paul Tang, Netherlands, PvdA and S&D)

Topic: Other

“Now in EP Economics, exchange of views with Luis de Guindos, candidate for the position as

the vice president of the ECB.” (Post on X, 2018-02-26, Roberto Gualtieri, Italy, Partito Democratico

and S&D)

“Mr Draghi, just for your information, Mr Yves Mersch informed me about these legal stud-

ies. I do not know whether that was confidential information, but I still would like to see them.”

(Parliamentary speech, 2015-09-23, Fabio de Masi, Germany, Die Linke and GUE/NGL)

B.5 Representative texts from sentiment analysis

Sentiment: Positive

“The ECB is ready for an agreement with the EU Parliament to strengthen transparency and

accountability mechanisms. I thank President Lagarde for her collaboration and the kind words she

had for me. Respect and institutional dialogue are the only way to a better Europe.” (Post on X,

2023-02-16, Irene Tinagli, Italy, Partito Democratico and S&D)
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“Mr Draghi, as others have done, I would like to thank you for everything you have done in

compliance with your mandate to save the euro, which was very important. Not only because you

were wise enough to do it, but because you had the determination and courage to face all the

resistances inside and outside the Governing Council. Once again, I welcome the new expansionary

measures that you have announced, but once again we are seeing some resistance. I would like to

have your comment on the fact that some members of the Governing Council have made public

statements against the decisions taken by the Governing Council, and I would like to ask you if you

agree that it would be better to have more solidarity inside the European Central Bank regarding

the development of monetary policy? The second issue, on fiscal policy: your message in favour of

a more expansionary fiscal policy is indeed very important. You’re asking for a more expansionary

fiscal policy from the countries who have fiscal space, but it look[s] like the message is no longer

delivered to Germany and the Netherlands as before. Would you agree that the list of countries

that have more fiscal space for a more expansionary fiscal policy is now longer, and so we now have

conditions for a more expansionary fiscal policy at the level of the eurozone?” (Parliamentary speech,

2019-09-23, Pedro Silva Pereira, Portugal, Partido Socialista and S&D)

Sentiment: Negative

“Rating agency Moody’s expects the economic climate to deteriorate further. ECB policy has

failed and only hides the risks of a new financial crisis.” (Post on X, 2020-01-14, Gunnar Beck,

Germany, Alternative für Deutschland and ID)

“Madam President, it was very nice to hear the quote of Charles Dickens in your introduction.

Charles Dickens has written a lot, also about debt! In David Copperfield, he wrote: ‘debt results in

misery’. His main person actually accumulated so much debt through overspending that he ended up

in a debt prison. Now Madam President, you’re piling up a lot of debt on debt and it’s historically

as if there’s no tomorrow. Had Charles Dickens lived today, probably, he would describe you as the

‘Marie Antoinette de la dette’ ! The ECB policy is in fact bound to keep interest rates permanently

low to avoid bankruptcies in southern Europe. This hurts the savers and pension funds in northern

Member States. It also hurts the banks themselves. How long is the ECB willing to go on, on this

political route? Is there an end to it? Is there a ceiling? Is it 100% of the GDP of the eurozone,

in which case we are nearly half-way. Thank you, and I’ve stayed within my time!” (Parliamentary

speech, 2020-06-08, Derk Jan Eppink, Netherlands, VVD and ECR)

B.6 Robustness tests

The tables below present the results of robustness tests. In Table B.2, I use a different

operationalisation of the unemployment and inflation variables which is the difference

between the levels of inflation or unemployment in the MS of the MEP and the EU

as a whole. Table B.3 presents the results using a different operationalisation of the

public opinion variable. Lastly, Table B.4 uses country random effects rather than

fixed effects in addition to the party and speaker and random effects. Table B.5 shows

the results of OLS regressions.
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Dependent variable:

Primary mandate Sentiment

Parliament (1) X (2) Parliament (3) X (4)

Inflation difference −0.001 0.010∗∗ 0.016 0.023
(0.006) (0.005) (0.027) (0.016)

Unemployment difference −0.010∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.040∗∗ 0.001
(0.004) (0.005) (0.018) (0.016)

Left-wing party 0.003 −0.076∗∗ 0.149∗ 0.011
(0.026) (0.031) (0.078) (0.068)

Eurosceptic party 0.070 0.080 −0.406∗∗ −0.167
(0.050) (0.050) (0.164) (0.113)

ECB trust 0.001 0.002∗∗∗ −0.003∗ −0.003∗

(0.0003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Populist party −0.012 −0.023 0.039 −0.134
(0.051) (0.051) (0.166) (0.114)

Governing party 0.035∗∗ 0.025 −0.049 0.070
(0.016) (0.017) (0.071) (0.051)

EP election year −0.047∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗ 0.008 −0.073
(0.015) (0.015) (0.073) (0.048)

National election year 0.011 −0.017 −0.077 −0.003
(0.013) (0.012) (0.063) (0.037)

EP party size −0.002∗ −0.002 0.007∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

Long-term government bond yields −0.006 0.009∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.018) (0.013)

Government debt 0.001 0.0004 −0.003 −0.004∗∗∗

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.002) (0.001)

Non-performing loans −0.008∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.003 −0.014∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.007) (0.006)

Constant 0.170∗ 0.419∗∗∗ 0.815∗∗ 0.722∗∗∗

(0.088) (0.098) (0.327) (0.242)

Observations 1,215 4,667 1,215 4,667
Log Likelihood 208.697 −1,484.912 −1,620.306 −6,777.076
Akaike Inf. Crit. −331.394 3,053.825 3,326.612 13,638.150
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −111.986 3,324.652 3,546.020 13,908.980

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.2: Regression robustness tests (different operationalisation of unemployment
and inflation)
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Dependent variable:

Primary mandate Sentiment

Parliament (1) X (2) Parliament (3) X (4)

Inflation rate change 0.009 0.023∗∗∗ −0.042 0.006
(0.006) (0.004) (0.028) (0.013)

Unemployment rate change −0.040∗∗∗ −0.022∗∗ −0.016 0.007
(0.013) (0.011) (0.065) (0.033)

Left-wing party 0.0002 −0.081∗∗∗ 0.147∗ 0.007
(0.023) (0.030) (0.079) (0.068)

Eurosceptic party 0.048 0.063 −0.348∗∗ −0.178
(0.047) (0.049) (0.167) (0.113)

Euro public opinion 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.002
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Populist party −0.005 −0.012 0.026 −0.122
(0.047) (0.049) (0.168) (0.114)

Governing party 0.009 0.010 −0.008 0.071
(0.016) (0.017) (0.073) (0.051)

EP election year −0.049∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.069
(0.015) (0.015) (0.075) (0.048)

National election year 0.008 −0.004 −0.079 0.005
(0.013) (0.011) (0.062) (0.036)

EP party size −0.002 −0.002 0.005 0.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

Long-term government bond yields 0.007∗ 0.021∗∗∗ −0.046∗∗ −0.034∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.018) (0.013)

Government debt 0.0005 0.0004 −0.001 −0.003∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.002) (0.001)

Non-performing loans −0.004∗∗∗ 0.002 0.004 −0.012∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.007) (0.006)

Constant 0.014 0.278∗∗∗ 0.628∗ 0.740∗∗∗

(0.082) (0.099) (0.323) (0.252)

Observations 1,215 4,667 1,215 4,667
Log Likelihood 228.024 −1,467.397 −1,621.758 −6,778.430
Akaike Inf. Crit. −370.047 3,018.794 3,329.515 13,640.860
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −150.640 3,289.621 3,548.923 13,911.690

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.3: Regression robustness tests (different operationalisation of public opinion)
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Dependent variable:

Primary mandate Sentiment

Parliament (1) X (2) Parliament (3) X (4)

Inflation rate change 0.011∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ −0.028 0.007
(0.006) (0.004) (0.027) (0.013)

Unemployment rate change −0.028∗∗ −0.022∗∗ −0.022 0.006
(0.013) (0.011) (0.063) (0.033)

Left-wing party −0.010 −0.088∗∗∗ 0.146∗∗ 0.068
(0.024) (0.029) (0.073) (0.062)

Eurosceptic party 0.074 0.074 −0.349∗∗ −0.214∗∗

(0.045) (0.046) (0.150) (0.101)

ECB trust 0.0005 0.002∗∗∗ −0.002 −0.002
(0.0003) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001)

Populist party −0.014 −0.002 −0.004 −0.015
(0.045) (0.046) (0.149) (0.100)

Governing party 0.041∗∗∗ 0.019 −0.007 0.085∗

(0.015) (0.017) (0.066) (0.049)

EP election year −0.043∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ −0.015 −0.069
(0.015) (0.015) (0.074) (0.048)

National election year 0.012 −0.009 −0.069 0.010
(0.013) (0.011) (0.061) (0.036)

EP party size −0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗ 0.004 0.013∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Long-term government bond yields 0.002 0.016∗∗∗ −0.024∗ −0.020∗

(0.003) (0.004) (0.014) (0.011)

Government debt 0.001∗ 0.0001 −0.002 −0.002∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.002) (0.001)

Non-performing loans −0.005∗∗∗ −0.001 0.005 −0.006
(0.001) (0.002) (0.005) (0.004)

Constant 0.181∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗ 0.721∗∗∗ 0.150
(0.045) (0.053) (0.167) (0.105)

Observations 1,215 4,667 1,215 4,667
Log Likelihood 236.156 −1,454.405 −1,626.037 −6,780.463
Akaike Inf. Crit. −436.312 2,944.811 3,288.074 13,596.920
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −344.467 3,060.880 3,379.919 13,712.990

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.4: Regression robustness tests (country random effects)
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Appendix C

This Appendix provides supporting information for Chapter 4: “Blame and credit

strategies towards the EU: Evidence from 10 years of parliamentary speeches”.

C.1 Description of data

Table C.1 provides an overview of the data.

Country (Parlia-
ment)

Parties Statements with EU
responsibility/total
statements

UK (House of Com-
mons)

Conservatives, Labour, Liberal
Democrats, Plaid Cymru, Scottish
National Party, UK Independence
Party

1,547/5,703

Austria (National-
rat)

Bündnis Zukunft Österreich, FPÖ,
Die Grünen, Liberales Forum, Das
Neue Österreich und Liberales Fo-
rum, ÖVP, SPÖ

583/3,717

Spain (Congreso de
los Diputados)

Ciudadanos, CiU, Euzko Alderdi
Jeltzalea Partido Nacionalista
Vasco, PP, PSOE, Unión, Progreso
y Democracia

912/6,717

Netherlands
(Tweede Kamer)

50PLUS, CDA, ChristenUnie,
Democrats 66, DENK, Forum voor
Democratie, GroenLinks, PvdA,
Partij voor de Dieren, Partij voor
de Vrijheid, Staatkundig Gere-
formeerde Partij, Socialistische
Partij, VVD

432/3,206

Total 32 3,447/19,343

Table C.1: Description of data
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C.2 Crisis dictionaries

This section provides a list of words that were used to create dictionaries in order to

identify the speeches that refer to an economic crisis. I created a dictionary in English

and then asked native speakers in either Dutch, German or Spain to translate it into

each language of interest. To find terms for the dictionaries, I used a method which

resembles the one in Rauh (2015). I focused on the UK speeches and I read one

plenary debate with an explicit reference to the economy on the agenda item for each

of the years in the investigation period (2008-2018). I selected the UK speeches as the

baseline given that English is arguably one of the most common languages. Therefore,

it would be easier for the human translators to have the words in a language that

they understand prior to translating them in their native language.

In total, I read 10 debates and more than 1,200 speeches. Out of all these speeches,

I selected all the single words or phrases that were indicative of an economic crisis

during the period under investigation (2008-2018) and added them to a table. Then,

I asked natives from Spain, Austria and the Netherlands to translate each of the

words in their native language. The translators had at least a Masters level educa-

tion in political science. Prior to using the dictionary for the analyses, I automatically

stemmed the words in each language. This is a common pre-processing step in quan-

titative text analysis which allows us to simplify words to their common origin. For

instance, stemming will transform both the word inflation and the word inflationary,

into “inflatio” which is their stem.

I also combined tokens which were indicative of a single concept to create bi-grams

and uni-grams. For example, the tokens “econom” and “crisi” were combined in order

to form a bigram indicating “econom crisi”, i.e., an economic crisis. Although the

word “crisis” was also present in the texts on its own, I did not include it. Given that

it is a generic word that can indicate a crisis of any sort (such as a water management

crisis fro instance), I eliminated it to avoid false positives. Please note that the

dictionary lengths vary due to language specifics. The subsections that follow include

the instructions for the translators and the list of the dictionary terms.

C.2.1 Instructions for translators

“In this document, you will find a table. In the first column, you will see a list of

English terms that refer to an economic crisis. You are asked to use your language
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expertise in order to translate the terms into your native language. Please insert your

responses in the second column. Thank you very much for your time and help!”

C.2.2 English dictionary of crisis references

eurozon crisi; econom crisi; financi crisi; bank crisi; hous crisi; wage crisi; great depress; recess; boom;

bust; debt; qe; quantit eas; econom stagnat; econom shock; financi mismanag; econom mismanag;

lehman brother; bail-out; bail out; hous asset bubbl; deficit; unemploy; econom downturn; econom

stabil; financi assist; devalu; financ oper; sovereign default; econom measur; financi stabil; govern

bond; econom failur; financi implic; econom implic; econom recoveri; inflat; crash; auster.

C.2.3 German dictionary of crisis references

kris der eurozon; eurozonenkris; finanzkris; immobilienkris; weltwirtschaftskris; schuld; wirtschaft

stabilitat; wirtschaft missmanagement; finanziell missmanagement; wirtschaft schock; ökonom stag-

nation; qe; gesamtwirtschaft stabilitat; wirtschaft abschwung; arbeitslos; haushaltsdefizit; immo-

bilienblas; rettungsaktion; lehman broth; kris der weltwirtschaft; abschwung; krisenlosungsmecha-

nismus; boom; flaut; boom und bust; auf und ab; inflation; preissteiger; crash; absturz; wirtschaft

erholung; erholung; wirtschaft auswirk; wirtschaft konsequenz; auswirk fur die wirtschaft; kon-

sequenz fur die wirtschaft; ökonom implikation; auswirk auf die ökonomi; implikation fur die

ökonomi; makrookonom auswirk; makrookonom implikation; gesamtwirtschaft konsequenz; finanziell

auswirk; finanziell konsequenz; wirtschaft versag; finanzstabilitat; ökonom massnahm; staatspleit;

zahlungsausfall ein staat; massnahm zur kapitalbeschaff; finanzierungsvorgang; geldabwert; finanziell

unterstutz; wahrungsabwert; abwertung; kapitalbeschaff; zahlungsausfall des staat; staatsbankrott;

wirtschaft massnahm; kris in der eurozon; finanziell stabilitat; wirtschaft scheit; finanziell imp-

likation; abschwung; gesamtwirtschaft implikation; gesamtwirtschaft auswirk; makrookonom konse-

quenz; konsequenz fur die ökonomi; auswirk fur die ökonomi; wirtschaftskris; ökonom konsequenz;

ökonom auswirk; implikation fur die wirtschaft; auswirk auf die wirtschaft; bankenkris; wirtschaft

implikation; aufschwung; wirtschaft aufschwung; knall; große depression; zusammenbruch; gelden-

twert; teuer; verschuld; aufschwung und abschwung; ökonom stabilitat; aufschwung; lohnkris; mech-

anismus zur krisenbewalt; ökonom missmanagement; wirtschaftschock; wirtschaft stagnation; quan-

titativ locker; makrookonom stabilitat; wirtschaft abschwung; abschwung; hilfsaktion; blas; defizit;

bail-out; weltwirtschaftskris; sparmaßnahmen
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C.2.4 Spanish dictionary of crisis references

crisis de la eurozon; crisis econom; crisis financ; crisis bancari; crisis de la viviend; gran depresion;

deud; estabil econom; mal gestion econom; mal gestion financ; shock econom; choqu econom; estanc

econom; quantitativ easing; qe; expansion cuantit; estabil macroeconom; caid econom; desemple;

burbuj; deficit; burbuj de activ inmobiliari; rescat; lehm brothers; la gran recesion; recesion; crisis

salarial; crisis de los sueld; mecan de resolu de crisis; boom; el boom econom; fracas; aug y caid; boom

and bust; inflacion; crash econom; crash; recuper econom; implic econom; implic macroeconom;

implic financ; fracas; fall econom; estabil financ; med econom; suspension de pag; default; oper de

financi; devalu; asistent financ; auster

C.2.5 Dutch dictionary of crisis references

eurozon crisis; financiel crisis; bankencrisis; Grot Depressie; economisch stabiliteit; financieel wan-

beleid; economishc stagnatie; qe; economisch neergang; bubbel; zeepbelvorm op de woningmarkt;

bail-out; lehman brother; recessie; crisisoplossingsmechanism; bust; inflatie; economisch herstel;

macro-economisch implicaties; economisch fal; economisch maatregel; financieringsoperaties; finan-

ciel steun; bezuin; economisch crisis; sober; devaluatie; kredietcrisis; staatsbankroet; financiel sta-

biliteit; financiel implicaties; economisch implicaties; instort; bom and bust; bom; loonrcisis; grot

recessie; borgtocht; uit de nod help; tekort; werklos; macro-economisch stabiliteit; kwantitatiev

versoepel; economisch schok; economisch wanbeleid; schuld; crisisjar; woningcrisis

C.3 The codebook

The section that follows includes the instructions for the hand-coding. I used this

codebook in the original data collection process and additional hand-coders used it

in the inter-coder reliability tests.

C.3.1 General information

Thank you for helping to code this dataset! This codebook consists of three sections.

In this first section, you are introduced to the dataset that you will be coding. The

following sections discuss your role as a coder, highlight things to keep in mind when

coding and show some examples of statements and how they are classified. You are

advised to have this codebook next to you at all at times when coding the statements.

In case you have any questions, you can refer to the codebook or you can email me.
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The dataset that you will be coding includes statements by MPs in parliamentary

plenary sessions in country X, during the 2008-2018 period, which refer to an economic

crisis.59 Out of all the statements that refer to a crisis, we have selected the ones that

refer to the EU in one form or another. For instance, these can be statements that

refer to the EU as a whole (such as European elites and the EU) or to its institutions

(such as the ECB). You will be asked to code these statements, i.e., the ones that

refer to an economic crisis and to the EU. The statements of the MPs from country

X have been translated from their native language into English. You are being asked

to focus on the statements that are in English.

You will be given the dataset in an EXCEL format which contains multiple

columns, including the statement, the name of the speaker, their party and coun-

try affiliation. The coding unit is at the statement level. The statements that you

will be asked to code can be found in the column which is titled “STATEMENT”.

The statements will be comprised of three sentences: a sentence before the reference

to the EU, a sentence with the reference to the EU and a sentence after the reference

to the EU. In order to make your judgment about the coding of the statements, you

need to take into consideration all three sentences, not only the sentence that has a

reference to the EU.

Occasionally, due to the way in which speeches were collected, you may encounter

formatting errors, for example a statement that is only comprised of one sentence. In

these rare cases, please do not code the statement. Instead, mention the formatting

error that you encountered in the column which is titled “NOTES”. This column is

dedicated to notes. Generally speaking, you are advised to please leave the statements

in their original format.

C.3.2 Your role as a coder

Your role is to read the statements and then decide whether they are an instance

of responsibility attribution towards the EU in the context of an economic crisis.

Responsibility can be attributed for both positive outcomes (credit) and negative

ones (blame). Therefore, you will be deciding whether the statement constitutes an

instance of blame or credit towards the EU. There are further details on each of these

options, with examples in Section 3 of this codebook. To reach this decision, you

need to follow these steps:

59Insert the name of the relevant country instead of X. Available options are: Austria, Netherlands,
Spain or the UK.
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Step 1: Read the statement which can be found in the column titled “STATE-

MENT”

Step 2: Decide whether the statement refers to an economic crisis

To help you make this decision, you can refer to this list of stemmed keywords and

phrases: eurozon crisi; econom crisi; financi crisi; bank crisi; hous crisi; wage crisi;

great depress; recess; boom; bust; debt; qe; quantit eas; econom stagnat; econom

shock; financi mismanag; econom mismanag; lehman brother; bail-out; bail out; hous

asset bubbl; deficit; unemploy; econom downturn; econom stabil; financi assist; de-

valu; financ oper; sovereign default; econom measur; financi stabil; govern bond;

econom failur; financi implic; econom implic; econom recoveri; inflat; crash; auster.

Please note that it is not necessary for a statement to include these words in order

for it to be referring to a crisis and you might come across synonyms of these words or

other words, which put forward the same concept. In these instances, the statement

should still be coded as referring to a crisis. You need to take the following action:

(i) If the statement refers to an economic crisis, insert the value 1 in the column

titled “ECONOMIC CRISIS” and proceed to Step 3

(ii) If the statement does not refer to an economic crisis, insert the value 0 in the

column titled “ECONOMIC CRISIS”

Step 2: Confirm that the statement is either positive or negative in tone

Look at whether the statement is positive, negative or neutral in tone. To do this,

look at the column titled “SENTIMENT 1”. If the value of sentiment is less than

0, it means that the statement is negative. Read the statement to confirm that the

statement is negative. If the value of the sentiment is 0, it means that the statement is

neutral. Read the statement to confirm that the statement is neutral. If the value of

sentiment is more than 0, it means that the statement is positive. Read the statement

to confirm that the statement is positive. If the actual tone of the statement does

not correspond to the value of the sentiment, note in the column “SENTIMENT 2”

the option you think is correct. Then, follow these instructions:

(i) If the statement is negative, proceed to Step 3 and skip Step 4

(ii) If the statement is positive, proceed to Step 4 and skip Step 3
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(iii) If the statement is neutral, stop here

Step 3: Identify blame attribution

You have observed that this statement is negative in tone. Now, you need to decide

whether the statement is an instance of blame attribution towards the EU. Following

Hobolt and Tilley (2014), a responsibility attribution is coded as meaningful when

something is attributed to an actor in an evaluative manner. In our case, you need to

decide whether the negative sentiment is directed towards the EU (including towards

the EU and other actors). Please look at Step 5 to understand what we mean by

“EU”. In order to help you decide, you can refer to Section 3 which provides examples

as to what constitutes an instance of blame attribution as opposed to just an instance

of negative tone.

(i) If the statement is negative in tone and this negativity is directed towards the

EU, insert the value 1 into the column “BLAME”. Proceed to Step 5.

(ii) If the statement is negative in tone and this negativity is not directed towards

the EU, insert the value 0 into the column “BLAME”. Stop here.

Step 4: Identify credit attribution

You have observed that this statement is positive in tone. Now, you need to decide

whether the statement is an instance of credit attribution towards the EU. Following

Hobolt and Tilley (2014), a responsibility attribution is coded as meaningful when

something is attributed to an actor in an evaluative manner. In our case, you need to

decide whether the positive sentiment is directed towards the EU (including towards

the EU and other actors). Please look at Step 5 to understand what we mean by

“EU”. In order to help you decide, you can refer to the section which provides

examples as to what constitutes an instance of credit attribution as opposed to just

an instance of positive tone.

(i) If the statement is positive in tone and this positivity is directed towards the

EU, insert the value 1 into the column “CREDIT”. Proceed to Step 5.

(ii) If the statement is positive in tone and this positivity is not directed towards

the EU, insert the value 0 into the column “CREDIT”. Stop here.

Step 5: Identify the target(s) of the attribution
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Decide who the target of the blame/credit attribution is. To help you decide on

the EU targets, you can have a look at this list “European Commission”, “Eurozone”,

“Euro area”, “European Parliament”, “ECB”, “European elites”, “EU technocrats”,

“European Council”, “Eurocrats”, “EU”, “Council of the EU”, “European treaties”,

“Troika”, “European Stability Mechanism”. Please bear in mind that this list is not

exhaustive and there might be other words that might refer to an EU target. Please

use your knowledge of EU politics to identify the name of the EU actor.

(i) If you have selected option (i) in either Step 3 or 4, write down the name of the

target that is being blamed or credited in the column titled “EU TARGET”.

If you think that there is more than one EU actor being blamed/credited, note

all of them down.

This is the last step, you can stop here! Thank you for your help! :)

C.3.3 Things to keep in mind

(i) When coding statements, please base your evaluation on what MPs are com-

municating at face value, rather than on any subtext based on your knowledge

of the speaker or their party or their country. For example, you may think

that a statement has Eurosceptic undertones, but if the speaker is not explic-

itly criticising the EU then it should not be coded as an instance of blame

attribution.

(ii) Classification categories have been designed in order to be mutually exclusive.

In the rare instance that a statement does not fit into either of the categories,

do not code it and enter the value “NA” into the column called “NOTES”.

Please find below a statement that includes both a credit and a blame attri-

bution. Whilst the statement “the hard work of the British people” is a credit

attribution, the statement “depths of Labour’s recession” is a blame attribution.

“It is an economy with employment at a record high and unemployment at an

11-year low; and an economy that, through the hard work of the British people,

has bounced back from the depths of Labour’s recession. It is an economy

that has confounded commentators at home and abroad with its strength and

resilience since the British people decided, exactly five months ago today, to

leave the European Union and chart a new future for our country. That decision

will change the course of Britain’s history.” (2016-02-25, Philip Hammond, UK,

Conservatives)
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(iii) When coding, please consider both retrospective and prospective attributions

of responsibility. For example, the following phrase is an instance of prospective

attribution: “We will overcome the economic crisis thanks to the EU”. It should

be coded as an instance of credit. Meanwhile, the phrase “We did our best to

overcome the economic crisis thanks to the EU” is an instance of retrospective

attribution. It should also be coded as an instance of credit.

(iv) When defining codes, let your decisions be guided by parsimony and reliability.

C.3.4 Examples of statements

Blame strategy (EU target):

“The word effective means making things work. On any reasonable standard, the EU has failed on

the two fundamental tests that I would apply. First, it has failed on democracy and, secondly it

has failed on the economy, especially during the economic crisis that we are experiencing. The EU

appears - people have thought this in the past but it has not happened - to be breaking up under

the tensions.” (2009-03-04, Bill Cash, UK, Conservatives)

Credit strategy (EU target):

“The fact that the euro zone exists, that there is this strong currency - which would of course have

been even worse if it had not there - is a positive factor, and I think that needs to be emphasized

in particular. But this also shows that the European Union has ultimately come together to take

these steps which - I assume - will improve these supervisory structures and supervisory duties,

as will certainly be the case in individual national countries. It’s just a shame that all of this has

happened now, because economically things have also improved in Europe and jobs have been

created!” (2008-10-20, Josef Cap, Austria, SPÖ)

Blame strategy (EU and other actors):

“Mr. President, please tell Mr. Van Rompuy to change so that the population - as Mr. Van

Rompuy says - does not suffer any more, at least unnecessarily because of a European political and

economic policy error - thank Mr Van Rompuy or Mrs Merkel, who, I insist, are the ones who seem

to be in charge. Mr Rajoy, apart from blaming European institutions, part of the Spanish crisis is

attributable to your government, your party and other internal circumstances.” (2013-04-10, Pedro

Maŕıa Azpiazu Uriarte, Spain, Euzko Alderdi Jeltzalea Partido Nacionalista Vasco)

Credit strategy (EU and other actors):

“So it is primarily the optimism and perseverance of the Dutch himself that can help us out of this

recession. And it is the efforts of our cabinet and the other European government leaders to regain

confidence and peace in the eurozone. That is a necessary condition, it is the most important thing

the government must do now.” (2012-02-29, Mark Harbers, Netherlands, VVD)

Negative sentiment (no EU target):

“Your honour, you have been in government for five years and have led Spain to the highest public
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deficit in history and the highest unemployment rate in the European Union.” (2009-09-30, Vicente

Mart́ınez-Pujalte, Spain, PP)

Positive sentiment (no EU target):

“We in Austria did a lot of things right. We are already saving, of course we will see that we can

come back down with the deficit after the crisis - where we are very successful; more successful than

most other countries - but at the same time we also see that there is more employment, that there

is more growth than in the other countries. And Austria is one of the few countries in the European

Union where there is more unemployment today than before the crisis. In almost all countries there

is less unemployment, but much more unemployment than before the crisis.” (2013-12-17, Kai Jan

Krainer, Austria, SPÖ)

Negative sentiment (no target):

“Thus, while the unemployment rate in Germany is at 6.9%, in the United Kingdom at

7.8% and in France at 10%, Spain continues to double the European average with 20.3%

unemployment, an embarrassing figure. Since the crisis began, ladies and gentlemen, 72% of

the unemployed in the euro zone are Spanish.” (2010-09-21, Maŕıa Fátima Báñez Garćıa, Spain, PP)

Positive sentiment (no target):

“Unemployment has been rising in this country, as it has been around the world. Last week’s figures,

however, showed that UK unemployment had fallen, and is lower than unemployment in the euro

area and unemployment in the United States. Even after the severity of this recession, the claimant

count stands today at 1.6 million people.” (2010-03-24, Alistair Darling, UK, Labour)

C.4 Interrater reliability tests

To validate the hand-coding, I run interrater reliability tests on a sample of translated

statements which mention the EU and crisis-related terms. 2,903 statements were

coded out of 19,343 which is 15% of the total statements. The number of statements

that were hand-coded for each country represent 15% of the total statements in that

country. The tests were conducted over three rounds with different hand-coders. The

hand-coders had at least a Masters level education in political science. Table C.2

presents the results for Krippendorf’s Alpha and Cohen’s Kappa. These are standard

measures used to capture agreement between hand-coders in qualitative studies.60

According to Landis and Koch (1977), these values indicate substantial agreement

amongst coders.

60For more details on these metrics and how they are calculated please see Krippendorff (1980,
1970) and Cohen (1960).
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Country Number of statements Krippendorf’s Alpha Cohen’s Kappa

UK 856 0.82 0.76
Austria 558 0.75 0.65
Spain 1,008 0.73 0.65
Netherlands 481 0.79 0.68

Total 2,903 0.78 0.69

Table C.2: Interrater reliability tests

C.5 Blame and credit strategies across time and

countries

Figure C.1: Blame and credit across time and countries

C.6 Robustness tests

To ensure the validity of the results, I run numerous robustness tests. First, I run the

models with country random effects, rather than country fixed effects, in addition to

the speaker and party random effects (Table C.3). Second, I calculate the multilevel

regressions as simple logit regression models, without any random effects (Table C.4).

Third, I re-run the models and exclude one country at a time to test whether the
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results are driven by specific countries. Table C.5 excludes the UK, Table C.6 the

Netherlands, Table C.7 Austria and Table C.8 Spain. The results for the variables of

interest remain significant and in the expected direction in all the tests.

Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.557∗∗∗ −0.393∗∗∗ 1.381∗∗∗ −1.447∗∗∗

(0.127) (0.101) (0.246) (0.255)

Pro-EU party 0.375 −0.915∗∗ 1.378∗ −1.386∗

(0.398) (0.366) (0.712) (0.736)

Right-wing party −0.143 −0.370 0.422 −0.448
(0.243) (0.226) (0.449) (0.465)

Populist party −1.391∗∗∗ 0.338 −2.321∗∗∗ 2.338∗∗∗

(0.465) (0.394) (0.793) (0.821)

National election year 0.174∗∗ 0.010 0.004 0.003
(0.074) (0.066) (0.152) (0.154)

Council of the EU presidency −0.353∗ −0.161 −0.641 0.638
(0.207) (0.218) (0.515) (0.523)

Public Euroscepticism 3.015∗∗∗ −1.123∗∗ 7.676∗∗∗ −7.970∗∗∗

(0.501) (0.472) (1.059) (1.082)

GDP change −0.290∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.273∗∗∗ 0.287∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.040) (0.089) (0.091)

ECB target 1.013∗∗∗ −1.092∗∗∗

(0.202) (0.206)

European Commission target −0.030 0.008
(0.276) (0.281)

European Council target 0.866∗∗∗ −1.168∗∗∗

(0.258) (0.274)

Constant −4.548∗∗∗ −1.614∗∗∗ −4.407∗∗∗ 4.532∗∗∗

(0.462) (0.419) (0.840) (0.870)

Observations 19,343 19,343 3,474 3,474
Log Likelihood −4,738.115 −5,229.120 −1,396.429 −1,378.285
Akaike Inf. Crit. 9,500.229 10,482.240 2,822.858 2,786.570
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 9,594.670 10,576.680 2,915.154 2,878.866

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.3: Regression robustness tests (country random effects)
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.044∗∗∗ −0.047∗∗∗ 0.268∗∗∗ −0.265∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.017) (0.017)

Pro-EU party 0.082∗∗∗ −0.082∗∗∗ 0.365∗∗∗ −0.377∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.008) (0.027) (0.027)

Right-wing party 0.004 −0.009 0.033 −0.034∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.021) (0.021)

Populist party 0.006 0.034∗∗∗ −0.185∗∗∗ 0.180∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.010) (0.033) (0.033)

National election year 0.006 0.010∗∗ −0.013 0.014
(0.005) (0.005) (0.017) (0.017)

Council of the EU presidency −0.043∗∗∗ 0.009 −0.151∗∗∗ 0.149∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.014) (0.055) (0.055)

Public Euroscepticism 0.196∗∗∗ −0.039 0.668∗∗∗ −0.656∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.030) (0.106) (0.106)

GDP change −0.031∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.009) (0.009)

ECB target 0.095∗∗∗ −0.098∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.023)

European Commission target −0.021 0.020
(0.034) (0.034)

European Council target 0.217∗∗∗ −0.239∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.030)

Constant −0.051∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗ −0.041 1.045∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.015) (0.054) (0.054)

Observations 19,343 19,343 3,474 3,474
Log Likelihood −1,842.445 −3,710.224 −1,897.717 −1,898.125
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,708.889 7,444.447 3,825.435 3,826.251

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.4: Regression robustness tests (without random effects)
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.307∗ −0.727∗∗∗ 1.325∗∗∗ −1.403∗∗∗

(0.170) (0.184) (0.367) (0.376)

Pro-EU party 0.518 −0.331 0.523 −0.538
(0.470) (0.407) (0.777) (0.791)

Right-wing party 0.120 −0.383∗ 0.585 −0.607
(0.207) (0.229) (0.401) (0.407)

Populist party −1.403∗∗∗ 0.718∗ −2.816∗∗∗ 2.804∗∗∗

(0.479) (0.408) (0.796) (0.811)

National election year 0.119 −0.049 −0.055 0.112
(0.086) (0.085) (0.184) (0.187)

Council of the EU presidency −0.347∗ −0.224 −0.507 0.539
(0.207) (0.222) (0.501) (0.508)

Public Euroscepticism 3.000∗∗∗ −0.998∗ 6.192∗∗∗ −6.458∗∗∗

(0.566) (0.599) (1.228) (1.251)

GDP change −0.293∗∗∗ −0.200∗∗∗ −0.272∗∗ 0.272∗∗

(0.047) (0.053) (0.110) (0.111)

ECB target 0.890∗∗∗ −0.938∗∗∗

(0.228) (0.231)

European Commission target 0.270 −0.410
(0.451) (0.468)

European Council target 0.688∗∗ −0.862∗∗∗

(0.313) (0.323)

Constant −4.251∗∗∗ −2.191∗∗∗ −2.648∗∗∗ 2.732∗∗∗

(0.563) (0.531) (1.002) (1.019)

Observations 13,640 13,640 1,927 1,927
Log Likelihood −3,199.421 −2,951.254 −786.490 −780.130
Akaike Inf. Crit. 6,424.843 5,928.508 1,604.981 1,592.259
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 6,522.613 6,026.278 1,694.000 1,681.279

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.5: Regression robustness tests (without the UK)
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.554∗∗∗ −0.358∗∗∗ 1.430∗∗∗ −1.458∗∗∗

(0.135) (0.111) (0.271) (0.279)

Pro-EU party 1.662∗∗∗ −1.333∗∗ 2.866∗∗ −2.847∗∗

(0.323) (0.618) (1.158) (1.188)

Right-wing party 0.147 −0.529 0.851 −0.853
(0.217) (0.373) (0.686) (0.707)

Populist party −0.700 −0.002 −1.456 1.433
(0.445) (0.578) (1.091) (1.127)

National election year 0.230∗∗∗ 0.014 0.086 −0.129
(0.083) (0.075) (0.172) (0.174)

Council of the EU presidency −0.197 −0.319 −0.334 0.286
(0.212) (0.255) (0.551) (0.556)

Public Euroscepticism 2.582∗∗∗ −1.031∗ 7.574∗∗∗ −7.700∗∗∗

(0.555) (0.528) (1.199) (1.216)

GDP change −0.297∗∗∗ −0.225∗∗∗ −0.220∗∗ 0.251∗∗

(0.045) (0.043) (0.096) (0.098)

ECB target 1.194∗∗∗ −1.292∗∗∗

(0.231) (0.235)

European Commission target −0.064 0.095
(0.303) (0.306)

European Council target 1.154∗∗∗ −1.382∗∗∗

(0.284) (0.299)

Constant −5.495∗∗∗ −1.447∗ −5.309∗∗∗ 5.337∗∗∗

(0.498) (0.793) (1.480) (1.523)

Observations 16,137 16,137 3,042 3,042
Log Likelihood −4,053.345 −4,466.013 −1,197.096 −1,185.050
Akaike Inf. Crit. 8,132.691 8,958.027 2,426.192 2,402.100
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 8,232.646 9,057.982 2,522.516 2,498.425

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.6: Regression robustness tests (without the Netherlands)
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.456∗∗∗ −0.385∗∗∗ 1.313∗∗∗ −1.376∗∗∗

(0.127) (0.104) (0.252) (0.260)

Pro-EU party 1.123∗∗∗ −0.824∗∗ 1.653∗∗ −1.731∗∗

(0.264) (0.396) (0.776) (0.796)

Right-wing party −0.278 −0.188 0.178 −0.182
(0.189) (0.257) (0.541) (0.556)

Populist party −0.840∗ 0.602 −2.214∗∗ 2.256∗∗

(0.443) (0.447) (0.943) (0.971)

National election year 0.142∗ 0.041 −0.085 0.097
(0.086) (0.076) (0.176) (0.180)

Council of the EU presidency −0.404∗ −0.131 −0.695 0.697
(0.209) (0.220) (0.521) (0.528)

Public Euroscepticism 3.502∗∗∗ −1.406∗∗∗ 8.352∗∗∗ −8.647∗∗∗

(0.523) (0.499) (1.125) (1.149)

GDP change −0.196∗∗∗ −0.186∗∗∗ −0.172 0.174
(0.048) (0.046) (0.106) (0.109)

ECB target 1.082∗∗∗ −1.150∗∗∗

(0.218) (0.222)

European Commission target −0.040 0.019
(0.292) (0.297)

European Council target 0.856∗∗∗ −1.166∗∗∗

(0.262) (0.278)

Constant −5.994∗∗∗ −1.742∗∗∗ −5.236∗∗∗ 5.462∗∗∗

(0.433) (0.546) (1.105) (1.133)

Observations 15,626 15,626 2,891 2,891
Log Likelihood −3,860.046 −4,315.314 −1,176.287 −1,157.728
Akaike Inf. Crit. 7,746.092 8,656.627 2,384.574 2,347.457
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 7,845.629 8,756.164 2,480.083 2,442.966

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.7: Regression robustness tests (without Austria)
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Dependent variable:

Credit EU Blame EU Credit EU Blame EU

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Governing party 0.525∗∗∗ −0.294∗∗∗ 1.320∗∗∗ −1.416∗∗∗

(0.142) (0.106) (0.267) (0.270)

Pro-EU party 1.578∗∗∗ −1.416∗∗∗ 3.470∗∗∗ −3.646∗∗∗

(0.291) (0.238) (0.543) (0.539)

Right-wing party 0.178 −0.278 0.370 −0.402
(0.204) (0.191) (0.391) (0.408)

Populist party −0.577 0.115 −1.004 0.904
(0.451) (0.293) (0.714) (0.760)

National election year 0.161∗ 0.027 −0.036 0.049
(0.089) (0.074) (0.174) (0.176)

Council of the EU presidency −12.157 0.627 −14.834 14.839
(359.894) (0.436) (55.864) (909.371)

Public Euroscepticism 5.011∗∗∗ −0.534 9.825∗∗∗ −10.359∗∗∗

(0.799) (0.643) (1.528) (1.529)

GDP change −0.388∗∗∗ −0.182∗∗∗ −0.406∗∗∗ 0.431∗∗∗

(0.048) (0.047) (0.103) (0.106)

ECB target 0.900∗∗∗ −1.013∗∗∗

(0.262) (0.263)

European Commission target −0.091 0.051
(0.299) (0.298)

European Council target 0.698∗∗ −1.283∗∗∗

(0.354) (0.394)

Constant −6.059∗∗∗ −1.903∗∗∗ −5.921∗∗∗ 6.267∗∗∗

(0.481) (0.408) (0.910) (0.925)

Observations 12,626 12,626 2,562 2,562
Log Likelihood −3,055.605 −3,939.488 −1,008.799 −989.654
Akaike Inf. Crit. 6,137.209 7,904.976 2,049.597 2,011.309
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 6,233.975 8,001.741 2,143.174 2,104.886

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.8: Regression robustness tests (without Spain)
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